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Court File No. 35-2220172T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY
BETWEEN:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
Defendants

NOTICE OF MOTION
(returnable June 15, 2020)
BDO Canada Limited (“BDO”), in its capacity as the Court-appointed receiver (in such
capacity, the “Receiver”), without security, of all the assets, undertakings and properties of SleCo Plastics Inc. (“Plastics Inc.”), Sle-Co Properties Inc. (“Properties Inc.”) and 1142024
Ontario Inc. (“114 Inc.” and, together with Plastics and Properties, the “Debtors”), including,
without limitation, the real property known municipally as 400 South Edgeware Road in St.
Thomas, Ontario (the “Real Property”), save and except for the Excluded Assets (as defined in
the Receivership Order, as defined below) (collectively, the “Property”), will make a motion to
a Judge of the Court on Monday, June 15, 2020 at 10:00 a.m., or as soon after that time as the
motion can be heard, via teleconference at 1-866-633-1033, conference identification number
7698738#.
PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard orally.
THE MOTION IS FOR an Order, including, amongst other things:
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(a)

if necessary, abridging the time for service and filing of this notice of motion and
the motion record or, in the alternative, dispensing with same;

(b)

approving the First Report of the proposed Receiver dated January 13, 2020 (the
“Pre-Receivership Report”);

(c)

approving the First Report of the Receiver dated June 1, 2020 (the “First
Report”) and the actions of the Receiver described therein, including, without
limitation, the statement of receipts and disbursements appended thereto;

(d)

approving the Confidential Supplement to the First Report of the Receiver dated
June 1, 2020 (the “First Confidential Supplement”) and the actions of the
Receiver described therein;

(e)

approving the agreement of purchase and sale between the Receiver, as vendor,
and Infinity Asset Solutions Inc. (the “Purchaser”), as purchaser, dated April 21,
2020 (the “Sale Agreement”), and authorizing the Receiver to complete the
transaction contemplated thereby (the “Transaction”);

(f)

vesting the Purchased Assets (as defined in the Sale Agreement) in the Purchaser;

(g)

sealing the First Confidential Supplement until closing of the Transaction or
further Order of the Court;

(h)

approving the Real Property Sale Process (as defined in the First Report);

(i)

approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel; and

(j)

such further and other relief as counsel may advise and this Court may permit.

THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE:
(a)

Plastics Inc. filed a notice of intention to make a proposal (the “NOI”) pursuant to
section 50.4(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada) (the “BIA”), and
BDO acted as the proposal trustee thereunder;
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(b)

pursuant to an Order of the Court made on November 29, 2019, the deadline for
Plastics Inc. to file a proposal under the BIA was extended to January 18, 2020;

(c)

one of the Debtors’ secured creditors, Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”), brought a
motion returnable January 17, 2020, which sought to have BDO appointed as the
Receiver;

(d)

RBC’s motion was supported by the affidavit of Greg Smith from RBC;

(e)

the proposed Receiver also filed the Pre-Receivership Report to the Court, the
primary purpose of which was to provide information on the status of the sale
process that had been undertaken by the Debtors subsequent to the filing of the NOI
by Plastics Inc.;

(f)

pursuant to an Order of The Honourable Mr. Justice McArthur of the Court made
January 17, 2020 (the “Receivership Order”), BDO was appointed as the Receiver;

(g)

Plastics Inc. did not file a proposal within the requisite time and was automatically
deemed bankrupt;

(h)

the Receiver has filed with the Court the First Report and the First Confidential
Supplement, which, amongst other things, describe the steps taken by the
Receiver since its appointment under the Receivership Order;

(i)

a sealing order is required because the First Confidential Supplement contains
certain commercially-sensitive information, the release of which would prejudice
the Debtors’ stakeholders if it were to be disclosed prior to the closing of the
Transaction;

(j)

the Receiver recommends that the Court approve the Sale Agreement for the
following reasons:
(i)

the underlying sale process was fair and transparent;
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(ii)

the Sale Agreement represents the best offer available for the Property
thereunder; and

(iii)

the Receiver is advised by RBC, the Debtors’ senior arm’s-length secured
creditor, that it supports the Transaction;

(k)

the Sale Agreement, which the Receiver has accepted (subject to approval by this
Court), contemplates that the Receiver will complete the Transaction and that the
Property described in the Sale Agreement will be vested in the Purchaser;

(l)

a condition of the Sale Agreement is that this Court provide a sale approval and
vesting order in favour of the Purchaser;

(m)

pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver was authorized to, amongst
other things:
(i)

market any or all of the Property, including advertising and soliciting
offers in respect of the Property and negotiating such terms and conditions
of sale as the Receiver, in its discretion, deems appropriate; and

(ii)

sell, convey, transfer, lease or assign the Property or any part or parts
thereof out of the ordinary course of business, including, without
limitation, with the approval of this Court in respect of any transaction of
the Property exceeding a certain monetary threshold;

(n)

the proposed Real Property Sale Process is fair and reasonable, and provides for a
transparent method of exposing the Real Property to the market;

(o)

the Receiver and its counsel, Aird & Berlis LLP, have accrued fees and expenses
in their capacity as Receiver and counsel thereto, respectively, which fees and
expenses require the approval of this Court pursuant to the Receivership Order;
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(p)

the Receivership Order authorizes the Receiver to pass its accounts from time to
time, and to include any necessary solicitor fees and disbursements in the passing
of the accounts;

(q)

the other grounds set out in the Pre-Receivership Report, the First Report and the
First Confidential Supplement;

(r)

section 243 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3, as
amended;

(s)

section 101 of the Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, as amended;

(t)

rules 1.04, 2.03, 3.02, 30, 37 and 41.05 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O.
1990, Reg. 194, as amended; and

(u)
2.

such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and this Court may permit.

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the
motion:
(a)

the Pre-Receivership Report;

(b)

the First Report, inclusive of the fee affidavits filed on behalf of the Receiver and
its counsel;

(c)

the First Confidential Supplement; and

(d)

such further and other material as counsel may submit and this Court may permit.
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Date: June 4, 2020

AIRD & BERLIS LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
Brookfield Place
181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9
Sanjeev P.R. Mitra (LSO # 37934U)
Tel: (416) 865-3085
Fax: (416) 863-1515
Email: smitra@airdberlis.com
Jeremy Nemers (LSO # 66410Q)
Tel: (416) 865-7724
Fax: (416) 863-1515
Email: jnemers@airdberlis.com
Lawyers for the Receiver

TO:

ATTACHED SERVICE LIST
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Court File No. 35-2220175T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY

THE HONOURABLE
JUSTICE

)
)
)

MONDAY, THE 15TH
DAY OF JUNE, 2020

BETWEEN:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
Defendants

APPROVAL AND VESTING ORDER
THIS MOTION, made by BDO Canada Limited, in its capacity as the Court-appointed
receiver (in such capacity, the “Receiver”), without security, of certain of the assets,
undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc. (the “Debtor”), Sle-Co Properties Inc.
(“Properties Inc.”) and 1142024 Ontario Inc. (“114 Inc.” and, together with the Debtor and
Properties Inc., the “Debtors”), acquired for, or used in relation to a business carried on by the
Debtors, for an order, inter alia, approving the sale transaction (the “Transaction”)
contemplated by an agreement of purchase and sale between the Receiver, as vendor, and
Infinity Asset Solutions Inc. (the “Purchaser”), as purchaser, dated April 21, 2020 (the “Sale
Agreement”), a redacted copy of which is attached as Appendix “D” to the First Report of the
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Receiver dated June 1, 2020 (the “First Report”) and an unredacted copy of which is attached to
the Confidential Supplement to the First Report dated June 1, 2020 (the “Confidential
Supplement”), and vesting in the Purchaser the Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the
property described as the “Purchased Assets” in the Sale Agreement (the “Purchased Assets”),
was heard this day via teleconference due to the Covid-19 crisis.
ON READING the First Report and appendices thereto and the Confidential Supplement
and the appendices thereto, and on hearing the submissions of counsel for the Receiver and such
other counsel as were present, no one appearing for any other person on the service list, although
properly served as appears from the affidavit of Eunice Baltkois sworn June 4, 2020, filed,
1.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that the Transaction is hereby approved,

and the execution of the Sale Agreement by the Receiver is hereby authorized and approved,
with such minor amendments as the Receiver may deem necessary. The Receiver is hereby
authorized and directed to take such additional steps and execute such additional documents as
may be necessary or desirable for the completion of the Transaction and for the conveyance of
the Purchased Assets to the Purchaser, or as it may direct.
2.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that upon the delivery of a Receiver’s

certificate to the Purchaser substantially in the form attached as Schedule A hereto (the
“Receiver's Certificate”), all of the Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased
Assets described in the Sale Agreement shall vest absolutely in the Purchaser, free and clear of
and from any and all security interests (whether contractual, statutory, or otherwise), hypothecs,
mortgages, trusts or deemed trusts (whether contractual, statutory, or otherwise), liens,
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executions, levies, charges, or other financial or monetary claims, whether or not they have
attached or been perfected, registered or filed and whether secured, unsecured or otherwise
(collectively, the “Claims”) including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing: (i) any
encumbrances or charges created by the Order of The Honourable Mr. Justice McArthur made
January 17, 2020; and (ii) all charges, security interests or claims evidenced by registrations
pursuant to the Personal Property Security Act (Ontario) or any other personal property registry
system, and, for greater certainty, this Court orders that all of the Claims affecting or relating to
the Purchased Assets are hereby expunged and discharged as against the Purchased Assets.
3.

THIS COURT ORDERS that for the purposes of determining the nature and priority of

Claims, the net proceeds from the sale of the Purchased Assets shall stand in the place and stead
of the Purchased Assets, and that from and after the delivery of the Receiver’s Certificate all
Claims shall attach to the net proceeds from the sale of the Purchased Assets with the same
priority as they had with respect to the Purchased Assets immediately prior to the sale, as if the
Purchased Assets had not been sold and remained in the possession or control of the person
having that possession or control immediately prior to the sale.
4.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS the Receiver to file with the Court a copy of

the Receiver’s Certificate, forthwith after delivery thereof.
5.

THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding:
(a)

the pendency of these proceedings;
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(b)

any applications for a bankruptcy order now or hereafter issued pursuant to the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada) in respect of any of the Debtors and any
bankruptcy order issued pursuant to any such applications; and

(c)

the bankruptcy of the Debtor and any assignment in bankruptcy made in respect
of the other Debtors,

the vesting of the Purchased Assets in the Purchaser, or as it may direct, pursuant to this Order
shall be binding on any trustee in bankruptcy that is presently, or that may be, appointed in
respect of any of the Debtors and shall not be void or voidable by creditors of any of the Debtors,
nor shall it constitute nor be deemed to be a fraudulent preference, assignment, fraudulent
conveyance, transfer at undervalue or other reviewable transaction under the Bankruptcy and
Insolvency Act (Canada) or any other applicable federal or provincial legislation, nor shall it
constitute oppressive or unfairly prejudicial conduct pursuant to any applicable federal or
provincial legislation.
6.

THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court, tribunal,

regulatory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada or in the United States to give
effect to this Order and to assist the Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this
Order.

All courts, tribunals, regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby respectfully

requested to make such orders and to provide such assistance to the Receiver, as an officer of this
Court, as may be necessary or desirable to give effect to this Order or to assist the Receiver and
its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order.
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7.

THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding Rule 59.05 of the Rules of Civil

Procedure (Ontario), this Order is effective from the date on which it is made, and is enforceable
without any need for entry and filing; provided, however, that any party may nonetheless submit
a formal order for original, signing, entry and filing, as the case may be.
____________________________________
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Schedule “A” – Form of Receiver’s Certificate

Court File No. 35-2220175T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY

BETWEEN:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
Defendants

RECEIVER’S CERTIFICATE
RECITALS
I.

Pursuant to an Order of The Honourable Mr. Justice McArthur of the Ontario Superior
Court of Justice in Bankruptcy and Insolvency (the “Court”) dated January 17, 2020, BDO
Canada Limited (“BDO”) was appointed as receiver (in such capacity, the “Receiver”), without
security, of certain of the assets, undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc. (the
“Debtor”), Sle-Co Properties Inc. (“Properties Inc.”) and 1142024 Ontario Inc. (“114 Inc.”
and, together with the Debtor and Properties Inc., the “Debtors”), acquired for, or used in
relation to a business carried on by the Debtor, including the proceeds thereof (the “Property”).

II.

Pursuant to an Order of the Court dated June 15, 2020, the Court approved the agreement
of purchase and sale between the Receiver, as vendor, and Infinity Asset Solutions Inc. (the
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“Purchaser”), as purchaser, dated April 21, 2020 (the “Sale Agreement”), and provided for the
vesting in the Purchaser of all the Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased Assets
(as defined in the Sale Agreement), which vesting is to be effective with respect to the Purchased
Assets upon the delivery by the Receiver to the Purchaser of a certificate confirming: (i) the
payment by the Purchaser of the purchase price for the Purchased Assets; (ii) that the conditions
to closing as set out in the Sale Agreement have been satisfied or waived by the Receiver and the
Purchaser; and (iii) the Transaction has been completed to the satisfaction of the Receiver.
III.

Unless otherwise indicated herein, terms with initial capitals have the meanings set out in
the Sale Agreement.
THE RECEIVER CERTIFIES the following:
1.

The Purchaser has paid and the Receiver has received the purchase price for the

Purchased Assets payable on the closing date pursuant to the Sale Agreement;
2.

The conditions to closing as set out in the Sale Agreement have been satisfied or waived

by the Receiver and the Purchaser;
3.

The Transaction has been completed to the satisfaction of the Receiver; and

4.

This Certificate was delivered by the Receiver at _____________ [TIME] on

_______________ [DATE].
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BDO CANADA LIMITED, solely in its capacity
as the Court-appointed receiver of the Debtors,
and not in its personal capacity or in any other
capacity
Per:
Name:
Title:
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Revised: January 21, 2014
Court File No. __________35-2220175T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY
COMMERCIAL LIST

THE HONOURABLE ______

)
)
)

JUSTICE ________________

THE HONOURABLE
JUSTICE

______DAY, THE____DAY
OF _____________, 20__

)
)
)

MONDAY, THE 15TH
DAY OF JUNE, 2020

BETWEEN:
PLAINTIFF

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and –SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
DEFENDANT
Defendant
Defendants

DOCSTOR: 1201927\14
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APPROVAL AND VESTING ORDER
THIS MOTION, made by [RECEIVER'S NAME]BDO Canada Limited, in its capacity
as the Court-appointed receiver (in such capacity, the "“Receiver"”), without security, of certain
of the undertaking, property and assets of [DEBTOR], undertakings and properties of Sle-Co
Plastics Inc. (the "“Debtor"”) , Sle-Co Properties Inc. (“Properties Inc.”) and 1142024 Ontario
Inc. (“114 Inc.” and, together with the Debtor and Properties Inc., the “Debtors”), acquired for, or
used in relation to a business carried on by the Debtors, for an order, inter alia, approving the
sale transaction (the "“Transaction"”) contemplated by an agreement of purchase and sale (the
"Sale Agreement") between the Receiver, as vendor, and [NAME OF PURCHASER] Infinity
Asset Solutions Inc. (the "“Purchaser"”), as purchaser, dated [DATE] and appendedApril 21,
2020 (the “Sale Agreement”), a redacted copy of which is attached as Appendix “D” to the First
Report of the Receiver dated [DATE]June 1, 2020 (the "“First Report"”) and an unredacted copy
of which is attached to the Confidential Supplement to the First Report dated June 1, 2020 (the
“Confidential Supplement”), and vesting in the Purchaser the Debtor’s right, title and interest in
and to the assetsproperty described as the “Purchased Assets” in the Sale Agreement (the
"“Purchased Assets"”), was heard this day at 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontariovia
teleconference due to the Covid-19 crisis.
ON READING the First Report and appendices thereto and the Confidential Supplement
and the appendices thereto, and on hearing the submissions of counsel for the Receiver,
[NAMES OF OTHER PARTIES APPEARING] and such other counsel as were present, no one

DOCSTOR: 1201927\14
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appearing for any other person on the service list, although properly served as appears from the
affidavit of [NAME]Eunice Baltkois sworn [DATE]June 4, 2020, filed1: ,
1.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that the Transaction is hereby approved,2

and the execution of the Sale Agreement by the Receiver3 is hereby authorized and approved,
with such minor amendments as the Receiver may deem necessary. The Receiver is hereby
authorized and directed to take such additional steps and execute such additional documents as
may be necessary or desirable for the completion of the Transaction and for the conveyance of
the Purchased Assets to the Purchaser, or as it may direct.
2.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that upon the delivery of a Receiver’s

certificate to the Purchaser substantially in the form attached as Schedule A hereto (the
"“Receiver's Certificate"”), all of the Debtor'’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased
Assets described in the Sale Agreement [and listed on Schedule B hereto]4 shall vest absolutely
in the Purchaser, free and clear of and from any and all security interests (whether contractual,
statutory, or otherwise), hypothecs, mortgages, trusts or deemed trusts (whether contractual,
statutory, or otherwise), liens, executions, levies, charges, or other financial or monetary claims,
whether or not they have attached or been perfected, registered or filed and whether secured,
1

This model order assumes that the time for service does not need to be abridged. The motion seeking a vesting
order should be served on all persons having an economic interest in the Purchased Assets, unless circumstances
warrant a different approach. Counsel should consider attaching the affidavit of service to this Order.
2
In some cases, notably where this Order may be relied upon for proceedings in the United States, a finding that the
Transaction is commercially reasonable and in the best interests of the Debtor and its stakeholders may be
necessary. Evidence should be filed to support such a finding, which finding may then be included in the Court's
endorsement.
3
In some cases, the Debtor will be the vendor under the Sale Agreement, or otherwise actively involved in the
Transaction. In those cases, care should be taken to ensure that this Order authorizes either or both of the Debtor
and the Receiver to execute and deliver documents, and take other steps.
4
To allow this Order to be free-standing (and not require reference to the Court record and/or the Sale Agreement),
it may be preferable that the Purchased Assets be specifically described in a Schedule.

DOCSTOR: 1201927\14
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unsecured or otherwise (collectively, the "“Claims"5”) including, without limiting the generality
of the foregoing: (i) any encumbrances or charges created by the Order of theThe Honourable
Mr. Justice [NAME] dated [DATE]McArthur made January 17, 2020; and (ii) all charges,
security interests or claims evidenced by registrations pursuant to the Personal Property Security
Act (Ontario) or any other personal property registry system; and (iii) those Claims listed on
Schedule C hereto (all of which are collectively referred to as the "Encumbrances", which term
shall not include the permitted encumbrances, easements and restrictive covenants listed on
Schedule D), and, for greater certainty, this Court orders that all of the EncumbrancesClaims
affecting or relating to the Purchased Assets are hereby expunged and discharged as against the
Purchased Assets.
3.

THIS COURT ORDERS that upon the registration in the Land Registry Office for the

[Registry Division of {LOCATION} of a Transfer/Deed of Land in the form prescribed by the
Land Registration Reform Act duly executed by the Receiver][Land Titles Division of
{LOCATION} of an Application for Vesting Order in the form prescribed by the Land Titles Act
and/or the Land Registration Reform Act]6, the Land Registrar is hereby directed to enter the
Purchaser as the owner of the subject real property identified in Schedule B hereto (the “Real
Property”) in fee simple, and is hereby directed to delete and expunge from title to the Real
Property all of the Claims listed in Schedule C hereto.

5

The "Claims" being vested out may, in some cases, include ownership claims, where ownership is disputed and the
dispute is brought to the attention of the Court. Such ownership claims would, in that case, still continue as against
the net proceeds from the sale of the claimed asset. Similarly, other rights, titles or interests could also be vested
out, if the Court is advised what rights are being affected, and the appropriate persons are served. It is the
Subcommittee's view that a non-specific vesting out of "rights, titles and interests" is vague and therefore
undesirable.
6
Elect the language appropriate to the land registry system (Registry vs. Land Titles).

DOCSTOR: 1201927\14
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3.

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that for the purposes of determining the nature and priority

of Claims, the net proceeds7 from the sale of the Purchased Assets shall stand in the place and
stead of the Purchased Assets, and that from and after the delivery of the Receiver'’s Certificate
all Claims and Encumbrances shall attach to the net proceeds from the sale of the Purchased
Assets with the same priority as they had with respect to the Purchased Assets immediately prior
to the sale8, as if the Purchased Assets had not been sold and remained in the possession or
control of the person having that possession or control immediately prior to the sale.
4.

5. THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS the Receiver to file with the Court a copy

of the Receiver'’s Certificate, forthwith after delivery thereof.
6.

THIS COURT ORDERS that, pursuant to clause 7(3)(c) of the Canada Personal

Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, the Receiver is authorized and permitted
to disclose and transfer to the Purchaser all human resources and payroll information in the
Company's records pertaining to the Debtor's past and current employees, including personal
information of those employees listed on Schedule "●" to the Sale Agreement. The Purchaser
shall maintain and protect the privacy of such information and shall be entitled to use the
personal information provided to it in a manner which is in all material respects identical to the
prior use of such information by the Debtor.
5.

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding:
(a) (a) the pendency of these proceedings;

7

The Report should identify the disposition costs and any other costs which should be paid from the gross sale
proceeds, to arrive at "net proceeds".
8
This provision crystallizes the date as of which the Claims will be determined. If a sale occurs early in the
insolvency process, or potentially secured claimants may not have had the time or the ability to register or perfect
proper claims prior to the sale, this provision may not be appropriate, and should be amended to remove this
crystallization concept.

DOCSTOR: 1201927\14
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(b) (b) any applications for a bankruptcy order now or hereafter issued pursuant to the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada) in respect of any of the DebtorDebtors
and any bankruptcy order issued pursuant to any such applications; and
(c) (c) the bankruptcy of the Debtor and any assignment in bankruptcy made in respect of
the Debtor;other Debtors,
the vesting of the Purchased Assets in the Purchaser, or as it may direct, pursuant to this Order
shall be binding on any trustee in bankruptcy that is presently, or that may be, appointed in
respect of any of the DebtorDebtors and shall not be void or voidable by creditors of any of the
DebtorDebtors, nor shall it constitute nor be deemed to be a fraudulent preference, assignment,
fraudulent conveyance, transfer at undervalue, or other reviewable transaction under the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada) or any other applicable federal or provincial legislation,
nor shall it constitute oppressive or unfairly prejudicial conduct pursuant to any applicable
federal or provincial legislation.
8.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that the Transaction is exempt from the

application of the Bulk Sales Act (Ontario).
6.

9. THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court, tribunal,

regulatory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada or in the United States to give
effect to this Order and to assist the Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this
Order.

All courts, tribunals, regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby respectfully

requested to make such orders and to provide such assistance to the Receiver, as an officer of this
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Court, as may be necessary or desirable to give effect to this Order or to assist the Receiver and
its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order.
7.

THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding Rule 59.05 of the Rules of Civil

Procedure (Ontario), this Order is effective from the date on which it is made, and is enforceable
without any need for entry and filing; provided, however, that any party may nonetheless submit
a formal order for original, signing, entry and filing, as the case may be.

____________________________________
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Schedule “A –”– Form of Receiver’s Certificate

Court File No. __________35-2220175T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY
COMMERCIAL LIST

BETWEEN:
PLAINTIFF

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and –SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
DEFENDANT
Defendant
Defendants

RECEIVER’S CERTIFICATE
RECITALS
I.

A.

Pursuant to an Order of theThe Honourable [NAME OF

JUDGE]Mr. Justice McArthur of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in Bankruptcy and

DOCSTOR: 1201927\14
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Insolvency (the "“Court"”) dated [DATE OF ORDER], [NAME OF RECEIVER]January 17,
2020, BDO Canada Limited (“BDO”) was appointed as the receiver (in such capacity, the
"“Receiver"”), without security, of certain of the undertaking, property and assets of [DEBTOR],
undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc. (the “Debtor”). , Sle-Co Properties Inc.
(“Properties Inc.”) and 1142024 Ontario Inc. (“114 Inc.” and, together with the Debtor and
Properties Inc., the “Debtors”), acquired for, or used in relation to a business carried on by the
Debtor, including the proceeds thereof (the “Property”).
II.

B.

Pursuant to an Order of the Court dated [DATE]June 15,

2020, the Court approved the agreement of purchase and sale made as of [DATE OF
AGREEMENT] (the "Sale Agreement") between the Receiver [Debtor], as vendor, and [NAME
OF PURCHASER]Infinity Asset Solutions Inc. (the "“Purchaser"”), as purchaser, dated April
21, 2020 (the “Sale Agreement”), and provided for the vesting in the Purchaser of all the
Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased Assets (as defined in the Sale
Agreement), which vesting is to be effective with respect to the Purchased Assets upon the
delivery by the Receiver to the Purchaser of a certificate confirming: (i) the payment by the
Purchaser of the Purchase Pricepurchase price for the Purchased Assets; (ii) that the conditions to
Closingclosing as set out in section ● of the Sale Agreement have been satisfied or waived by the
Receiver and the Purchaser; and (iii) the Transaction has been completed to the satisfaction of the
Receiver.
III.

C.

Unless otherwise indicated herein, terms with initial

capitals have the meanings set out in the Sale Agreement.
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THE RECEIVER CERTIFIES the following:
1.

1.

The Purchaser has paid and the Receiver has received the Purchase Pricepurchase

price for the Purchased Assets payable on the Closing Dateclosing date pursuant to the Sale
Agreement;
2.

2.

The conditions to Closingclosing as set out in section ● of the Sale Agreement

have been satisfied or waived by the Receiver and the Purchaser; and
3.

3.

The Transaction has been completed to the satisfaction of the Receiver.; and

4.

4.

This Certificate was delivered by the Receiver at _____________ [TIME] on

_______________ [DATE].

[NAME OF RECEIVER],BDO CANADA
LIMITED, solely in its capacity as Receiver of
the
undertaking,
property
and
assetsCourt-appointed receiver of [DEBTOR]the
Debtors, and not in its personal capacity or in any
other capacity
Per:
Name:
Title:
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Schedule C – Claims to be deleted and expunged from title to Real Property
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Schedule D – Permitted Encumbrances, Easements and Restrictive Covenants
related to the Real Property
(unaffected by the Vesting Order)

24921184.1
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Court File No. 35-2220175T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY

THE HONOURABLE
JUSTICE

)
)
)

MONDAY, THE 15TH
DAY OF JUNE, 2020

BETWEEN:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
Defendants

ANCILLARY ORDER
THIS MOTION, made by BDO Canada Limited, in its capacity as the Court-appointed
receiver (in such capacity, the “Receiver”), without security, of certain of the assets,
undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc. (the “Debtor”), Sle-Co Properties Inc.
(“Properties Inc.”) and 1142024 Ontario Inc. (“114 Inc.” and, together with the Debtor and
Properties Inc., the “Debtors”), acquired for, or used in relation to a business carried on by the
Debtors, for an order, inter alia: (i) approving the First Report of the proposed Receiver dated
January 13, 2020 (the “Pre-Receivership Report”); (ii) approving the First Report of the
Receiver dated June 1, 2020 (the “First Report”) and the actions of the Receiver described
therein, including, without limitation, the statement of receipts and disbursements appended
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thereto; (iii) approving the Confidential Supplement to the First Report of the Receiver dated
June 1, 2020 (the “First Confidential Supplement”) and the actions of the Receiver described
therein; (iv) sealing the First Confidential Supplement until closing of the Infinity Transaction
(as defined in the First Report) or further Order of the Court; (v) approving the Real Property
Sale Process (as defined in the First Report); and (vi) approving the fees and disbursements of
the Receiver and its counsel, was heard this day via teleconference due to the Covid-19 crisis.
ON READING the First Report and appendices thereto (including, without limitation,
the affidavits of Stephen N. Cherniak sworn May 25, 2020 and Kyle Plunkett sworn June 1, 2020
(the “Fee Affidavits”)) and the First Confidential Supplement and the appendices thereto, and on
hearing the submissions of counsel for the Receiver and such other counsel as were present, no
one appearing for any other person on the service list, although properly served as appears from
the affidavit of Eunice Baltkois sworn June 4, 2020, filed,
1.

THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the notice of motion and the

motion record is hereby abridged and validated so that this motion is properly returnable today
and hereby dispenses with further service thereof.
2.

THIS COURT ORDERS that the Pre-Receivership Report be and is hereby approved.

3.

THIS COURT ORDERS that the First Report and the activities of the Receiver

described therein be and are hereby approved, including, without limitation, the statement of
receipts and disbursements appended thereto.
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4.

THIS COURT ORDERS that the First Confidential Supplement and the activities of the

Receiver described therein be and are hereby approved.
5.

THIS COURT ORDERS that the First Confidential Supplement be and is hereby sealed

until closing of the Infinity Transaction or further Order of the Court.
6.

THIS COURT ORDERS that the Real Property Sale Process be and is hereby approved.

7.

THIS COURT ORDERS that the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its

counsel, as set out in the Fee Affidavits, be and are hereby approved.
8.

THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court, tribunal,

regulatory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada or in the United States to give
effect to this Order and to assist the Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this
Order.

All courts, tribunals, regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby respectfully

requested to make such orders and to provide such assistance to the Receiver, as an officer of this
Court, as may be necessary or desirable to give effect to this Order or to assist the Receiver and
its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order.
9.

THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding Rule 59.05 of the Rules of Civil

Procedure (Ontario), this Order is effective from the date on which it is made, and is enforceable
without any need for entry and filing; provided, however, that any party may nonetheless submit
a formal order for original, signing, entry and filing, as the case may be.
____________________________________
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ANCILLARY ORDER
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Court File No. 35-2220172T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY and INSOLVENCY

B ETWE E N:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Applicant
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC.
SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC, and 1142024 ONTARIO INC.

Respondents

FIRST REPORT TO THE COURT SUBMITTED BY BDO CANADA LIMITED,
IN ITS CAPACITY AS PROPOSED RECEIVER OF
SLE-CO PLASTICS INC. AND SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC.

January 13, 2020
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

By motion within these proceedings in the Ontario Superior Court of Justice - in
Bankruptcy and Insolvency (the "Court") returnable on January 17, 2020 in London,
Ontario (the "Appointment Motion"), Royal Bank of Canada ("RBC" or the “Bank”) is
seeking, inter alia, an order of the Court (the “Appointment Order”) appointing BDO
Canada Limited (“BDO”) as receiver (in such capacity, the “Proposed Receiver”)
without security, of all of the assets, undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
(“Plastics Inc.” or the “Company") and Sle-Co Properties Inc. (“Properties Inc.” and
collectively with Plastics, the "Companies") (the “Property").

1.1.2

This report is submitted by BDO, in its capacity as Proposed Receiver of the
Companies.

1.1.3

In preparing this report we have reviewed the affidavit of Greg Smith sworn January
9th, 2020 in support of the Appointment Motion (the “Smith Affidavit").

1.1.4

Based on the information presently known to the Proposed Receiver, it intends (should
it be appointed) to take possession of the plant owned by Properties Inc. (located in St.
Thomas and defined as 400 South Edgeware below) and to operate the Plastics Inc.
business on a short-term basis. If appointed, the Proposed Receiver in a subsequent
report may be seeking the approval of the Court of the sale of the assets of Plastics
Inc. and Properties Inc., pursuant to a Letter of Intent arising from a sale process
undertaken by the Company.

1.1.5

If a sale cannot be consummated the Proposed Receiver may proceed to the liquidation
of the Property.

1.2

Background

1
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1.2.1

As set out in the Smith Affidavit, Plastics Inc. is a Tier 2 automotive parts supplier
serving original equipment manufacturers for both interior and exterior injection
moulded plastic parts, and also produces certain injection moulded and assembled
consumer products. Plastics Inc. operates from 145,000 square foot industrial premises
municipally known as 400 South Edgeware Road, St. Thomas, Ontario (''400 South
Edgeware") that are leased from the related company, Properties Inc.

1.2.2

The Proposed Receiver understands that Plastics Inc. is considered a Tier 2 supplier,
however, it does ship certain automotive parts directly to the OEM vehicle assembly
plant on behalf of its customer, who is the Tier 1 supplier.

1.2.3

The Proposed Receiver also understands that Mr. Jeffrey Sleegers (“Sleegers”) is the
owner of the shares of 1142024 Ontario Inc., which owns the shares of the Company.
As set out in the Smith Affidavit, Sleegers is the sole officer and director of the
Companies, but is not currently active in the day to day operations.

1.2.4

Details regarding RBC's lending arrangements with the Companies are set out in detail
in the Smith Affidavit.

1.2.5

The Proposed Receiver understands that, during 2018, Plastics Inc. consolidated three
production locations located in London, Ontario into 400 South Edgeware, which had
been vacant for several years. Cost overruns in preparing the new facility for
production, re-location costs, operational issues on start-up and the conclusion of a
major contract all negatively impacted the Company’s financial position. Three
construction liens were registered over 400 South Edgeware.

1.2.6

The Companies defaulted on the terms of their borrowing arrangements with RBC, as
set out in more detail in the Smith Affiadvit. In January 2019, RBC engaged BDO as a
financial advisor in respect of the Companies. Several rounds of forbearance were
also provided by RBC, as also set out in the Smith Affidavit.

1.2.7

In September 2019, Properties Inc. entered into an agreement of purchase and sale
for the sale of 400 South Edgeware to a third party, to be leased back to Plastics Inc.,
subject to certain conditions. The Proposed Receiver understands the conditions have
not been waived by the buyer within the required time period, and the agreement has
lapsed.
2
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1.2.8

The Companies were unable to obtain re-financing, and, on November 5, 2019, SleCo Plastics Inc. filed a Notice of Intention to Make a Proposal under subsection 50.4
(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (the "NOI") and BDO was appointed Proposal
Trustee (in such capacity, the "Proposal Trustee”).

1.2.9

The Proposed Receiver understands that RBC was not stayed from enforcing its
security by the filing of the NOI, and agreed to forbear and provide credit on a day-today basis, as set out in more detail in the Smith Affidavit.

1.2.10 Plastics Inc. continued to carry on business in the normal course subsequent to the
filing of the NOI. On consent, one major customer terminated its supply contract with
Plastics Inc., paid its outstanding accounts receivable balance and removed certain
moulds used to make automotive parts for the customer. Plastics Inc. continued to
supply its three largest customers, which represent more than 90 per cent of its current
revenues.
1.2.11 The Companies entered into discussions with several parties, including major
customers and other companies in the industry, to restructure their affairs through the
sale of all, or some portion of their assets, including 400 South Edgeware. As Proposal
Trustee, BDO was actively involved in this process, as outlined in Section 4 of this
report (the “Sale Process”).
1.2.12 In order to allow for additional time to conduct the Sale Process, Plastics Inc. sought
an extension to the 30-day period for the filing of the Proposal. By Order of Justice
Hockin dated November 29, 2019, the Court extended the time for the filing of the
Proposal to January 18, 2020.
1.2.13 Based on the outcome of the Sale Process, the Company has determined that it will be
unable to file a viable Proposal and will therefore not ask for an extension to file same.
Accordingly, Plastics Inc. will be deemed to have made an assignment in bankruptcy
following January 18, 2020.
1.2.14 As of January 9, 2020, the Proposed Receiver understands that the Companies are
insolvent, in that, in addition to amounts owed to other creditors, Plastics Inc. was
indebted to RBC in the amount of CAD$5,621,793.54 and US$2,313,971.97 and
Properties Inc. was indebted to RBC in the amount of CAD $3,506,309.59.
3
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1.2.15 RBC has advised that it is not willing to forebear any further, and is now seeking the
appointment of the Proposed Receiver to facilitate the sale of the Companies' assets.
The form of Appointment Order sought by RBC on the return of the Appointment
Motion, if granted, would empower but not obligate the Proposed Receiver to, among
other things (with additions to the template order black lined):
(a)

take possession of and exercise control over all of the Property;

(b)

take possession of and exercise control of any and all proceeds, receipts and
disbursements arising out of or from the Property; and

(c)

receive, preserve and protect the Property, or any part or parts thereof,
including, but not limited to, changing the locks and security codes, the
relocating of Property to safeguard it, the engaging of independent security
personnel, the taking of physical inventories and the placement of such
insurance coverage as may be necessary or desirable.

4
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2.
2.1

Terms of Reference

In preparing this First Report, the Proposed Receiver has relied upon unaudited and
draft internal financial information obtained from the Companies’ books and records
and discussions with former management and staff (the “Information”). The
Proposed Receiver has not audited, reviewed or otherwise attempted to verify the
accuracy or completeness of the Information and expresses no opinion, or other form
of assurance, in respect of the Information.

5
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3.
3.1

Purpose of the Proposed Receiver’s First Report

This constitutes the Proposed Receiver’s First Report to the Court (the "First
Report”) in this matter. The First Report is filed to provide this Court with information
to assist the Court in hearing RBC's motion and to provide information on the process
undertaken by the Companies thus far for the sale of their Property.

6
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4.
4.1

Process for the sale of the Property

Following the filing of the NOI, Plastic Inc. contacted major customers to advise them
of the Companies’ pressing need to formally restructure its financial affairs, including
the possible sale of some or all of the Property, including 400 South Edgeware.

4.2

Senior management of Plastics Inc. engaged in discussions with some customers
regarding the possible acquisition of the Property and/or the assumption of major
equipment leases. In addition, the Companies were contacted by other parties,
including parties having business relationships with customers or suppliers, as well
as third parties in the industry who were aware of Plastic Inc.’s financial difficulties.

4.3

Several parties expressed serious initial interest. Potential purchasers who contacted
the Companies or the Proposal Trustee were provided with a Confidentiality and NonDisclosure Agreement (“NDA”).

4.4

Potential purchasers (each, an “Offeror”) who executed the NDA were provided with
certain financial information by the Companies, including an appraisal of 400 South
Edgeware, equipment lists and other documents

4.5

The CIM invited Letters of Intent (“LOI” or “LOIs”) for the purchase of Property
(including the Companies’ business). Letters of Intent would be considered for either:
A) all of the Property on an en bloc basis; or B) all Property, save and except 400
South Edgeware.

4.6

The form and content of each LOI was to be determined by the corresponding Offeror,
provided the LOI was signed by the Offferor and included sufficiently detailed
information, to the extent possible, for the Companies and the Proposal Trustee to
evaluate the LOI. No more than one LOI would be selected for further negotiation,
and it would form the basis for a binding Agreement of Purchase and Sale.

4.7

The CIM outlined that several larger injection moulding machines were leased from
third parties and it may be possible for Offerors to assume existing leases, subject to
the approval of the lessor in question.

4.8

The Companies and the Proposal Trustee established a deadline for the submission
7
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of LOIs of 5:00 pm, January 9, 2020.
4.9

To assist prospective purchasers in conducting due diligence, the Proposal Trustee
established an electronic data room utilizing the third party Venue platform of
Donnelly Financial Solutions (“DFIN/Venue”), with access to the data room controlled
and monitored by the Proposal Trustee (the "Data Room”). DFIN/Venue provides
electronic data room services to major financial institutions and BDO has successfully
utilized DFIN/Venue services on other engagements. Prospective purchasers who
executed the NDA were provided with access to the Data Room.

4.10

The Data Room contains various information including:
(a)

Confidential Information Memorandum;

(b)

Plastics Inc. draft fiscal 2019 financial statements ;

(c)

Company prepared financial model;

(d)

400 South Edgeware appraisal; and

(e)

Machinery and equipment lists and copies of Plastics Inc. leases with RBC and
HSBC Bank Canada (“HSBC”) for major pieces of machinery.

4.11

Plastics Inc. has entered into leases with RBC for various equipment and machinery,
with a combined, current outstanding lease balance of approximately CAD $2.9
million, exclusive of HST. They include three leases for five large injection moulding
machines that are critical to producing current customer requirements.

4.12

Plastics Inc. entered into three leases with HSBC with a combined, current
outstanding balance of approximately CAD $1.9 million, exclusive of HST. There are
two leases for three pieces of robotic equipment, with an outstanding balance of
approximately CAD $250,000. A third lease, which commenced on March 14, 2019,
covers a 2018 Engel Duo 17060/2200 Horizontal Injection moulding machine ("Engel
2200T"). The balance of payments outstanding on this lease is approximately US$
1.2 million. The Engel 2200T machine is critical to producing current customer
requirements for Plastic Inc.'s largest automotive customer.

4.13

From all sources, approximately 15 parties contacted the Companies or the Proposal
8
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Trustee. Some were provided with preliminary information, but did not execute an
NDA. Of these, six parties executed the NDA and were provided access to the Data
Room.
4.14

The Proposed Receiver is currently working with an offer but if a satisfactory
agreement cannot be negotiated, the Proposed Receiver will proceed with an orderly
wind-down of Plastics Inc.

9
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All of which is Respectfully Submitted this 13th day of January, 2020

BDO Canada Limited in its capacity as Proposed Court Appointed Receiver of
Sle-Co Plastic Inc. and Sle-Co Properties Inc. and not in any personal capacity.

Per:

Stephen N. Cherniak, CPA, CA, CIRP
Licensed Insolvency Trustee
Senior Vice President
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AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE
BETWEEN
BDO CANADA LIMITED,
solely in its capacity as the Court-appointed receiver of Sle-Co
Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc. and 11420204 Ontario Inc.,
and not in its personal capacity or in any other capacity
- and INFINITY ASSET SOLUTIONS INC.
Dated: April 21, 2020
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AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE
THIS AGREEMENT made this 21st day of April, 2020.
BETWEEN:
BDO CANADA LIMITED,
solely in its capacity as the Court-appointed receiver of Sle-Co
Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc. and 11420204 Ontario Inc.,
and not in its personal capacity or in any other capacity
(in such capacities, the “Receiver”)
- and INFINITY ASSET SOLUTIONS INC.
(the “Purchaser”)
WHEREAS pursuant to the order of The Honourable Mr. Justice McArthur of the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice in Bankruptcy and Insolvency (the “Court”) made on January 17, 2020
(the “Receivership Order”), BDO Canada Limited was appointed as the Receiver, without
security, of all the assets, undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc. (the “Debtor”), SleCo Properties Inc. (“Properties Co.”) and 11420204 Ontario Inc. (“114 Co.” and, together with
the Debtor and Properties Co., the “Debtors”), acquired for, or used in relation to a business carried
on by the Debtors, including all proceeds thereof, save and except for the assets listed on Schedule
“B” to the Receivership Order (collectively, excluding the assets listed on Schedule “B” to the
Receivership Order, the “Property”);
AND WHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of the Receivership Order, the Receiver has
the power to sell all or any part of the Property, subject to Court approval in respect of any
transaction in which the purchase price exceeds $250,000 or the aggregate purchase price exceeds
$500,000;
AND WHEREAS the Purchaser wishes to purchase and the Receiver wishes to sell the
Purchased Assets (as defined herein) upon the terms and subject to the conditions set out herein;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises, mutual covenants and agreements
contained in this Agreement (as defined herein), and for other good and valuable consideration,
the receipt and sufficiency of which are each hereby acknowledged by the Parties (as defined
herein), the Parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1
DEFINED TERMS
1.1

Definitions.
In this Agreement:
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“114 Co.” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Accounts Payable” means all amounts relating to the Business owing to any Person which are
incurred in connection with the purchase of goods or services in the ordinary course of business;
“Agreement” means this agreement of purchase and sale, including all schedules and all
amendments or restatements, as permitted, and references to “article”, “section” or “schedule”
mean the specified article, section of, or schedule to this Agreement and the expressions “hereof”,
“herein”, “hereto”, “hereunder”, “hereby” and similar expressions refer to this Agreement and not
to any particular section or other portion of this Agreement;
“Applicable Law” means, with respect to any Person, property, transaction, event or other matter,
all applicable laws, statutes, regulations, rules, by-laws, ordinances, protocols, regulatory policies,
codes, guidelines, official directives, orders, rulings, judgments and decrees of any Governmental
Authority;
“Approval and Vesting Order” means the approval and vesting order issued by the Court
approving this Agreement and the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and conveying to
the Purchaser all the Debtor’s right, title and interest, if any, in and to the Purchased Assets free
and clear of all Encumbrances, and which order shall be in a form substantively similar to the draft
order attached as Schedule “A” hereto;
“BDO” means BDO Canada Limited;
“Business” means the business carried on by the Debtor;
“Business Day” means a day on which banks are open for business in the City of Toronto but does
not include a Saturday, Sunday or statutory holiday in the Province of Ontario;
“Claims” means any and all claims, demands, complaints, grievances, actions, applications, suits,
causes of action, orders, charges, indictments, prosecutions or other similar processes, assessments
or reassessments, judgments, debts, liabilities, expenses, costs, damages or losses, contingent or
otherwise, whether liquidated or unliquidated, matured or unmatured, disputed or undisputed,
contractual, legal or equitable, including loss of value, professional fees, including solicitor and
client costs and disbursements, and all costs incurred in investigating or pursuing any of the
foregoing or any proceeding relating to any of the foregoing, related to the Debtor or the Purchased
Assets, and “Claim” means any one of them;
“Closing” means the successful completion of the Transaction;
“Closing Date” means the date that is the later of: (i) the first Business Day following the date that
is ten days following the date on which the Approval and Vesting Order is granted; and (ii) the
first Business Day following the date on which any appeals or motions to set aside or vary the
Approval and Vesting Order have been finally determined;
“Closing Time” means 2:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on the Closing Date or such other time as agreed
in writing by the Parties;
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“Consents and Approvals” means the consents and approvals of all relevant third parties;
“Court” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Debtor” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Debtors” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Deposit” has the meaning given in section 4.2 herein;
“Encumbrances” means all security interests (whether contractual, statutory, or otherwise),
hypothecs, mortgages, trusts or deemed trusts (whether contractual, statutory, or otherwise), liens,
executions, levies, charges, or other financial or monetary claims, whether or not they have
attached or been perfected, registered or filed and whether secured, unsecured or otherwise;
“ETA” means the Excise Tax Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. E-15, as amended;
“Excluded Assets” means all the Property other than the Purchased Assets;
“Excluded Liabilities” has the meaning given in section 3.3 herein;
“Governmental Authority” means governments, regulatory authorities, governmental
departments, agencies, commissions, bureaus, officials, ministers, Crown corporations, courts,
bodies, boards, tribunals or dispute settlement panels or other law or regulation-making
organizations or entities: (a) having or purporting to have jurisdiction on behalf of any nation,
province, republic, territory, state or other geographic or political subdivision thereof; or (b)
exercising, or entitled or purporting to exercise any administrative, executive, judicial, legislative,
policy, regulatory or taxing authority or power, and “Governmental Authority” means any one
of them;
“HST” means harmonized sales tax imposed under Part IX of the ETA;
“Interim Period” means the period from and including the date of this Agreement to and including
the Closing Date;
“ITA” means the Income Tax Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.1, as amended;
“Machinery and Equipment” means the machinery and equipment enumerated on Schedule “B”
hereto. For greater certainty, the Machinery and Equipment does not include stand-alone barrels
of fuel or other liquids, but does include any fuel or other liquids that may be present as part of
specific Machinery and Equipment, including, without limitation, as part of the fuel tanks of such
Machinery and Equipment;
“Notice” has the meaning given in section 14.3 herein;
“Parties” means the Receiver and the Purchaser;
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“Permits” means all the authorizations, registrations, permits, certificates of approval, approvals,
consents, commitments, rights or privileges issued, granted or required by any Governmental
Authority in respect of the Purchased Assets;
“Person” means any individual, partnership, limited partnership, limited liability company, joint
venture, syndicate, sole proprietorship, company or corporation with or without share capital,
unincorporated association, trust, trustee, executor, administrator or other legal personal
representative, Governmental Authority or other entity however designated or constituted;
“Premises” means the real property known municipally as 400 South Edgeware Road in St.
Thomas, Ontario;
“Properties Co.” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Property” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Purchase Price” has the meaning set out in section 4.1 herein;
“Purchased Assets” means all the Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the following:
(a)

the Machinery and Equipment;

(b)

the Permits, but only to the extent transferable to the Purchaser or the Purchaser’s
permitted assignees; and

(c)

the Warranty Rights;

“Purchaser” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Receiver” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Receivership Order” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereof;
“Removal” has the meaning set out in section 11.2 herein;
“Removal Date” means November 30, 2020 or such other date as both Parties mutually agree in
writing;
“Taxes” means all taxes, HST, land transfer taxes, charges, fees, levies, imposts and other
assessments, including all income, sales, use, goods and services, harmonized, value added,
capital, capital gains, alternative, net worth, transfer, profits, withholding, excise, real property and
personal property taxes, and any related interest, fines and penalties, imposed by any
Governmental Authority, and whether disputed or not;
“Transaction” means the transaction of purchase and sale contemplated by this Agreement; and
“Warranty Rights” means the full benefit of all warranties, warranty rights, performance bonds
and indemnities (implied, express or otherwise) of the Debtor against manufacturers, contractors
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or any other Person which apply to the Purchased Assets, but only to the extent that the same are
capable of being assigned.
ARTICLE 2
SCHEDULES
2.1

Schedules.

The following schedules are incorporated in and form part of this Agreement:
Schedule

Description

Schedule A
Schedule B

Approval and Vesting Order
Machinery and Equipment
ARTICLE 3
AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE

3.1

Purchase and Sale of Purchased Assets.

(1)

Relying on the representations and warranties herein, and subject to article 7 herein, the
Receiver hereby agrees to sell, assign, convey and transfer to the Purchaser, and the
Purchaser hereby agrees to purchase, all right, title and interest of the Debtor in and to
the Purchased Assets, free and clear of all Encumbrances.

(2)

Subject to the Closing, the Receiver hereby remises, releases and forever discharges to,
and in favour of, the Purchaser, all its rights, claims and demands whatsoever in the
Purchased Assets.

(3)

This Agreement or any document delivered in connection with this Agreement shall not
constitute an assignment of any rights, benefits or remedies under any Permits or
Consents and Approvals that form part of the Purchased Assets and which are not
assignable by the Receiver to the Purchaser without the required consent of the other
party or parties thereto.

3.2

Excluded Assets.

Notwithstanding anything else in this Agreement, the Purchased Assets shall not include
the Excluded Assets.
3.3

Excluded Liabilities.

The Purchaser is not assuming, and shall not be deemed to have assumed any liabilities,
obligations or commitments of the Debtor or the Receiver or of any other Person, whether known
or unknown, fixed or contingent or otherwise, including any debts, obligations, sureties, positive
or negative covenants or other liabilities directly or indirectly arising out of or resulting from the
conduct or operation of the Business or the Debtor’s ownership or interest therein, whether
pursuant to this Agreement or as a result of the Transaction (collectively, the “Excluded
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Liabilities”). For greater certainty, the Excluded Liabilities shall include, but not be limited to,
the following:
(a)

except as otherwise agreed in this Agreement, all Taxes payable by the Debtor
arising with respect to any period prior to the Closing Date and all Taxes payable
relating to any matters or assets other than the Purchased Assets arising with respect
to the period from and after the Closing Date;

(b)

any liability, obligation or commitment associated with the Accounts Payable or
any employees of the Debtor;

(c)

any liability, obligation or commitment resulting from the Encumbrances;

(d)

any liability, obligation or commitment associated with any of the Excluded Assets;
and

(e)

any liability, obligation or commitment in respect to Claims arising from or in
relation to any facts, circumstances, events or occurrences existing or arising prior
to the Closing Date.
ARTICLE 4
PURCHASE PRICE AND SATISFACTION OF PURCHASE PRICE

4.1

Purchase Price.
The purchase price for the Purchased Assets shall be
($
) (the “Purchase Price”).

4.2

Deposit.

(1)

The Parties acknowledge that the Purchaser has paid the Receiver a deposit in the
amount of
($
) (the
“Deposit”), which Deposit shall be held in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement pending completion or other termination of this Agreement and shall be
applied against and towards the Purchase Price due on completion of the Transaction
on the Closing Date.

(2)

The Parties agree that the Receiver shall cause the Deposit to be placed in a non-interest
bearing account, which Deposit shall be credited to the Purchaser on the Closing Date.

4.3

Satisfaction of Purchase Price.
The Purchaser shall indefeasibly pay and satisfy the Purchase Price as follows:
(a)

the Deposit shall be applied against the Purchase Price; and

(b)

the remainder of the Purchase Price, being the net amount owing after deducting
the Deposit, shall be paid by the Purchaser to the Receiver on Closing.
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4.4

Allocation of Purchase Price.

The Parties, acting reasonably and in good faith, covenant to use best efforts to agree to
allocate the Purchase Price amongst the Purchased Assets in a mutually agreeable manner on or
prior to the Closing Time, provided that failure of the Parties to agree upon an allocation shall not
result in the termination of this Agreement but rather shall result in the nullity of the application
of this section of the Agreement such that each Party shall be free to make its own reasonable
allocation.
4.5

Adjustment of Purchase Price.

In the event that the Receiver discovers that is not entitled to sell any of the Purchased
Assets, such modification to the Transaction shall be reflected in the Approval and Vesting Order
and the Purchase Price shall be reduced by an amount equal to the orderly liquidation value of
such Purchased Assets not sold to the Purchaser, which orderly liquidation value shall be agreed
upon by the Parties, acting reasonably. There shall otherwise be no adjustments to the Purchase
Price.
ARTICLE 5
TAXES
5.1

Taxes.

The Purchaser shall be responsible for all federal and provincial sales taxes, goods and
services, HST and all registration fees payable upon or in connection with the conveyance or
transfer of the Purchased Assets to the Purchaser. If the sale of the Purchased Assets is subject to
HST, then such tax shall be in addition to the Purchase Price. The Receiver will not collect HST
if the Purchaser provides to the Receiver, to the Receiver’s satisfaction and at least five Business
Days prior to Closing: (i) a warranty that the Purchaser is registered under the ETA: (ii) a copy of
the required ETA registration; (iii) a warranty that the Purchaser shall self-assess and remit the
HST payable and file the prescribed form; and (iv) an indemnity in favour of the Receiver in
respect of any HST payable. The foregoing warranties shall not merge but shall survive the
completion of the Transaction.
ARTICLE 6
CLOSING ARRANGEMENTS
6.1

Closing and Closing Procedure.

Closing shall take place at the Closing Time on the Closing Date at the offices of the
Receiver’s lawyers, Aird & Berlis LLP, located in Toronto, Ontario, or at such other time or at
such other place as the Parties may agree in writing.
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6.2

Tender.

Any tender of documents or money under this Agreement may be made upon the Parties
or their respective lawyers, and money shall be tendered by wire transfer of immediately available
funds to the account specified by the receiving Party.
6.3

Receiver’s Closing Deliverables.

The Receiver covenants to execute, where applicable, and deliver the following to the
Purchaser at Closing or on such other date as expressly provided herein:
(1)

a copy of the issued and entered Approval and Vesting Order and the attached
Receiver’s Certificate;

(2)

an assignment and assumption agreement for all Warranty Rights, Permits and Consents
and Approvals pertaining to the Purchased Assets (to the extent assignable) relating to
the period from and after the Closing Date, and to the extent not assignable, an
agreement to hold same in trust for the Purchaser;

(3)

a certificate from the Receiver, dated as of the Closing Date, certifying:

(4)
6.4

(a)

that, except as disclosed in the certificate, the Receiver has not been served with
any notice of appeal with respect to the Approval and Vesting Order or any notice
of any application, motion or proceedings seeking to set aside or vary the Approval
and Vesting Order or to enjoin, restrict or prohibit the Transaction;

(b)

that all representations, warranties and covenants of the Receiver contained in this
Agreement are true as of the Closing Time, with the same effect as though made on
and as of the Closing Time; and

(c)

the non-merger specified in section 14.2 and elsewhere herein; and
an acknowledgement, dated as of the Closing Date, that each of the conditions in section
7.1 hereof has been fulfilled, performed or waived as of the Closing Time.

Purchaser’s Closing Deliverables.

The Purchaser covenants to execute, where applicable, and deliver the following to the
Receiver at Closing or on such other date as expressly provided herein:
(1)

the indefeasible payment and satisfaction in full of the Purchase Price according to
section 4.3 hereof;

(2)

an acknowledgement, dated as of the Closing Date, that each of the conditions in section
7.3 hereof has been fulfilled, performed or waived as of the Closing Time;

(3)

an assignment and assumption agreement for all Warranty Rights, Permits and Consents
and Approvals pertaining to the Purchased Assets (to the extent assignable) relating to
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the period from and after the Closing Date, and to the extent not assignable, an
agreement to hold same in trust for the Purchaser;
(4)

a certificate from the Purchaser, dated as of the Closing Date, certifying:
(a)

that all representations, warranties and covenants of the Purchaser contained in this
Agreement are true as of the Closing Time, with the same effect as though made on
and as of the Closing Time; and

(b)

the non-merger specified in section 14.2 and elsewhere herein;

(5)

payment or evidence of payment of HST applicable to the Purchased Assets or, if
available at law under the circumstances and satisfactory to the Receiver, the
appropriate tax exemption and indemnification certificates with respect to HST in
accordance with article 5 hereof; and

(6)

such further documentation relating to the completion of the Transaction as shall be
otherwise referred to herein or required by the Receiver, acting reasonably.

6.5

Receiver’s Certificate.

Upon receipt of written confirmation from the Purchaser that all of the conditions contained
in section 7.3 have been satisfied or waived by the Purchaser, and upon satisfaction or waiver by
the Receiver of all of the conditions contained in section 7.1, the Receiver shall forthwith deliver
to the Purchaser the Receiver’s Certificate comprising Schedule “A” of the Approval and Vesting
Order, and shall file same with the Court.
ARTICLE 7
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO CLOSING
7.1

Conditions in Favour of the Receiver.

The obligation of the Receiver to complete the Transaction is subject and conditional to
the satisfaction of the following conditions on or before the Closing Date:
(1)

all the representations and warranties of the Purchaser contained in this Agreement shall
be true and correct in all material respects on the Closing Date;

(2)

all the covenants of the Purchaser contained in this Agreement to be performed on or
before the Closing Date shall have been duly performed by the Purchaser;

(3)

the Purchaser shall have complied with all the terms contained in this Agreement
applicable to the Purchaser prior to the Closing Date;

(4)

there shall be no Claim, litigation or proceedings pending or threatened or order issued
by a Governmental Authority against either of the Parties, or involving any of the
Purchased Assets, for the purpose of enjoining, preventing or restraining the completion
of the Transaction or otherwise claiming that such completion is improper; and
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(5)
7.2

the Court shall have issued the Approval and Vesting Order.
Conditions in Favour of Receiver Not Fulfilled.

If any of the conditions contained in section 7.1 hereof is not fulfilled on or prior to the
Closing Date and such non-fulfillment is not directly or indirectly as a result of any action or
omission of the Receiver, then the Receiver may, at its sole discretion, and without limiting any
rights or remedies available to it at law or in equity:

7.3

(a)

terminate this Agreement by notice to the Purchaser, in which event the Receiver
shall be released from its obligations under this Agreement to complete the
Transaction; or

(b)

waive compliance with any such condition without prejudice to the right of
termination in respect of the non-fulfillment of any other condition.

Conditions in Favour of the Purchaser.

The obligation of the Purchaser to complete the Transaction is subject and conditional to
the satisfaction of the following conditions on or before the Closing Date:
(1)

all the representations and warranties of the Receiver contained in this Agreement shall
be true and correct in all material respects on the Closing Date;

(2)

all the covenants of the Receiver contained in this Agreement to be performed on or
before the Closing Date shall have been duly performed by the Receiver;

(3)

the Receiver shall have complied with all the terms contained in this Agreement
applicable to the Receiver prior to the Closing Date;

(4)

there shall be no Claim, litigation or proceedings pending or threatened or order issued
by a Governmental Authority against either of the Parties, or involving any of the
Purchased Assets, for the purpose of enjoining, preventing or restraining the completion
of the Transaction or otherwise claiming that such completion is improper; and

(5)

the Court shall have issued the Approval and Vesting Order.

7.4

Conditions in Favour of Purchaser Not Fulfilled.

If any of the conditions contained in section 7.3 hereof is not fulfilled on or prior to the
Closing Date and such non-fulfillment is not directly or indirectly as a result of any action or
omission of the Purchaser, then the Purchaser may, in its sole discretion and without limiting its
rights or remedies available at law or in equity:
(a)

terminate this Agreement by notice to the Receiver, in which event the Purchaser
and the Receiver shall be released from their obligations under this Agreement to
complete the Transaction; or
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(b)

waive compliance with any such condition without prejudice to the right of
termination in respect of the non-fulfillment of any other condition.
ARTICLE 8
REPRESENTATIONS & WARRANTIES OF THE RECEIVER

The Receiver represents and warrants to the Purchaser as follows, with the knowledge and
expectation that the Purchaser is placing complete reliance thereon and, but for such
representations and warranties, the Purchaser would not have entered into this Agreement:
(1)

the Receiver has all necessary power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to
carry out its obligations hereunder. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and
the consummation of the Transaction have been duly authorized by all necessary action
on the part of the Receiver, subject to the Approval and Vesting Order. This Agreement
is a valid and binding obligation of the Receiver enforceable in accordance with its
terms;

(2)

the Receiver has been duly appointed by the Court, with the full right, power and
authority to enter into this Agreement, perform its obligations hereunder and convey all
right, title and interest of the Debtor in and to the Purchased Assets; and

(3)

the Receiver is not a non-resident of Canada for the purposes of the ITA.
ARTICLE 9
REPRESENTATIONS & WARRANTIES OF THE PURCHASER

The Purchaser represents and warrants to the Receiver as follows, with the knowledge and
expectation that the Receiver is placing complete reliance thereon and, but for such representations
and warranties, the Receiver would not have entered into this Agreement:
(1)

the Purchaser is a corporation duly formed and validly subsisting under the laws of the
Province of Ontario;

(2)

the Purchaser has all necessary corporate power and authority to enter into this
Agreement and to carry out its obligations hereunder. Neither the execution of this
Agreement nor the performance by the Purchaser of the Transaction will violate the
Purchaser’s constating documents, any agreement to which the Purchaser is bound, any
judgment or order of a court of competent jurisdiction or any Government Authority, or
any Applicable Law. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the
consummation of the Transaction have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate
action on the part of the Purchaser. This Agreement is a valid and binding obligation
of the Purchaser enforceable in accordance with its terms; and

(3)

the Purchaser is or will be a registrant under Part IX of the ETA on the Closing Date.
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ARTICLE 10
COVENANTS
10.1

Mutual Covenants.

Each of the Parties hereby covenants and agrees that, from the date hereof until Closing,
each shall take all such actions as are necessary to have the Transaction approved in the Approval
and Vesting Order on substantially the same terms and conditions as are contained in this
Agreement, and to take all commercially reasonable actions as are within its power to control, and
to use its commercially reasonable efforts to cause other actions to be taken which are not within
its power to control, so as to ensure compliance with each of the conditions set forth in article 8
hereof.
10.2

Receiver Covenants.

The Receiver hereby covenants and agrees that, from the date hereof until Closing, it shall
take all such actions as are necessary to provide to the Purchaser all necessary information in
respect of the Debtor reasonably required to complete the applicable tax elections in accordance
with section 5.1 hereof and to execute all necessary forms related thereto.
10.3

Purchaser Covenants.

The Purchaser hereby covenants and agrees that, from the date hereof until the Closing
Date, it shall take all such actions as are necessary to provide to the Receiver all necessary
information in respect of the Purchaser reasonably required to complete the applicable tax elections
in accordance with section 5.1 hereof and to execute all necessary forms related thereto.
ARTICLE 11
POSSESSION, ACCESS AND REMOVAL
11.1

Possession of Purchased Assets.

The Purchaser expressly acknowledges that the Receiver may not be in physical possession
of the Purchased Assets at any time, and that the Purchaser shall nonetheless be deemed at the
Closing Time to take possession of the Purchased Assets where situated. In no event shall the
Purchased Assets be sold, assigned, conveyed or transferred to the Purchaser until all the
conditions set out in the Approval and Vesting Order have been satisfied or waived and the
Purchaser has satisfied or the Receiver has waived all the delivery requirements outlined in section
7.1 hereof.
11.2
(1)

Access to and Removal of the Purchased Assets.
The Purchaser and its agents and representatives may have reasonable access to the
Premises during normal business hours during the Interim Period for the purpose of
enabling the Purchaser, at its sole cost and expense (regardless of results), to conduct
such non-destructive, non-invasive inspections of the Purchased Assets as it deems
appropriate, provided that such inspections shall not unduly interfere (and the Purchaser
undertakes to use its best efforts, which the Purchaser represents and warrants shall not
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be less than reasonable commercial efforts, not to so interfere) with the use, operation
and enjoyment of the Purchased Assets by the Receiver. Such inspection may, if the
Receiver so desires, be conducted in the presence of a representative of the Receiver.
(2)

The Purchaser covenants and agrees to repair or pay the costs to repair any damage
occasioned during or resulting from the inspection of the Purchased Assets conducted
by the Purchaser or its authorized representatives, as outlined above, and to return the
Purchased Assets to substantially the condition same were in prior to such inspections.
The Purchaser covenants and agrees to indemnify and save the Receiver harmless from
and against all losses, costs, claims, third party claims, damages, expenses (including
actual legal costs) which the Receiver may suffer as a result of the inspection of the
Purchased Assets conducted by the Purchaser or its authorized representatives, as
outlined above.

(3)

Provided that the Closing occurs, the Purchaser covenants and agrees that it is
responsible for removing from the Premises, by no later than the Removal Date, any
and all Purchased Assets that may be physically located at the Premises (the
“Removal”). The Purchaser and its agents and representatives may have reasonable
access to the Premises during normal business hours until the Removal Date for this
purposes. The Purchaser shall leave the Premises in an orderly and broom-swept
condition following the Removal, including removal of any debris arising from or
caused by the Removal. The Receiver shall be entitled to be present during the
Removal, which shall be done in a workmanlike manner and consistent with good
industrial practice. For greater certainty, any Purchased Assets requiring disassembly
in order to be removed from the Premises shall be disassembled at the expense of the
Purchaser, and should the Purchaser fail to remove or fail to cause any Purchased Assets
to be removed from the Premises by the Removal Date, the Purchaser shall reimburse
the Receiver for the costs incurred by the Receiver with the preparation, disassembly (if
applicable), removal, shipping and disposal of such Purchased Assets.

(4)

The Purchaser shall, at its own cost, clean any spills or oil, lubricants, grease or any
other liquid, product or substance remaining after the Removal of the Purchased Assets,
as a result of any spill that occurs during the Removal of the Purchased Assets, which
is caused by the Purchaser or its agents, employees, invitees or guests. The Purchaser
shall remedy or repair, as applicable, any condition resulting from the Removal of the
Purchased Assets or any one of them, including, without limitation, removing or
capping all electrical wires and air/water/other lines to the buss bar/nearest wall and all
bolts “blown off”, placing safety barriers around any pits.

(5)

The Purchaser indemnifies and saves the Receiver harmless from and against all claims,
demands, losses, damages, actions, complaints and costs incurred or arising from or in
any way directly related to the Removal, the Purchaser’s failure to proceed with or
complete the Removal despite being required to do so and the attendance of the
Purchaser, its employees, contractors or agents at the Premises.
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11.3

Risk.

(1)

The Purchased Assets shall be and remain at the risk of the Receiver until Closing and
at the risk of the Purchaser from and after Closing.

(2)

If, prior to Closing, the Purchased Assets are substantially damaged or destroyed by fire,
casualty or otherwise, then, at its option, the Purchaser may decline to complete the
Transaction. Such option shall be exercised within 15 calendar days after notification
to the Purchaser by the Receiver of the occurrence of such damage or destruction (or
prior to the Closing Date if such occurrence takes place within 15 calendar days of the
Closing Date), in which event this Agreement shall be terminated automatically. If the
Purchaser does not exercise such option, it shall complete the Transaction and shall be
entitled to an assignment of any proceeds of insurance referable to such damage or
destruction. Where any damage or destruction is not substantial, the Purchaser shall
complete the Transaction and shall be entitled to an assignment of any proceeds of
insurance referable to such damage or destruction. For the purposes of this section,
substantial damage or destruction shall be deemed to have occurred if the loss or damage
to the Purchased Assets exceeds 15% of the total Purchase Price.
ARTICLE 12
AS IS, WHERE IS

12.1

Condition of the Purchased Assets.

The Purchaser acknowledges that the Receiver is selling and the Purchaser is purchasing
the Purchased Assets on an “as is, where is” and “without recourse” basis as the Purchased Assets
shall exist on the Closing Date, including, without limitation, whatever defects, conditions,
impediments, hazardous materials or deficiencies exist on the Closing Date, whether patent or
latent. The Purchaser further acknowledges and agrees that it has entered into this Agreement on
the basis that neither the Receiver nor the Debtor has guaranteed or will guarantee title to or
marketability, use or quality of the Purchased Assets, that the Purchaser has conducted such
inspections of the condition and title to the Purchased Assets as it deems appropriate and has
satisfied itself with regard to these matters. No representation, warranty or condition is expressed
or can be implied as to title, encumbrance, description, fitness for purpose, environmental
compliance, merchantability, condition or quality, or in respect of any other matter or thing
whatsoever concerning the Purchased Assets, or the right of the Receiver to sell, assign, convey or
transfer same, save and except as expressly provided in this Agreement. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, any and all conditions, warranties or representations expressed or
implied pursuant to the Sale of Goods Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. S.1, do not apply hereto and/or have
been waived by the Purchaser. The description of the Purchased Assets contained in this
Agreement is for the purpose of identification only and no representation, warranty or condition
has or will be given by the Receiver concerning the accuracy of such description.
ARTICLE 13
TERMINATION
13.1

Termination of this Agreement.
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This Agreement may be validly terminated:
(1)

upon the mutual written agreement of the Parties;

(2)

pursuant to section 7.2 hereof by the Receiver;

(3)

pursuant to section 7.4 hereof by the Purchaser;

(4)

pursuant to section 11.3 hereof; or

(5)

automatically, if the Approval and Vesting Order has not been granted by the Court by
June 30, 2020 or such later date as may be agreed upon in writing by the Parties.

13.2

Remedies for Breach of Agreement.

If this Agreement is terminated as a result of any breach of a representation, warranty,
covenant or obligation of the Receiver, the Purchaser shall have no right to pursue any legal
remedies with respect to such breach, save and except that the Deposit, without deduction, shall
be returned by the Receiver to the Purchaser forthwith. If this Agreement is terminated as a result
of a breach of a representation, warranty, covenant or obligation of the Purchaser, the Deposit shall
be forfeited to the Receiver as liquidated damages and not as a penalty, which Deposit the Parties
agree is a genuine estimate of the liquidated damages that the Receiver would suffer in such
circumstances, and this shall be the Receiver’s sole right and remedy pursuant to this Agreement
or at law as a result of the Purchaser’s breach.
13.3

Termination If No Breach of Agreement.

If this Agreement is terminated other than as a result of a breach of a representation,
warranty, covenant or obligation of one of the Parties, then:
(1)

the Deposit, without deduction, shall be returned by the Receiver to the Purchaser
forthwith and all other obligations of each of the Receiver and the Purchaser hereunder
shall end completely, except those that survive the termination of this Agreement; and

(2)

neither Party shall have any right to specific performance, to recover damages or
expenses or to any other remedy (legal or equitable) or relief other than as expressly
provided herein.
ARTICLE 14
GENERAL CONTRACT PROVISIONS

14.1

Further Assurances.

From time to time after Closing, each of the Parties shall execute and deliver such further
documents and instruments and do such further acts and things as may be required or useful to
carry out the intent and purpose of this Agreement and which are not inconsistent with the terms
hereof, including, at the Purchaser’s request and expense, the Receiver shall execute and deliver
such additional conveyances, transfers and other assurances as may, in the opinion of the Parties
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or their counsel, acting reasonably, be reasonably required to effectually carry out the intent of this
Agreement and transfer the Purchased Assets to the Purchaser.
14.2

Survival Following Completion.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, section 4.5, article 9, article 10,
section 13.2 and section 13.3 shall survive the termination of this Agreement and the completion
of the Transaction, provided, however, that upon the discharge of BDO as the Receiver, the Parties’
respective obligations by reason of this Agreement shall end completely and they shall have no
further or continuing obligations by reason thereof.
14.3

Notice.

All notices, requests, demands, waivers, consents, agreements, approvals, communications
or other writings required or permitted to be given hereunder or for the purposes hereof (each, a
“Notice”) shall be in writing and be sufficiently given if personally delivered, sent by prepaid
registered mail or transmitted by email, addressed to the Party to whom it is given, as follows:
(a)

to the Receiver:
BDO Canada Limited
633 Colborne Street, Unit 100
London, ON N6B 2V3
Attention:
Tel:
Email:

Stephen N. Cherniak and David Flett
(519) 660-6540
scherniak@bdo.ca / dflett@bdo.ca

and a copy to the Receiver’s counsel to:
Aird & Berlis LLP
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9
Attention:
Tel:
Email:
(b)

Sanjeev P. R. Mitra and Jeremy Nemers
(416) 865-3085 / (416) 865-7724
smitra@airdberlis.com / jnemers@airdberlis.com

to the Purchaser:
Infinity Asset Solutions Inc.
63 Maplecrete Road
Concord, ON L4K 1A5
Attention:
Email:

Bruce Lyle, President
blyle@infinityassets.com
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or such other address of which Notice has been given. Any Notice mailed as aforesaid will be
deemed to have been given and received on the third Business Day following the date of its
mailing. Any Notice personally delivered will be deemed to have been given and received on the
day it is personally delivered, provided that if such day is not a Business Day, the Notice will be
deemed to have been given and received on the Business Day next following such day. Any Notice
transmitted by email will be deemed given and received on the first Business Day after its
transmission.
If a Notice is mailed and regular mail service is interrupted by strike or other irregularity
on or before the fourth Business Day after the mailing thereof, such Notice will be deemed to have
not been received unless otherwise personally delivered or transmitted by email.
14.4

Waiver.

No Party will be deemed or taken to have waived any provision of this Agreement unless
such waiver is in writing and such waiver will be limited to the circumstance set forth in such
written waiver.
14.5

Consent.

Whenever a provision of this Agreement requires an approval or consent and such approval
or consent is not delivered within the applicable time limit or the requirement for such consent is
not required pursuant to the terms of the Approval and Vesting Order, then, unless otherwise
specified, the Party whose consent or approval is required shall be conclusively deemed to have
withheld its approval or consent.
14.6

Governing Law.

This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
Province of Ontario and the laws of Canada applicable therein. The Parties irrevocably attorn to
the jurisdiction of the Court sitting in London, Ontario and irrevocably consent to the exclusive
jurisdiction and venue of the Court for the resolution of any disputes between them, regardless of
whether or not such disputes arose under this Agreement.
14.7

Entire Agreement.

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties and supersedes all
prior agreements and understandings between the Parties. There are not and will not be any verbal
statements, representations, warranties, undertakings or agreements between the Parties. This
Agreement may not be amended or modified in any respect except by written instrument signed
by the Parties. The recitals herein are true and accurate, both in substance and in fact.
14.8

Time of the Essence.
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Time will be of the essence, provided that if the Parties establish a new time for the
performance of an obligation, time will again be of the essence of the new time established.
14.9

Time Periods.

Unless otherwise specified, time periods within or following which any payment is to be
made or act is to be done shall be calculated by excluding the day on which the period commences
and including the day on which the period ends and by extending the period to the next Business
Day following if the last day of the period is not a Business Day.
14.10 Assignment.
This Agreement will enure to the benefit of and be binding on the Parties and their
respective heirs, executors, legal and personal administrators, successors and permitted assigns.
The Purchaser may not assign this Agreement without the Receiver’s prior written approval and
on terms satisfactory to the Receiver, acting reasonably.
14.11 Expenses.
Except as otherwise set out in this Agreement, all costs and expenses (including, without
limitation, the fees and disbursements of legal counsel) incurred in connection with this Agreement
and the transactions contemplated hereby shall be paid by the Party incurring such costs and
expenses.
14.12 Severability.
If any portion of this Agreement is prohibited in whole or in part in any jurisdiction, such
portion shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition without
invalidating the remaining portions of this Agreement and shall, as to such jurisdiction, be deemed
to be severed from this Agreement to the extent of such prohibition.
14.13 No Strict Construction.
The language used in this Agreement is the language chosen by the Parties to express their
mutual intent, and no rule of strict construction shall be applied against any Party.
14.14 Cumulative Remedies.
Unless otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement, no remedy conferred upon or reserved
to one or both of the Parties is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy, but each remedy shall
be cumulative and in addition to every other remedy conferred upon or reserved hereunder,
whether such remedy shall be existing or hereafter existing, and whether such remedy shall become
available under common law, equity or statute.
14.15 Currency.
All references to dollar amounts contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to refer to
lawful currency of Canada.
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14.16 Receiver’s Capacity.
It is acknowledged by the Purchaser that the Receiver is entering into this Agreement solely
in its capacity as Court-appointed receiver and that BDO shall have absolutely no personal or
corporate liability under or as a result of this Agreement in any respect.
14.17 No Third Party Beneficiaries.
This Agreement shall not confer any rights or remedies upon any Person other than the
Parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns. Nothing in this Agreement shall be
construed to create any rights or obligations except amongst the Parties and no other person or
entity shall be regarded as a third party beneficiary of this Agreement.
14.18 Number and Gender.
Unless the context requires otherwise, words importing the singular include the plural and
vice versa and words importing gender include all genders. Where the word “including” or
“includes” is used in this Agreement, it means “including (or includes) without limitation.”
14.19 Counterparts.
This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and by facsimile or PDF, each of which
when so executed shall be deemed to be an original and such counterparts together shall constitute
one and the same instrument.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Purchaser has duly executed this Agreement as of the date first
above written.
INFINITY ASSET SOLUTIONS INC.
Per:
Name: Bruce Lyle
Authorized Signing Officer

ACCEPTED by the Receiver this 21st day of April, 2020
BDO CANADA LIMITED, solely in its capacity as
the Court-appointed receiver and manager of Sle-Co
Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc. and 11420204
Ontario Inc., and not in its personal capacity or in any
other capacity

Per:
Name: Stephen N. Cherniak
Authorized Signing Officer
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SCHEDULE “A”
APPROVAL AND VESTING ORDER
Court File No. 35-2220175T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY

THE HONOURABLE
JUSTICE

)
)
)

<*>DAY, THE <*>
DAY OF <*>, 2020

BETWEEN:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
Defendants

APPROVAL AND VESTING ORDER
THIS MOTION, made by BDO Canada Limited, in its capacity as the Court-appointed
receiver (in such capacity, the “Receiver”), without security, of certain of the assets, undertakings
and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc. (the “Debtor”), Sle-Co Properties Inc. (“Properties Co.”)
and 11420204 Ontario Inc. (“114 Co.” and, together with the Debtor and Properties Co., the
“Debtors”), acquired for, or used in relation to a business carried on by the Debtors, for an order,
inter alia, approving the sale transaction (the “Transaction”) contemplated by an agreement of
purchase and sale between the Receiver, as vendor, and Infinity Asset Solutions Inc. (the
“Purchaser”), as purchaser, dated April 21, 2020 (the “Sale Agreement”), a copy of which is
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attached as Appendix “<*>” to the Report of the Receiver dated <*>, 2020 (the “Report”), and
vesting in the Purchaser the Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the property described as the
“Purchased Assets” in the Sale Agreement (the “Purchased Assets”), was heard this day at 80
Dundas Street, London, Ontario.
ON READING the Report and appendices thereto, and on hearing the submissions of
counsel for the Receiver and such other counsel as were present, no one appearing for any other
person on the service list, although properly served as appears from the affidavit of <*> sworn
<*>, 2020, filed,
1.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that the Transaction is hereby approved,

and the execution of the Sale Agreement by the Receiver is hereby authorized and approved, with
such minor amendments as the Receiver may deem necessary. The Receiver is hereby authorized
and directed to take such additional steps and execute such additional documents as may be
necessary or desirable for the completion of the Transaction and for the conveyance of the
Purchased Assets to the Purchaser, or as it may direct.
2.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that upon the delivery of a Receiver’s

certificate to the Purchaser substantially in the form attached as Schedule A hereto (the “Receiver's
Certificate”), all of the Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased Assets described
in the Sale Agreement shall vest absolutely in the Purchaser, free and clear of and from any and
all security interests (whether contractual, statutory, or otherwise), hypothecs, mortgages, trusts or
deemed trusts (whether contractual, statutory, or otherwise), liens, executions, levies, charges, or
other financial or monetary claims, whether or not they have attached or been perfected, registered
or filed and whether secured, unsecured or otherwise (collectively, the “Claims”) including,
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without limiting the generality of the foregoing: (i) any encumbrances or charges created by the
Order of The Honourable Mr. Justice McArthur made January 17, 2020; and (ii) all charges,
security interests or claims evidenced by registrations pursuant to the Personal Property Security
Act (Ontario) or any other personal property registry system, and, for greater certainty, this Court
orders that all of the Claims affecting or relating to the Purchased Assets are hereby expunged and
discharged as against the Purchased Assets.
3.

THIS COURT ORDERS that for the purposes of determining the nature and priority of

Claims, the net proceeds from the sale of the Purchased Assets shall stand in the place and stead
of the Purchased Assets, and that from and after the delivery of the Receiver’s Certificate all
Claims shall attach to the net proceeds from the sale of the Purchased Assets with the same priority
as they had with respect to the Purchased Assets immediately prior to the sale, as if the Purchased
Assets had not been sold and remained in the possession or control of the person having that
possession or control immediately prior to the sale.
4.

THIS COURT ORDERS AND DIRECTS the Receiver to file with the Court a copy of

the Receiver’s Certificate, forthwith after delivery thereof.
5.

THIS COURT ORDERS that, notwithstanding:
(a)

the pendency of these proceedings;

(b)

any applications for a bankruptcy order now or hereafter issued pursuant to the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada) in respect of any of the Debtors and any
bankruptcy order issued pursuant to any such applications; and
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(c)

the bankruptcy of the Debtor and any assignment in bankruptcy made in respect of
the other Debtors,

the vesting of the Purchased Assets in the Purchaser, or as it may direct, pursuant to this Order
shall be binding on any trustee in bankruptcy that is presently, or that may be, appointed in respect
of any of the Debtors and shall not be void or voidable by creditors of any of the Debtors, nor shall
it constitute nor be deemed to be a fraudulent preference, assignment, fraudulent conveyance,
transfer at undervalue or other reviewable transaction under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act
(Canada) or any other applicable federal or provincial legislation, nor shall it constitute oppressive
or unfairly prejudicial conduct pursuant to any applicable federal or provincial legislation.
6.

THIS COURT HEREBY REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court, tribunal,

regulatory or administrative body having jurisdiction in Canada or in the United States to give
effect to this Order and to assist the Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this Order.
All courts, tribunals, regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby respectfully requested to
make such orders and to provide such assistance to the Receiver, as an officer of this Court, as
may be necessary or desirable to give effect to this Order or to assist the Receiver and its agents in
carrying out the terms of this Order.
____________________________________
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Schedule “A” – Form of Receiver’s Certificate

Court File No. 35-2220175T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY

BETWEEN:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Plaintiff
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC., and
1142024 ONTARIO INC.
Defendants

RECEIVER’S CERTIFICATE
RECITALS
I.Pursuant to an Order of The Honourable Mr. Justice McArthur of the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice in Bankruptcy and Insolvency (the “Court”) dated January 17, 2020, BDO Canada Limited
(“BDO”) was appointed as receiver (in such capacity, the “Receiver”), without security, of certain
of the assets, undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc. (the “Debtor”), Sle-Co Properties
Inc. (“Properties Co.”) and 11420204 Ontario Inc. (“114 Co.” and, together with the Debtor and
Properties Co., the “Debtors”), acquired for, or used in relation to a business carried on by the
Debtor, including the proceeds thereof (the “Property”).
II.Pursuant to an Order of the Court dated <*>, 2020, the Court approved the agreement of purchase
and sale between the Receiver, as vendor, and Infinity Asset Solutions Inc. (the “Purchaser”), as
purchaser, dated April 21, 2020 (the “Sale Agreement”), and provided for the vesting in the
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Purchaser of all the Debtor’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased Assets (as defined in
the Sale Agreement), which vesting is to be effective with respect to the Purchased Assets upon
the delivery by the Receiver to the Purchaser of a certificate confirming: (i) the payment by the
Purchaser of the purchase price for the Purchased Assets; (ii) that the conditions to closing as set
out in the Sale Agreement have been satisfied or waived by the Receiver and the Purchaser; and
(iii) the Transaction has been completed to the satisfaction of the Receiver.
III.Unless otherwise indicated herein, terms with initial capitals have the meanings set out in the Sale
Agreement.
THE RECEIVER CERTIFIES the following:
1.

The Purchaser has paid and the Receiver has received the purchase price for the Purchased

Assets payable on the closing date pursuant to the Sale Agreement;
2.

The conditions to closing as set out in the Sale Agreement have been satisfied or waived

by the Receiver and the Purchaser;
3.

The Transaction has been completed to the satisfaction of the Receiver; and

4.

This Certificate was delivered by the Receiver at _____________ [TIME] on

_______________ [DATE].

BDO CANADA LIMITED, solely in its capacity
as the Court-appointed receiver of the Debtors, and
not in its personal capacity or in any other capacity
Per:
Name:
Title:
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Item

Company #

215

Machine #54

44

Description
2017 TOSHIBA EC1950SXV50-155A Horizontal Injection Molder, 1950 Ton Cap., s/n
702112, Conair System, 2 Conair Themolators
2006 FANUC R-2000iB/165F Robot with Pentant s/n R06406769
(4) Conveyors
Conveyor

97

Grinder #7

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP9812341

96

Grinder #5

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP412163

68

Grinder

98

Grinder #8

1

Machine #50

2

Machine #9

3

Robot #9

4

Machine #13

5

Robot #26

6

Machine #32

ROTOGRAM PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, Approx. 12" x 12" Opening
ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP990349
1997 ENGEL ES700/250 Horizontal Injection Molder, 250 Ton Cap., s/n 7953-250-97,
16.6 Oz. Shot Size, 22.44" x 22.44" Tie Bar, 32.68"X32.68" PLATEN, 575V W/CC90
CONTROL, 55MM Screw with Star robot, Conair system hot runner and 2 temperature
controllers
1999 BATTENFELD BA 1500/630 BK Horizontal Injection Molder, 165 Ton Cap., s/n
54809 Drilled Platten?? Conair system
2007 ENGEL ERC33/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 165644
2001 BATTENFELD BA1000/315/CDC Horizontal Injection Molder, 110 Ton Cap., s/n
24308, (2) temperature controllers, conair system
3-Axis Servo Robot
1993 ENGEL ES2500/500 Horizontal Injection Molder, 500 Ton Cap., s/n 5859-800-93
Conveyor

7

Robot #14

STAR AUTOMATION TW-1400V1-480NC 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 1X11Q-0359

8

Machine #4

1988 ENGEL ES1300/300 Horizontal Injection Molder, 300 Ton Cap., s/n 3313-300-88,
hot runner and (2) temperature controllers
Conveyor

9

Robot #5

10

Machine #5

11

Robot #6

12

Machine #6

13

Robot #8

14

Machine #8

2006 ENGEL ERC33/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 158448
1993 ENGEL ES700/250 AH Horizontal Injection Molder, 250 Ton Cap., s/n 5734/250/93
(2) temperature controllers, conair loader
2 conveyors
ENGEL ERC33/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 158900
1995 BATTENFELD BK:T 1500/630 Horizontal Injection Molder, 165 Ton Cap., s/n 50223
(2) temperature controllers, conair loader
conveyor
2007 ENGEL ERC33/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 157766
1995 BATTENFELD BK:T 1500/630 Horizontal Injection Molder, 165 Ton Cap., s/n 50131,
conair loader, hot runner, (2) temp. controllers
Conveyor
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15

Robot #7

16

Machine #2

2007 ENGEL ERC33/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 163060
1993 ENGEL ES700/250 AH Horizontal Injection Molder, 250 Ton Cap., s/n 5735/250/93
(2) Conveyors

18

Machine #10

133

Machine #12

22

Machine #38

24

Overhead Crane #8

1997 BATTENFELD BA 400/125 CDL Horizontal Injection Molder, 50 Ton Cap., s/n
CC40910719783 w/ Robot
BATTENFELD BA2700A200BK Horizontal Injection Molder, 300 Ton Cap., s/n 52902 AS IS
NOT INSTALLED, 2 temp. controllers, hotrunner
2001 ENGEL EUS 4550/700K Horizontal Injection Molder, 750 Ton Cap., s/n 46004
2-Ton Cap. Portable Gantry w/ BUDGIT 2 Ton Electric Hoist
Portable loader
2012 MAGUIRE WSB440R weigh scale blender with mezzanine

25

Machine #33

26

Robot #13

1998 ENGEL 750/AH Horizontal Injection Molder, 750 Ton Cap., s/n 750/AH 0538 - Parts
missing, maybe scrap????
temp controller
STAR AUTOMATION LW-1600V1-480NC 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 1X11Q-0351
Conveyor

27

Machine #36

28

Robot #19

1997 ENGEL ES 2000/500AH Horizontal Injection Molder, 500 Ton Cap., s/n
7896/500/97 hot runner, loader, (2) temp. controllers
STAR AUTOMATION TW-1400V1-480NC 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 1X11Q-0558
Conveyor
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Machine #3

29

Robot #11

1993 BATTENFELD BK:T 1300/630 Horizontal Injection Molder, 150 Ton Cap., s/n 48847
(2 temp. controllers)
ENGEL ERC 33/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 165632
Conveyor

30

Machine #35

31

Robot #20

1993 ENGEL 2500.500 AH Horizontal Injection Molder, 500 Ton Cap., s/n 6075.50.93
EC88, (2) temp. controllers, hot runner
STAR AUTOMATION TW-1400V1-480NC 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n GX11Q-631
Conveyor

32

Machine #29

33

Robot #3

34

Machine #37

35

Robot #18

36

Machine #42

37

Robot #21

1996 ENGEL ES 1300/300/96-CC90A03 Horizontal Injection Molder, 400 Ton Cap., s/n
7693-400-96 (2) temp. controllers, 2018 conair gravimetric feeder
Conveyor
2004 ENGEL ERC43/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 74945
2001 ENGEL EUS 4550/700K Horizontal Injection Molder, 750 Ton Cap., s/n 46005 (2)
temp. controllers, gravimetric feeder
STAR AUTOMATION LW-1600V1-480NC 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 1X11Q-0536
1998 ENGEL ES2000/400BH Horizontal Injection Molder, 400 Ton Cap., s/n 8911-400-98
hot runner (2) temp. controllers, 2018 gravimetric feeder
2013 STAR AUTOMATION LW-1600V1-480 / STEC-480NC 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n IX11Q0596 / 480MK-0604
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Conveyor
38

Machine #41

39

Robot #10

40

Machine #16

41

Robot #2

1997 ENGEL ES2750/500 Horizontal Injection Molder, 500 Ton Cap., s/n 7885-500-97,
63.6 Oz. Shot Size hot runner (2) temp. controllers, 2018 gravimetric feeder
2007 ENGEL ERC33/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 165646
2003 ENGEL ES2050/500US-EC100-A03 Horizontal Injection Molder, 500 Ton Cap., s/n
71282500.02 hot runner (2) temp. controllers, 2018 gravimetric feeder
2003 ENGEL ERC53/1-E-RC100 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 74675
2 conveyors

42

Machine #31

1997 ENGEL ES10000/1000AH Horizontal Injection Molder, 1000 Ton Cap., s/n
0294/1000/97 (2) temp. controllers, 2018 gravimetric feede
2012 NW-200N-A NOVATEC DRYER with PLC touch screen
Conveyor

43

Robot #12

STAR AUTOMATION TW-1500 V1-e-480 3-Axis Servo Robot, s/n 1X15Q-007

218

Machine #57

2018 TOSHIBA All Electric - EC390SXIIV50-17 Horizontal Injection Molder, 390 Ton Cap.,
s/n 86J02703, hot runner (2) temp. controllers, 2018 gravimetric feeder
Conveyor

214

Machine #53

219

Machine #58

2015 TOSHIBA ISG1450DWV50-150A Horizontal Injection Molder, 1450 Ton Cap., s/n
520903 w/ STAR AUTOMATION Robot
2018 TOSHIBA All Electric - EC390SXIIV50-17 Horizontal Injection Molder, 390 Ton Cap.,
s/n 86J02403 hot runner (2) temp. controllers, 2018 gravimetric feeder
Conveyor
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Machine #56

50

Robot #25

2018 TOSHIBA All Electric - EC500SXIIV50-26 Horizontal Injection Molder, 500 Ton Cap.,
s/n 86K00709 hot runner (2) temp. controllers, 2018 gravimetric feeder - Dented
Cabinet
2002 ABB IRB4400 6-Axis Robot, s/n 0716.12977120 - 012
(3) 2012 NOVATEC DRYERS
(6) CONAIR DRYERS
(10) CONAIR DB12 loader/hoppers
Electric Walker
(3) portable security gates
back room boneyard machines including unhooked air compressors and dryers

90

2017 SKYJACK SJIII 4632 Scissor Lift s/n 70073717
small machine shop including drill press, grinder, welders, pipe threader etc.
horizontal bandsaw portable model BS-250
MISC THERMOLATORS AND (2) 12 ZONE DME

73

2002 DAEWOO DMV-4020 CNC Vertical Machining Center, Fanuc Series 21i-M Control,
s/n AV5E1238
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72

2000 MITSUBISHI EA22E-FP60EA CNC EDM, 60 ATC, s/n 00A2E009 - looks incomplete

61

2003 FINETECH SM-300 EDM, Fagor DRO, s/n 3060501

67

2018 HYD-MECH S-20 Horizontal Bandsaw, s/n 6604182465, Hydraulic Clamping
misc. pickup

66

2003 MAXIMART 2VS Vertical Milling Machine, Fagor DRO, Power Feed, s/n 031443
3 grinders

65

62

2014 SHANGHAI FENGYE PACKAGING MACHINERY CO. FZ-35 90 Degree Upender, 35
Ton Cap., s/n FY14110506 not under power, never installed
2003 MORTON FEL-1640HG Engine Lathe, Fagor DRO, 3 Jaw Chuck, Tailstock, Tool Post,
s/n 1640208641
2002 TONE FAN RD-900 Radial Arm Drill, s/n 3827 w/ Box Table

55

Est. 2018 MENTOR DYNAMICS Die Transfer Unit, 30 Ton Cap., s/n 18-23377

64

2003 MAXIMART 4VS Vertical Milling Machine, Fagor DRO, Power Feed, s/n 031615

59
57

(2) CHEVALIER FSG-618M Manual Surface Grinder, Heidenhain DRO, s/n's A3895032,
A3937004
2004 ACRA APSG-618B Surface Grinder, Fagor DRO, s/n 141

58

2002 ACRA APSG-618B Surface Grinder, Fagor DRO, s/n 123

56

CHEVALIER FSG-3A818 Automatic Surface Grinder, s/n M3925006

122

2004 MAXIMART 4VS Vertical Milling Machine, Fagor DRO, s/n 041661

120

2002 MAXIMART 2VS Vertical Milling Machine, Fagor DRO, s/n 021538

53

INGERSOLL-RAND NVC200A200X Air Dryer, s/n 342537

54

2005 INGERSOLL-RAND TMS 0200 Air Dryer, s/n 42528869 w/ Approx. 400gal Air
Receiving Tank, Filters, INGERSOLL-RAND Oil/Water Separator, etc.
2014 INGERSOLL-RAND R37IE-A125 Rotary Screw Air Compressor, 50HP, s/n
VL1566U14230, 25,784hrs
2013 BOGE S50-2 Rotary Screw Air Compressor, s/n 5050609, 19,502hrs

63

51
52

receiving tank
46

2014 CARRIER 30HXA076NZ171KA Chiller, 75 Ton Cap., s/n 2914Q22072

47

2011 CARRIER 30HXA076NZE171KA Chiller, 75 Ton Cap., s/n 2011Q19229

48

(2) LOEFFLER GROUP Filtration Tanks w/ Pumps, Valves, Piping, etc.
Air Dryer and (2) 5hp upright compressors

105

Grinder #20

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n H1012SP0611456 needs parts

179

Grinder #25

ROTOGRAN WO-1418 Granulator, 25HP, s/n H14181211264WO

108

Grinder #24

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n H10121210478

102

Grinder #17

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n H1012SP0611454
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101

Grinder #16

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP0611455

104

Grinder #19

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP0611457

69

Grinder #13

99

Grinder #10

ROTOGRAM PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP0010388, Approx. 12" x 12"
Opening
ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP9910356

93

Grinder #9

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP360

91

Grinder #6

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n H1012SP9601213

92

Grinder #22

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n H10121211480

95

Grinder #4

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT10129404131

103

Grinder #18

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n H1012SP0611458

94

Grinder #14

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n MT1012SP0104397

70

2004 BAXTER 115B Roll-in Bandsaw, s/n 5388
Grinder #12

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP

Grinder #11

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP

187

Pallet Mover #01

180

Grinder #26

YALE GLP050TFNUAE086 Forklift, 5,000lb Cap., s/n E177B16583U
2002 ROTOGRAN RO84 Granulator, 60HP, s/n QSES1A00AAIB

85

TENNANT S9 Floor Sweeper, s/n S9004441

84

TENNANT 5680 Floor Cleaner

119

Grinder #3

ROTOGRAN PH-88 Granulator, 5HP

107

Grinder #23

ROTOGRAN PH-1012-SP Granulator, 10HP, s/n H10121211481

83

Approx. (320) Sections of NORTH AMERICAN STEEL Industrial Pallet Racking w/ Uprights,
Crossbeams, Mesh Inserts, etc.
disconnected injection machines in racking area (

172

2005 BROWN & SHARPE ONE 7.7.5 CMM, s/n 0305-7016
MITYOYO PH-3500 OPTICAL COMPARITOR
light cabinet

81

2016 COUSINS LPSW-A Semi-Automatic Pallet Wrapper, s/n 170516-SAL-12090
NOVATEC DRYER with PLC

74

GENIE Z-34/22N Boom, 100hrs
YALE GLP050TFNUAE086 Forklift, 5,000lb Cap., 8,200hrs

21
117
82

Pallet Mover #9

YALE GLC100MGNGAE085 Propane Forklift, 9,200lb Cap., s/n B818N01972X, 173.3" Max
Lift, 2-Stage Mast, Sideshift w/ MOTIVATION Boom Attachment
Lot: Asst. NEW CONAIR Equipment Including Loaders, Hoppers, Dryers, Vaccums, etc.
CLARK C50040 Propane Forklift, s/n 355-62-1199, 2,400lb Cap., 188" Max Lift, 3 Stage
Mast, Rotating Forks
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80

(8) DAIKIN DCG0721404VXXX Gas/Electric Heaters, 140,000 BTU/h

124

(3) NEW CANARM Air Makeup Units

204

LOT 12 x 1560' Aluminum Piping (goes with Conair System), 2-1/2" x 16GA and 2" x
16GA
MENTOR DYNAMICS 99-4187 Overhead Bridge Crane, 20 Ton Cap., s/n 1288, FREE
STANDING
2005 MITSUBISHI S2000 ED-200M EDM, s/n 1003-1093

Overhead Crane #07

60

All Machinery Wire, All Machine Transformers, Electrical Panels etc.
(4) YALE Electric Reach Trucks (No Batteries) (Pallet Mover #2, 16, 15, 10)
(3) ICS Portable Chillers
Injection Molder Parts Machines Outside
TAYLOR THD360L Diesel Forklift, s/n ST627497, 36,000lb Cap., 2-Stage, Side Shift
Misc. Outside in Rail Bay (parts machines, racking, transformers, etc.)
206

Pallet Mover #18

2015 CROWN WP3035 45 Power Walk Behind Lift Truck, 24V, s/n 7A279946, 93hrs

207

Pallet Mover #19

2015 CROWN WP3035 45 Power Walk Behind Lift Truck, 24V, s/n 7A279963

208

Pallet Mover #20

2015 CROWN WP3035 45 Power Walk Behind Lift Truck, 24V, s/n 7A279979

210

Pallet Mover #22

2015 CROWN C51000-50 Forklift, 2 Ton Cap., s/n 9A218057, 7,874hrs

211

Pallet Mover #23

2015 CROWN C51000-50 Forklift, 2 Ton Cap., s/n 9A218058, 4,834hrs

212

Pallet Mover #24

2015 CROWN RM6025-45TT Electric Reach Truck, s/n 1A445042

213

Pallet Mover #25

2015 CROWN RM6025-45TT Electric Reach Truck, s/n 1A445043, 4,873hrs
2014 SKYJACK SJIII-3219 Scissor Lift, s/n 22071774
2018 PROAX LD-60 Mobile Robot w/ Battery, s/n 7530-70046
2018 PROAX LD-60 Mobile Robot w/ Battery, s/n 7530-70050
Numerous bins of bulk resin, colourant and any other inventory as inspected on April
20, 2020
Staubli clamping system for Engel duo 17060/2200 Horizontal Injection Molder (12
clamps - 6 installed, 6 removed)
Conair Loader attached to Engel duo 17060/2200
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BDO Canada Limited Receiver of
Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc. and 1142024 Ontario Inc.
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements (CAD)
January 17, 2020 through April 30, 2020

Receipts:
Sale of inventory
Accounts receivable
Cash in Bank (Sle-Co Properties Inc.)
Sale of equipment
Cash in Bank (Sle-Co Plastics Inc.)
Cash in Bank (1142024 Ontario Inc.)
Miscellaneous income
HST collected on sales
Deposit: re Agreement of Purchase and Sale
Transfers from USD account

$

95,000.00
49,996.23
18,698.41
5,000.00
1,744.63
1,303.74
999.10
650.00
(A)
3,271,885.42
$ 3,445,277.53

Disbursements:
Independent Contractor payments
Utilities & telecommunications
Receiver's fees
Insurance
Group Benefits & WSIB
HST on disbursements
Repairs & maintenance
Equipment leases & rental
Legal fees
HST remitted
Freight & shipping
Security
Purchases
Advertising
Appraisal fees
Consulting
Bank charges
Advance to Trustee in bankruptcy
Official Receiver - Registration fees

700,129.15
161,155.70
153,700.00
116,757.49
82,386.10
65,287.10
59,945.68
50,514.52
39,973.40
35,787.48
17,584.74
15,818.00
12,584.91
4,570.50
3,305.00
2,500.00
1,133.80
1,000.00
140.00
1,524,273.57

Excess of receipts over disbursements

$ 1,921,003.96

Represented by:
Balance in Receiver's account as at April 30, 2020

$ 1,921,003.96

(A)

(A) Balance in Receiver's account does not include deposit received on Agreement of Purchase and Sale
with Infinity Asset Solutions Inc.
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BDO Canada Limited Receiver of
Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc. and 1142024 Ontario Inc.
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements (USD)
January 17, 2020 through April 30, 2020

Receipts:
Receiver sales
Accounts receivable
HST collected on sales
Cash in Bank (Sle-Co Plastics Inc.)
Sale of inventory
Interest

$ 1,127,929.98
1,028,628.02
153,088.26
141,342.80
133,505.75
859.08
$ 2,585,353.89

Disbursements:
Purchases
HST paid on disbursements
Equipment leases and rental
Bank charges
Transfers to CAD account

151,209.17
10,459.90
2,648.11
341.22
2,376,838.17
2,541,496.57

Excess of receipts over disbursements

$

43,857.32

Represented by:
Balance in Receiver's account as at April 30, 2020

$

43,857.32
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Court File No: 35-2220172T

ONTARIO SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY

IN THE MATTER OF THE RECEIVERSHIP OF
SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC.
AND 1142024 ONTARIO INC.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN N. CHERNIAK

I, Stephen N. Cherniak, of the City of London, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY:

1.

I am a Senior Vice-President of BDO Canada Limited (“BDO”), the Receiver of Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
(“Plastics Inc.”), Sle-Co Properties Inc. (“Properties Inc”) and 1142024 Ontario Inc.
(“1142024” and collectively with Plastics and Properties, the “Companies”) and, as such, I have
knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to.

2. By Order dated January 17, 2020 BDO Canada Limited was appointed as Receiver of Plastics Inc.,
Properties Inc. and 1142024 (the “Receiver”).
3. Prior to the appointment of the Receiver, BDO acted in the capacity as the Proposal Trustee in the fding
of a Notice of Intention to Make a Proposal (“NOI”) by Plastics Inc. It is anticipated that Royal Bank of
Canada (“RBC”), the major secured creditor, will incur a significant shortfall on its indebtedness. Since
December 23, 2019, the Receiver has been engaged in the following:

•

Analyze Letter of Intent received from NOI sale process and negotiate with offeror;

•

Pre-receivership planning for customer transition, banking, insurance and payroll continuity,
borrowing requirements and other issues;
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•

Prepare First Report of the Proposed Receiver to assist the Court in hearing RBC’s motion and to
provide information on the process undertaken by the Companies for the sale of their Property;

•

Attend at the Companies’ premises upon the issuance of the Appointment Order, engage Plastics
management, review receivership strategy and tasks and take possession of the property of the
Companies;

•

Engage previously-salaried and hourly personnel as independent contractors (the “Independent
Contractors”) under term and task agreements;

•

Prepare s. 245 and s. 246 notices under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act for each of the
companies;

•

Arrange for continuation of existing property and liability insurance policies and transfer of
financing contract to the Receiver, including telephone calls and email correspondence with
representatives of Marsh Canada Inc. (“Marsh”) and First Insurance Funding of Canada;

•

Manage continued automotive parts production for approximately one week and continued
production of Clek Inc. (“Clek”) child car seats through February 28, 2020.

•

Approve and process weekly payroll, supplier payments and other day to day operational matters.

•

Negotiate final settlement of various issues with representatives of Clek including potential claim for
damages arising from receivership, pre and post receivership outstanding accounts receivable,
removal of tooling, purchase of remaining parts inventory and other issues;

•

Review of insurance coverages and limits and correspondence with Marsh to amend coverages;

•

Compile information for employee claims under the Wage Earner Protection Plan, prepare employee
packages and submit information to Service Canada for 156 employees;

•

Telephone calls with representatives of Canada Revenue Agency (“CRA”) regarding source
deduction arrears, T4’s, HST returns and SRED claims and arrange for preparation of 2019 and 2020
T4’s;
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Telephone calls and correspondence with counsel to HSBC Canada (“HSBC”) regarding leased
machinery excluded from receivership assets and potential arrangements for sale and removal;
Engage Receiver’s legal counsel to provide opinion on the security of machine lessors and
correspondence with De Cage Landen Financial, Dell Canada and other providers of equipment on a
rental basis;
Conduct an Invitation for Offers process for the sale of the assets of Plastics Inc. and Properties Inc.
en bloc, including: Prepare asset listing, terms and conditions and form of offer in conjunction with
Receiver’s legal counsel; Advertise the Invitation for Offer Process; Respond to enquiries from
interested parties and provide additional information to 38 parties; Conduct two open house style
asset viewings on March 4, 2020 and March 11, 2020; Review 8 offers/proposals received and
numerous enquiries from, telephone calls and email correspondence with interested parties and
offerors;
Prepared detailed analysis and comparison of offers received and review major issues and outcome
of sale process with representatives of RBC and legal counsel;
Negotiations with, reconciliation of asset lists and further inspection of assets with Infinity Asset
Solutions to enter into Agreement of Purchase and Sale dated April 21,2020;
Engage Metrix Realty Group to conduct an appraisal of 400 South Edgeware Road, St. Thomas,
Ontario (the “Real Property”);
Review Environmental Site Assessments prepared in 2018 and engage EXP Services Inc. to prepare
a remedial work plan and cost estimate;
Obtain and review Opinions of Value for the Real Property and negotiate listing agreement and
Receiver’s Schedule of terms and conditions with CBRE Limited;
Respond to numerous enquiries from representatives of Great Lakes Trim and ongoing email
correspondence with these parties;
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•

Prepare Receiver’s Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for USD and CAD accounts, First
Report to Court of the Receiver and Confidential Supplement to First Report;

•

Establish HST account for Receiver’s activities and prepare monthly HST returns, including USD
activity for January through March, 2020;

•

Arrange building repairs to train bay and electrical room area, snow plowing and lawn maintenance
and utility/telecommunications services;

•

Arrange continuation of security and fire system monitoring and inspections of fire system by Troy
Life and Fire Safety;

•

Various phone calls and correspondence with former employees, trade creditors, the stakeholders
and their respective counsel.

4. In the course of performing the duties pursuant to the Order and as set out above at paragraph 3, the
Receiver’s staff expended 681.0 hours for the period of December 23, 2019 through April 30, 2020.
Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “A” to this my Affidavit is the account of the Receiver together
with a summary sheet.
5. To the best of my knowledge, the rates charged by the Receiver throughout the course of these
proceedings are comparable to the rates charged by other insolvency practitioners in the Ontario mid
market for providing similar insolvency and restructuring services.
6. The hourly billing rates outlined in Exhibit “A” to this my Affidavit are not more than the normal hourly
rates charged by BDO Canada Limited for services rendered in relation to similar proceedings.
7. I verily believe that the fees and disbursements incurred by the Receiver are fair and reasonable in the
circumstances.
8. This Affidavit is sworn in support of the motion for approval of the Receiver’s fees and disbursements
and for no other or improper purposes.
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SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of
London in the Province of Ontario
on the
day of May, 2020
Licensed Insolvency Trustee
Commissioner for Taking Affidavits
David Randall Flett
a Commissioner, etc., Province of Ontario,
for BDO Canada Limited and BDO Canada LLP.
Expires April 24, 2022
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Attached is Exhibit A
To the Affidavit of Stephen N. Cherniak
Sworn ths^111 day of May 2020.

A Commissioner, Etc
David Randall Flett
a Commissioner, etc., Province of Ontario,
for BDO Canada Limited and BDO Canada LLP.
Expires April 24, 2022
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Summary of Receiver’s Accounts for the period
December 23,2019 through April 30,2020

Hours
Expended
176.3

Fees &
Disbursements
$76,500.00

HST
$9,945.00

Invoice Total
$86,445.00

March 4, 2020

191.4

77,200.00

10,036.00

87,236.00

April 2, 2020

169.2

72,095.58

9,372.42

81,468.00

May 7, 2020

144.1

59,500.00

7,735.00

67,235.00

681.0

$285,295.58

$37,088.42

$322,384.00

Invoice Date
February 7, 2020
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flBDQ
Invoice it 02072020
Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
HST Reg # 101518124RT0001

Ontario Superior Court of Justice
February 7, 2020

Re:

Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc.,

For professional services rendered for the period December 23, 2019 through January 31, 2020
as per the attached detail:

Our Fee

$76,500.00
0.00

Disbursements
Sub Total

76,500.00

HST

9,945.00

Total

$86,445.00

REMITTANCE ADVICE
Cheque Payments to:
BDO Canada Limited
100-633 Colborne Street
London, ON N6B 2V3

Invoice #

02072020

Amount

$86,445.00
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February 7, 2020
For professional services rendered

Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
12/23/2019

Time
0.7

Cherniak, S

01/02/2020

1.6

Flett, D

12/29/2019

1.3

Cherniak, S
Cherniak, S
Flett, D

01/03/2020
01/06/2020
01/07/2020

1
0.2
1.8

Cherniak, S

01/07/2020

0.5

Flett, D

01/08/2020

2.3

Cherniak, S

01/08/2020

2.4

Cherniak, S

01/09/2020

3.3

Flett, D

01/09/2020

4.5

Flett, D

01/10/2020

4.3

Narrative
Call with J. Asma re Gingl. Call to Gingl leave message. Email from
TGF re HSBC. Email to J. Asma for info. Respond to TGF. Review of
docs re Aisin deal.
Emails over the holidays re NDA. Email from J. Asma. Call from
Luelo. Call from J. Asma re supplier. Call to supplier. Email and call
with RBC re update. Email to/from Aisin re update. Review of HSBC
letter
Email with J. Asma; review NDA and set up C. Lee for access review
data room activity; meeting with J. Asma, S. Cherniak re interested
parties and potential offers, extension deadline; email with J. Asma
re IAC; review RBC lease details.
Call with supplier. Meet with J. Asma.
Call with K. MacDougall of CBRE re real estate.
Review proposed receiver report with S. Cherniak; prepare updated
summary of all equipment leases, from lease documents with
balances and estimated equity or shortfall
Call with J. Asma re cash flow issues. Call with T. Hogan re report
required for receivership application. Discuss report with D. Flett.
Start report of proposed receiver; review lease summary with S.
Cherniak; review insurance considerations with S. Cherniak, Aviva
declaration and email to J. Asma re status, coverages; review draft
materials prepared by Harrison Pensa and email to T. Hogan re
edits; email to T. Hogan re corporate chart, 2384003 Ontario.
Call with J. Asma re Advocates retainer. Review of email re same.
Respond. Call with Luelo re update. Email from Aisin. Respond. Calls
from T. Hogan Receivership materials. Review of email re other
numbered companies and potential assets. Review of draft Notice of
Motion and Order. Emails to/from Aird Berlis re same. Draft and
execute consent. Emails re blanks in draft order. Discussion re
insurance. Review of lease schedule.
Call with S. Mitra re update. Review of G. Smith affidavit. Call with T.
Hogan re filing. Review of Smith email re receiver's line. Call with G.
Smith re same. Review of emails re receivership materials. Emails
to/from J. Asma RBC re overdraft. Emails to/from Sieegers re
Advocates. Respond. Call from J. Sugar re offer. Review of Big
Shoulders offers emails to RBC/Hogan. Call from J. Asma. Discuss
offer with D. Flett. Discussion with D. Flett requirement for receiver's
line. Review of email to J. Asma.
Review borrowing requirements with S. Cherniak and email with J.
Asma re 30 day cash flow; prepare first report of proposed receiver
Review Letter of Intent status, update security position and other
issues with S. Cherniak; prepare updated security position for RBC,
review estimated real estate realization assumptions with S. Cherniak
and finalize; continue with first report of proposed receiver, finalize
draft, review S. Cherniak comments and forward to T. Hogan; review
T. Hogan comments and revise first report; further email with T.
Hogan, J. Asma re report; review emails re Aird Berlis review of
report and court hearing; update lease summary schedule.
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1142024 Ontario Inc.
Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
01/10/2020

Flett, D

01/13/2020

Cherniak, S

01/13/2020

Flett, D

01/14/2020

Cherniak, S

01/14/2020

Flett, D

01/15/2020

Cherniak, S

01/15/2020

Time__________________________ Narrative_______________________
4.2 Call with T. Hogan and G. Smith to discuss Big Shoulders offer. Call
with J. Asma re same. Call with J. Sugar to discuss offer. Review of
J. Asma provided material prior to call. Discuss and review updated
security position for Bank. Send to RBC. Review of draft Receiver’s
report. Review of T. Hogan edits. Send to Aird Berlis. Review of Aird
Berlis email re employment letters. Discuss with T. Hogan. Second
call with J. Sugar. Calls with T. Hogan and G. Smith to update.
Emails and calls from customers. Call with Sleegers. Call with J.
Luelo
3.3 J. Nemers of Aird Berlis and S. Cherniak emails re proposed
Receiver's report and review revised report; brief review of Motion
Record for report; prepare schedules to accompany Jan 10, 2020
updated security position, review with S. Cherniak and forward to G.
Smith; review 30 day cash flow and email with J. Asma with queries
re assumptions and customers; prepare draft memo to bank re 30
cash flow and receiver borrowing limit.
2.3 Review of Aird Berlis edits to Receivers report. Review of Aird Berlis
email to T. Hogan and response. Email from RBC re cash flow.
Respond. Email and call with RBC re security position. Review of
updated schedules re same. Make changes to Receivers report and
send to Harrison Pensa and Aird Berlis. Review of Aird Berlis Motion
Record. Review of confirmation of motion. Calls and texts from J.
Luelo. Review of email re same. Email from Big shoulders re update.
Email from customer. Review of cash flow re receivership. Review
with D. Flett. Review of queries to J. Asma and response.
4.7 Review revised 30 day cash flow and call with J. Asma; emails with J.
Asma re insurance policies, finance contract and Clek Rider and
review documents, company emails with Marsh; call with G. Smith
and P. O'Gorman of RBC re receiver borrowing limit, HSBC leases,
payroll processing arrangements, insurance and pre-authorized
payments; review and summarize major customer contract
particulars, weekly volumes; prepare detailed analysis and security
position of revised Big Shoulders Letter of Intent.
4.3 Emails and follow up re cash flow. Call with RBC re cash flow. Calls
with J. Asma re customers and suppliers. Emails re Clek supplier.
Email from Thornton Grout Finnigan re HSBC. Respond to Thornton
Grout Finnigan and email to Harrison Pensa and Aird Berlis. Call with
T. Hogan re same. Call from Aird Berlis re term and task. Review
same. Review of updated offer from big shoulders. Email to bank re
same.
3.5 Review draft analysis of big shoulders revised Letter of Intent with S.
Cherniak including priorities, real estate considerations; call with G
Smith, P. O'Gorman of RBC; call with J. Asma, S. Cherniak re Letter
of Intent, inventory, A/R; prepare expanded security position with
notes based on big shoulders Letter of Intent and forward to Bank;
call with G. Smith, P. O'Gorman to review; review Infinity owned
equipment appraisal, Conair equipment with S. Cherniak; review
payroll processing and current arrangements with MF; review emails
re HSBC Leases; complete internal documents re filing of Notice of
Intention.
3.5 Review of updates schedules. 2 calls with RBC re offer. Review of
updated schedule. Calls with J. Sugar re revised offer. Emails to
bank re same. Review of revised order. Emails re PMSI. Call with S.
Mitra re HSBC ask for indemnity. Set up call.
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Flett, D

Date
01/16/2020

Time
3.3

Cherniak, S

01/16/2020

3.8

Finnegan, M

01/17/2020

1

Duwyn, R

01/17/2020

0.3

Flett, D

01/17/2020

3.5

Cherniak, S

01/17/2020

5.4

Flett, D

01/20/2020

6

_______________________Narrative________________________
Email with J. Asma re automotive A/R, inventory; review Letter of
Intent status, Conair equipment, equipment appraisal values, Letter
of Intent vs liquidation with S. Cherniak; summarize policies for S.
Cherniak; prepare management, departmental and personnel
summary for Receiver reference; review draft term and task letter;
review appointment issues, including payroll with S. Cherniak; review
email re HSBC lease, Inoac.
Call with RBC re update on Big Shoulders call. Send insurance and
lease info to Aird Berlis and Harrison Pensa in preparation for call
with Aird Berlis and T. Hogan re HSBC lease. Two calls with J. Sugar
re offer. Review of emails re HSBC lease. Calls with J. Asma. Call
with M. Lomas (Inoac). Review of indemnity. Send to Inoac. Review
and edits to employment letter. Calls with MacDougall and Carter re
value of building. Call with J. Carhart re update. V/ms from suppliers
re update.
Work on bank account opening and update website with appt order.
Prepare term and task letter and make copies for employees to sign.
Assist with planning and prep of documents for notice of deemed
default of proposal.
Prepare employee and wage summary for Receiver use; review term
and task letter for employees, revisions and review with MF; attend at
Sle-Co premises and meet with management re appointment of
receiver, continued operations and other issues; additional meeting
with J. Asma; emails with K. Maddigan re WEPPA maximum limit,
ROE's; email with K. Vaillancourt re supplier and employee EFT's still
to clear; email with G. Smith re RBC lease balance calculations,
HST; review Clek issues, timing and Inoac with S. Cherniak.
Call with RBC re plan. Attend at Court to obtain Order. Call from Big
Shoulders. Return call. Review Order. Attend at premises. Meet with
senior management team. Calls from Inoac and Clek re update.
Emails from company re payroll. Update Bank on meeting. Review of
banking documents. Call with J. Luelo. Calls with J. Asma re various
matters. Email from Aird Berlis re register on title. Emails from
Sleegers.
Review emails from G. Smith and estimated Receivership costs, real
estate holding costs with S. Cherniak; prepare revised security
position with update lease balances excluding HST and review with
S. Cherniak; further revised security position with update balances
from RBC leasing; email with S. Mitra of Aird Berlis re independent
contractor arrangements; emails with K. Maddigan re direction on HR
matters; various calls and email from parties interested in assets;
email with E. Hoekstra, J. Asam re Clek production; further emails
with G. Smith and revisions to security position re lease balances;
phone call and further emails with K. Maddigan re temporary layoff
employees, Weppa, vacation pay; review vacation pay schedule,
review payment with S. Cherniak and email to K. Maddigan with
direction; review term and task agreement, termination provisions, E.
Hoekstra arrangements with S. Cherniak; email to K. Maddigan re
resigned employee arrangements; review draft statement of affairs
and update.
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Cherniak, S

01/20/2020

Date

Flett, D

01/21/2020

Cherniak, S

01/21/2020

Flett, D

01/22/2020

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

01/22/2020

Hooper, L

01/22/2020

01/22/2020

Time__________________________ Narrative________________________
4.7 Emails from RBC over the weekend re updated security position. Call
with RBC re same. Discuss with D. Flett. Review of updated position.
Send to RBC. Review of further edits. Calls and emails from various
auctioneers. Respond. Call with J. Asma re Clek. Review of email
from E. Hoekstra re Clek. Respond. Email from E. Hoekstra re
additional compensation. Respond. Review of emails and discuss
vacation pay. Call from creditor. Emails to/from RBC re banking and
visa. Emails to/from Sleegers re SOA. Discuss internally re process
from bankruptcy.
6.2 Prepare termination letter for task and term agreement and finalize
with S. Cherniak; emails with K. Maddigan re termination letter, WSIB
premiums; review related company RBC account activity and call
with G. Smith; meet with J. Asma re customer move-out, production,
Clek plan, immediate purchases, labour considerations; emails with
B. Pronk, 3M general counsel re status, critical Receiver order; calls
with J. McLeod of Lift Depot and J. Asma re lift depot action to
remove rented lift truck; call with K. Kopylec of RBC re bank account
set-up, wire transfers, payroll; review draft key employee retention
plan; refer to HSBC lease documents, draft 2019 financial statements
and prepare statement of affairs; forward contractor agreement
termination letter to K. Maddigan with instructions.
4.3 Update on Receiver's account. Call with RBC re same. Email to RBC
re Hoekstra. Call with Hoekstra. Call with Aird Berlis re agreement.
Review agreement, make edits. Meet with realtors re sale
leaseback. Call with J. Asma and Bank re additional accounts.
Update and emails re forklift issue. Call with J. Carhart re update.
Emails from auctioneer. Respond. WSIB issue. Questions re 245 and
bankruptcy. Review and execute termination agreement for
employees. Review of supplier payments. Review of 3M emails.
4.5 Detailed email to K. Maddigan re WEPPA process, Receiver
information requirements; emails with G. Smith of RBC re insurance
payment, other banking matters; review statement of affairs and
revisions; review properties and related company pre-receivership
banking activity; memo to G. Smith of RBC re group bank account
activity, Properties and holding company accounts to be closed and
paid over to Receiver; salary vacation pay and company prepared
schedule with S. Cherniak; review Receiver cash position re payroll,
insurance and email to D. Outhwaite of RBC; emails with K.
Maddigan re salaried vacation pay; review draft payroll report and
email to K. Maddigan.
1 Prepare draft statement of affairs for bankruptcy. Deposit a/r funds.
4.9 Deal with bankruptcy documents. Review of Statement of Affairs,
email to D’ Ascanio/Sleegers. Deal with E. Hoekstra letter. Send to
RBC for review. Send to E. Hoekstra. Deal with payroll issues.
Review and discuss old balances. Review of email to bank re same.
Call to bank re same. Emails and calls from creditors. Call from
Carhart. Arrange for Motion Record to be sent. Emails from
interested parties. Call with A.G. Simpson. Deal with insurance.
0.1 Banking
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Flett, D

Date
01/23/2020

Cherniak, S

01/23/2020

Flett, D

01/24/2020

Cherniak, S

01/24/2020

Flett, D

01/27/2020

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

01/27/2020
01/27/2020

Flett, D

01/28/2020

Time__________________________ Narrative________________________
4.7 Review activity in company RBC account, confirm funds availability
for payroll and several emails with G. Smith, D. Outhwaite re account
revolvement, debits and supplier payments to clear, other banking
matters; emails with J. Asma an review payments; access Receiver
bank account and set up MF as user; email with K. Koplylec of RBC
re account issues, payroll set up; emails with K. Maddigan, K.
Vaillancourt re WEPPA, payroll matters; respond to enquiries from
interested parties re; assets; emails with M. Costa of Marsh Canada
re insurance, notify of Receivership; email with K. Vaillancourt re
future payroll processing; review WEPPA schedule prepared by K
Maddigan and email reply with queries.
4.6 Deal with bank account issues. Various emails with RBC and
company re bank balance and cheques clearing account today. Deal
with setting up BDO's bank account. Calls and emails with interested
parties. Meet with J. Sleegers and get bankruptcy documents signed.
Deal with various creditor calls and emails. Email from R. Wayne at
Aisin. Respond. Emails re insurance. Respond. Review of emails re
weppa and t4's.
3.5 Review company account banking activity and emails with G Smith;
email with T. Sabouelle of Marsh Canada re operations, premium
funding; review AIG receivable insurance confirmation; lengthy call
with RBC Express support re receiver's account status and establish
limits for wires, ACH'S and transfers; emails with K. Kopylec re new
account status; several emails with K. Vaillancourt re payroll process
and upload; review Clek issue, staff reductions with S. Cherniak.
3.8 Update on RBC account balance. Deal with RBC Express account.
Calls with J. Asma re Aisin and Inouac and staffing issue. Call with E.
Hoekstra re same. Call with BDO client and partner re sales process.
Emails from interested parties. Emails re insurance. Email from T.
Hogan re suing Sleegers. Respond. Review of letter to Clek. Email
from Thornton Grout Finnigan re machines at Sle-Co.
4.2 Receipts summary from J. Asma, cheque details and Clek supplier
offset; call with RBC Express re user and permission set up for K.
Vaillancourt; emails with K. Vaillancourt and RBC EBB testing re file
testing, payroll upload, timing and issues; email with Lift Depot re
payment; review update WEPPA schedule and emails with K.
Maddigan; further email with K. Vaillancourt re payroll upload, RBC
file testing; reply to enquiries re sale of assets.
1 Receipt of cheques and deposit same
3.5 Call with J. Asma over weekend re Inouac. Review of Inouac wire
transfer. Updates re RBC account. Call with J. Asma re A/R and
staffing issues. Email from Thornton Grout Finnigan re HSBC
equipment. Emails from interested parties. Respond.
4.8 Arrangements re rush payment for Triangle Logistics; email with M.
Sellers, D. Outhwaite of RBC re receiver's account, transfer of CAD
balance from company account; review WSIB status, Receiver's
account with MF and review draft email to set-up; review AIG credit
insurance policy and review coverage, future payments with S.
Cherniak; review J. Asma prepared summary of bills to be paid;
review draft Jan 31 detail payroll report and email with K.
Vaillancourt; review and organize invoices for payment, review with
S. Cherniak, review accounting with MF and emails with J. Asma;
review payroll file upload set-up with K. Vaillancourt; review back-up
for employee garnishments to be remitted; further RBC Express set
up.
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Staff
Finnegan, M

Date
01/28/2020

Cherniak, S

01/28/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

01/29/2020
01/29/2020

Cherniak, S

01/29/2020

Flett, D

01/30/2020

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

01/30/2020
01/30/2020

Flett, D

01/31/2020

Time__________________________ Narrative________________________
2 Deal with banking issues, contact WSIB re Receiver account set up.
Balance bank accounts re wire transfers in, and prepare supplier
cheques.
3.1 Deal with banking and organizing payments to suppliers. Emails
to/from RBC re same. Emails to creditors re update on file. Emails
from interested party. Review and execute mutual release re
sale/leaseback. Review of emails re upcoming payroll.
4.5 Banking issues, bill payments, posting payments, eft payments
6 Review supplier payments, ACH approval or set-up and emails with
K. Vaillancourt; email with K. Maddigan and management re Great
West Life benefit payment, arrangements for electronic payment of
Jan 2020 and further email re Feb 2020 to be paid after premium
adjustment; review Receiver accounting requirements, Clek
receivable and future billing with S. Cherniak; review Jan 31 final
payroll and email with K. Vaillancourt re file upload, unblocking and
processing; review additional supplier payments, review accounting
with MF and email with K. Vaillancourt; email from T. Sabouelle of
Marsh re policy revisions, ongoing reporting; email to M. Costa of
March re AIG credit insurance status, final installment payment; email
to K. Maddigan with details and timing of WEPPA process; call with
RBC Express re ACH processing and approvals, transaction and file
limits on payroll uploading and revise MF approvals to remedy,
memo to S. Cherniak, MF.
3.6 Meet with J. Asma re various issues. Deal with banking and paying
bills. Deal with benefits issues. Various emails re payroll and
ensuring paid. Emails re WEPPA and J. Asma entitlement to vacation
pay. Review statement of claim from Blake Refig. Emails to counsel.
Email from interested party. Respond. Call from customer re tool.
5.2 Review of several Clek supplier and transportation invoices, payment
approvals and emails with K. Vaillancourt or supplier re payment
confirmation; calls, email with J. Asma on operational matters,
production schedule; call with K. Kopylec of RBC re bank account
function and file limit; memo to Marsh Canada re summary of
operations, confirmation of systems in place; enquiries from parties
interested in assets; email with K. Maddigan re Weppa; prepare BIA
s. 245 reports; review precedent for sale process.
5 Various bill payments, and begin input of WEPPA applications
3.2 Call with RBC re banking arrangements. Review and approve various
bills throughout the day. Call with J. Asma re approvals. Call from
London Free Press reporter. Call with company re photographer
attending at plant. Update RBC. Calls and emails from interested
parties. Email from creditor respond. Emails from insurer. Discuss
response with D. Flett. Review J. Asma response and email to
insurer.
6.5 Meeting with J. Asma re Clek build-out, A/R payment, SRED claims;
review company RBC bank activity and emails with G. Smith; review
sale process considerations, checking of equipment list, approach to
HSBC leased equipment with S. Cherniak; review R&R Rivet
payment request, emails with J. Asma and approve ACH; J. Asma
and other emails re wire from GM Argentina; finalize s. 245, 246
reports and review Properties construction lien creditors, report filing
with MF; review Clek build out schedules prepared by J. Asma;
prepare memo for Aird Berlis with key elements of Clek agreement;
prepare payment schedule for existing Clek A/R and estimated build-
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Staff_________Date

Time__________________________ Narrative______________________
out production; S. Cherniak and J. Asma emails re HSBC equipment;
review and approve urgent Triangle and Pallet payments and email
with K. Vaillancourt; review Aisin Inoac termination payment schedule
and receiver accounting adjustment; review and organize Jaykoor,
R&R materials for Monday am payment.
Finnegan, M
01/31/2020
4 Continue with WEPPA applications.
Cherniak, S
01/31/2020
4.2 Review of newspaper article. Send to RBC. Call with Harrison Pensa
re same. Meet with J. Asma re Clek. Review of Clek schedule. Send
to Aird Berlis re accommodation agreement. Review of Aird Berlis
Independent Legal Opinion. Review and approve payments. Emails
re RBC sle-co company account. Email from HSBC counsel.
Respond. Email to J. Asma re same. Review response. Emails and
______________________________ calls from interested parties.__________________________ _______
176.3 Total Time

Staff
Cherniak, S
Duwyn, R
Finnegan, M
Flett, D

Office
London
Kitchener
London
London

Position
Sr. Vice President
Vice President
Administration
Vice President

Hourly Rate
$525
$410
$175
$410

Time
73.1
0.6
18.5
84.1
176.3
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J

Invoice # 03042020
Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
HST Reg # 101518124RT0001

Ontario Superior Court of Justice
March 4, 2020

Re:

Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc.,

For professional services rendered for the period February 1, 2020 through February 28, 2020
as per the attached detail:

Our Fee

$77,200.00

Disbursements

0.00

Sub Total

77,200.00

HST

10,036.00

Total

$87,236.00

REMITTANCE ADVICE
Cheque Payments to:
BDO Canada Limited
100-633 Colborne Street
London, ON N6B 2V3

Invoice #

03042020

Amount

$87,236.00
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March 4, 2020
For professional services rendered

Staff
Flett, D

Date
02/02/2020

Cherniak, S

02/03/2020

Finnegan, M

02/03/2020

Flett, D

02/03/2020

Cherniak, S

02/04/2020

Finnegan, M

02/04/2020

Time_______________________Narrative____________________
1.5 Review of company RBC account activity, post Jan 17 and
prepare accounting entries for receiver activity, funds
transferred-in.
3.3 Emails from RBC re Dell PAP. Discuss and review response.
Email from customer re tool. Review of draft accommodation
agreement from AB. Review numerous emails to J. Asma re
same. Conference call with insurer re A/R insurance. Review
of emails re equipment list. Call with J. Hanke re sale of
building. Email from supplier re payment and terms. Review
responses. Email from Asma re vacation pay. Review and
approve bills.
2.5 Deal with banking, wire transfers, EFT payments. File 245
Notices to OR.
7.5 Review wire Jaykoor wire transfer process and approve;
accounting for receiver activity in company account; approve
ACH payments and email with K. Vaillancourt; review
equipment listing from Infinity appraisal and email with J.
Asma re verification; review draft accommodation agreement
with Clek, memo to SC and email to J. Asma re queries,
revisions to spreadsheet; email with Marsh re AIG trade
policy; review equipment list re machines at Yarmouth,
Trailers and emails with J. Asma; email with Messenger
Freight and K. Vaillancourt re payment arrangements; call
with Marsh, AIG re trade credit policy, status of operations;
review draft payroll for week ended Feb 1; revise Clek
payment schedule, A/R balances to USD for agreement;
meet with J. Asma re Clek, Magna mould, A/R; draft memo
to A&B with comments, additional information re
accommodation agreement; additional supplier payment
approvals.
3.9Call with RBC re update. Review of lien claim from Rassaun.
Call with J. Asma re same. Review of emails and letters from
AB to Rassaun counsel. Review of edits to accommodation
agreement. Draft email to TGF re HSBC lease. Respond to
questions. Emails and calls from interested parties. Review
of emails re payments. Approve same. Review of email from
Bell. Email from RBC re PAD out of company account.
5 Finalize and mail out employee WEPPA application
packages, Deposit, banking eft payments to various
suppliers

1
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Staff
Flett, D

Date
02/04/2020

Cherniak, S

02/05/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/05/2020
02/05/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/06/2020
02/06/2020

Time_______________________Narrative____________________
5.5 Review invoices for weeks 1,2 of Clek build-out, revise
proposed payment schedule and call, email with J. Asma;
email to A&B with revisions, comments and revised
schedules for accommodation agreement; email with K.
Vaillancourt re supplier payments, payroll approval; brief
review of statement of claim from Raussan Services; review
revised Clek agreement from A&B, add additional
information and forward to J. Asma by email for comment
and distribution to Clek; review of various utility an other
invoices and organize for payment; review various emails re
Raussan; email from Bell re continuing services, forward to
K. Vaillancourt to review and reply to Bell; review Receiver
accounting for USD transfers; review Everform invoice for
final Clek foam requirement and approve ACH.
2.7 Call from SRED group (BIG). Review of agreement. Email
response. Discuss with D. Flett and J. Asma. Emails from
BIG. Respond. Update on call with AIG. Emails re Clek
statements. Call with J. Asma re update on Clek agreement.
Update on payment from Magnesium. Email from HSBC
counsel re payments. Process payments. Review and
approve payments.
1.5 Pay suppliers and banking admin.
5.2 Review HSBC leases with SC and summarize monthly
payment information for approval; email with K. Vaillancourt
re Link+ and approve payment; review final weekly payroll;
review sale process timing with SC; review source
deductions, SRED and loss carry back with SC; review
SRED correspondence from BIG; correspondence with Bell
re continuation of services, payments by receiver; calls with
J, Asma re Magnesium A/R, USD wire transfers, freight and
fonward wire information; call and email with K. Moody of
Absolute Destruction re security consoles, continued
services, payment by Receiver, etc; emails with J. Asma re
AIG request for Clek financials; prepare payroll summary
since appointment.
1.5 Banking
6 Emails with E. Hoekstra re Clek production, projected
overtime, consideration of completion incentive; related call
with J. Asma; voice mail from D. Forrester of Magna, call
with SC, call with J. Asma re tooling in China, account
receivable; prepare updated Clek receivable summary and
forward to J. Wankamo of AIG; further email with E.
Hoekstra, J. Asma re Clek line retention payment; email with
A. Duguid of Centennial Plastic; prepare Clek operator
retention agreement and further emails with E. Hoekstra, J.
Asma; email with A. Gavier of I'equipe Argentina re wire
2
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Staff

Date

Finnegan, M

02/07/2020

Flett, D

02/07/2020

Cherniak, S

02/09/2020

Cherniak, S

02/10/2020

Finnegan, M

02/10/2020

Flett, D

02/10/2020

Time_______________________Narrative______ _____________
transfer arrangements; review Clek A/R list and email with J.
Asma re weekly payment amount; review receiver
accounting for USD to CAD transfers with MF; start sale
package for invitation for offers en bloc.
1.5 Banking, calls and assist employees with WEPPA claims.
5.5

Emails with K. Vaillancourt and approval of invoices from
Messenger Freight, Triangle; review of Cisco, Dell leases
and emails with J. Asma; resolve WEPPA matter re address
change; review and edit of asset list for sale package re
HSBC leases, equipment at 3rd parties; review emails from
Vuteq Mexico re A/R payment, mold release; review and
approval of further freight charges re Clek production; review
notes of equipment inspection by D. Li versus Infinity
appraisal and email queries with J. Asma, D Li; reply to
enquiries from parties interested in assets; brief weekly
report to Marsh Canada; meet with J. Asma and review call
with Clek, Link+ CRA issue; forward payment to MF with
instructions.
2.5 Review of emails and phone calls re various at Sle-Co while
at ARIL.
3.8Email from interested party. Respond. Call from agent re
property. Emails re insurance. Emails to/from HSBC and
TGF re equipment. Calls with J. Asma re Clek and concerns
re agreement. Conversation re security at plant. Review
agreement with G4s, emails re additions/deletions to
equipment. List. Approve payments. Conversations re Cisco
and review of invoice. Email re equipment not paid for and
supplier wanting to repo. Call from CRA re T4 summaries.
Discussion with D. Flett re same.
3 Deal with some banking, deal with WEPPA applicants,
contact CRA re Receiver HST account, and Contact security
firm re security at premises.
5.5 Review Clek status, CRA issues, Cisco lease arrears with
SC; review of equipment listing notes by D. Li and emails
regarding equipment scrapped or which could not be located;
email with K. Konnerth of Konnexio re deny request to
recover machinery; review Cisco lease statement and email
with J. Asma re post NOI payments by Receiver; email with
B. Winning of Infinity re request to use 2019 appraisal list for
receiver sale process; email with K. Vaillancourt re T4's and
review 2019/2020 T4 summaries; email with T. Sabouille of
Marsh re automotive/Clek sales split; continue with
equipment list for sale package deleting HSBC leased and
items not located.

3
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Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
02/11/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/11/2020
02/11/2020

Cherniak, S

02/12/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/12/2020
02/12/2020

Cherniak, S

02/13/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/13/2020
02/13/2020

Time_______________________Narrative____________________
3.2 Call from CRA re t4's and contractor vs employee. Call and
emails with AB re same. Update on equipment list. Various
emails re SRED meeting and CRA requests. Review of
invoices from Sleegers. Obtain clarification re same. Cal!
with Clek re agreement. Call with J. Asma re follow up. Call
with AB re same. Review and approve Triangle bill. Review
of this week's payroll. Emails re Magna mold. Call with J.
Asma re Clek and need for additional security.
0.7 Banking and finalize agreement for security services.
5.2 Compile and organize list of interested parties from emails
and other enquiries; email with D. Li re machines onsite but
not in service; continue with asset summary, edited asset
listing, terms and conditions and form of offer for sale
package; call with C. Lumley of Clek, SC, J. Asma; invoice
approvals and email correspondence with suppliers; finalize
draft asset package and detailed asset list; reply to emails
from creditors and interested parties; review of emails re
Vuteq Mexico wire transfer to Receiver, Roll-Stamp mould.
2.9Emails to/from TGF re HSBC equipment-pictures for robots.
Emails re changes to RBC account. Draft email to McNulty.
Emails and conversations re benefits. Review of email to
insurer. Discussion with J. Asma re Magna tool. First review
of sale materials.
2 Banking, bill payments, deal with WEPPA claims
4.7Review sale process and draft sale package with SC;
employee expense approval; email with K. Kopylec re USD
account; review employee benefit status and issues; email
with K. Maddigan, J. Asma re benefit termination
arrangements, GWL; email to J. Wankamo of AIG re Clek
financials; revisions to sale process package, asset listing;
review Machine 22 details with D. Li; email letter to G. Barrill
of Barrill and Company re staffing status, GWL continuation
of benefits, Feb 2020 premiums.
1.3 Call with J. Asma re further production and update on Clek.
Review of emails re funds from Honda. Approve bill. Final
review of changes to sales package. Review of email to AB.
Call with CRA re file. Instruct re numbered co 245. Review of
email re ins policy.
3 Banking, bill payments, WEPPA claims
3.3 Prepare s. 245 notice for 1142024 Ontario Inc.; emails with
suppliers and approve invoices; email with K. Vaillancourt re
invoicing; review weekly payroll final; finalize draft asset sale
package and forward to AB with comments for review; emails
with J. Asma and review documents re Vuteq Mexico and
Howa funds to be wired; review Pryde invoice re back order
items not on previous invoice; call with J. Asma.
4
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Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
02/14/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/14/2020
02/14/2020

Cherniak, S

02/18/2020

Finnegan, M

02/18/2020

Flett, D

02/18/2020

Time_______________________Narrative_____________________
3i6 Emails re wire transfers and release of molds. Discussions
with J. Asma re same. Emails from interested parties.
Respond. Review of AB edits to sales package materials.
Discuss with D. Flett. Review email to AB. Review of Clek
A/R. Emails to/from Clek re agreement and counsel. Send to
AB. Call with I. Hogan re Clek counsel. Deal with fraudulent
payroll issue. Review of email to insurer. Call from Yarmouth
machine re building. Emails re SRED meeting.
2.5 Banking bill payments, WEPPA claims
4.5 Supplier and expense approvals; review prior week Clek
invoice, update Clek tracking schedule and email with J.
Asma with query re production mix; call with K. Vaillancourt
and emails with K. Kopiyec of RBC re apparent fraudulent
info for Hoekstra payroll deposit and call with RBC Express,
attempt to reverse; brief weekly report to Marsh Canada;
review A&B revisions and edits to asset sale package and
email with J. Nemers re HST, Clek, commission to be paid to
brokers; meet with J Asma re Clek, Howa funds received.
4.1 Review of final edits to sale package. Discuss timing of ads.
Review of correspondence re building permit. Call from
supplier re liens. Call from J. Asma re Magna Tool. Review
of release. Send to AB. Review edits to release. Review of
letter from Dentons re Clek. Call with AB re same. Email to J.
Nemers re calls with Clek. Calls with J. Asma re Clek emails
and meetings and production. Review correspondence from
CRA. Review 245 for numbered company. Instruct it be sent
to CRA. Call with T. Hogan re Clek letter. Review of email re
SRED.
1 Assist WEPPA applicants and deal with newspaper ads for
asset sale.
5.5 Revisions to asset sale package re excluded assets; prepare
advertisement for sale process and review timing, distribution
to enquiries to date with SC; additions to interested party list;
review letter from Clek counsel and phone call with S. Mitra,
J. Nemers of AB and SC re Clek; prepare expanded
summary of Clek invoices and email with G. Hatch;
arrangements and approval re Cisco lease catch-up
payment; review Aisin, Inoac termination payment
documentation, spreadsheets to calculate post-receivership
HST.

5
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Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
02/19/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/19/2020
02/19/2020

Cherniak, S

02/20/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/20/2020
02/20/2020

Time_______________________Narrative_____________
2.7 Review of draft letter to Kraft. Discuss changes with D. Flett.
Review emails re same. Call with RBC with Kraft
involvement. Review of emails re same. Review of SRED
emails. Respond. Review of payroll info. Review of Magna
changes to release agreement. Emails from D. Flett and AB
re same. Instruct to go back to Magna with original
agreement. Review of email from Kraft. Emails from RBC re
same. Instruct D. Flett to send Clek correspondence to AB.
Review of same. Emails from supplier re picking up unused
inventory. Email from RBC re Clek AIR balance.
1.5 WEPPA, banking.
6.5 Review draft AB letter to K. Kraft, call with SC and email to
S. Mitra re revisions; review Clek invoices from G. Hatch and
prepare updated summary of Clek paid and outstanding,
forward to AB; numerous emails and arrangements re
payment to Nagase America; review draft weekly payroll;
review revised Magna tooling release documents; email with
K. Vaillancourt re bill approvals, utilities and hydro to be paid
and forward report; review GWL benefit statements,
summary memo from G. Barril and email with J. Asma; call
with J. Yolkowskie of City St Thomas re building permit and
notes; memo to G. Smith with summary of Hoekstra emails
with Clek; review new WSIB account remittance form and
payroll summary for purposes; review RBC Express for
payroll upload input and verification report and transfer
funds.
2.3Review of summary of call with Dentons. Respond. Review
of emails re assets being advertised. Review response of
SRED provider. Call with G, Smith and T. Hogan re RBC call
with Dentons. Call with S. Mitra to update and strategize.
Call with J. Asma re various. Call with D. Flett to update.
Further email from supplier. Emails re wire transfer. Review
of emails from interested parties. Email from AB re call from
J. Asma re Magna.
1 General banking, bill payments.
5.7 S. Mitra and SC emails re Clek; Woodbridge Foam invoice
review, approval and emails with K. Vaillancourt; Forward
asset package to approx. 25 interested parties and follow up
on undeliverable addresses; emails with J. Asma, G. Hatch
re Howa, F&P wires to be received, invoice copies; emails
with F&P re incoming wire arrangements, review Vuteq
Mexico wire funds received and emails/call with J. Asma;
reconcile Howa invoices to $58 K wire and physical cheque
received and prepare posting for receiver accounting; emails
with interested parties; further email with T Miller of F&P re

6
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Staff

Date

Cherniak, S

02/21/2020

Finnegan, M

02/21/2020

Flett, D

02/21/2020

Cherniak, S

02/24/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/24/2020
02/24/2020

Time_______________________Narrative
__________________
wires and mold pick up; call with J. Asma re F&P, further
order for Vuteq, machine 51.
2.7 Various emails re interested parties. Back and forth with
CBRE re commission. Review of AB edits to Magna
agreement. Respond. Review of email from S. Mitra.
Respond. Review of RBC bank account info. Review of email
from insurer. Discuss response. Review of payroll and
discussion with J. Asma re number of employees. Call with J.
Asma re Clek new plant. Discussion with J. Asma and D.
Flett re Rassaun lien.
2 General banking, bill payments, reconcile bank account
balances.
4.2 Emails with several asset interested parties and forward
package; review building permit, benefits continuation, AIG
with SC; review detail of USD wires received and email with
J. Asma; call with J. Asma re benefit continuation to March
31 and review with SC; email, call with J. Asma re head
count; email to J. Asma, K. Maddigan re benefits; call with M.
Vine re construction liens, Raussan background; email with
D. Outhwaite of RBC and review company account activity;
Clek AR summary for AIG.
3.6Call from J. Asma re turning truck away. Email to RBC re
closing account. Email from G. Smith re update on Clek.
Review T. Hogan and respond. Re-execute release on sale
leaseback deal. Review of insurance related emails.
Discussion re WC and employee thereto. Review of email.
Email from Hoekstra re employment. Respond. Review of
letter with Babin. Call with Mitra re same. Call with T. Hogan
re same. Review of draft opening BDO position. Review and
send to group. Set up call. Calls with J. Asma re closing Clek
inventory. Emails re interested parties attending at plant.
Review of email from AB re Magna deal.
0.5 General banking and bill payment.
5.3 Supplier payment approvals; call and email with J. Asma re
WSIB issue, Raussan liens; emails with J. Sharpe of Hilco re
asset inspection; email with T. Miller of F & P re payment to
Receiver; email to J. Wankamo of AIG, T. Saboulle of Marsh
re Clek account update; review letter from T. Babin, Clek
counsel, review issues and amounts referenced with SC and
call with J. Asma re inventory at receivership and post-build
out; prepare notice for Insolvency Insider ad; review emails,
schedule re Magna Closures; update Clek production and
invoice tracking schedule; prepare memo outlining Clek
issues and Receiver's position for discussion purposes

7
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Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
02/25/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/25/2020
02/25/2020

Cherniak, S

02/26/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/26/2020
02/26/2020

Cherniak, S

02/27/2020

Finnegan, M

02/27/2020

Time______________ _______ Narrative_____________________
3.1Conference call with RBC/AB and HP re Clek issue. Call with
J. Asma re inventory and ability to process parts. Review of
draft letter to Babin and letter thereto. Email to AB re
Schedule A of Magna agreement. Review of email to Magna
re same. Review of Magna response. Email from J. Asma re
inventory. Review of emails to interested parties.
0.5 Bill payments
4.5 Phone call and subsequent email with J. Heather of SPH re
planned addition, open permit and City of St Thomas
process; call with A&B, T. Hogan re Clek arrangements and
resolution strategy and forward updated A/R summary; call
to C. Rittenhouse of F&P re double wire payment received;
review telecom bills submitted for payment; review draft letter
re Clek from J. Nemers to E. Babin; phone calls and emails
with asset sale interested parties - C3, Bayshore, Injection
Technologies; review emails and call with J. Asma re F&P
Canada; place asset sale notice in Insolvency Insider.
3.4 Emails re Magna agreement. Execute final version. Review
of final payroll numbers. Review of Babin's response, call
with AB re same. Call with T. Hogan re update. Call with G.
Smith re same. Email to Smith/Hogan re position. Email to
AB with inventory number and position. Call and review of
emails re final inventory number. Review of emails re
interested parties.
0.5 Bill payments and general banking.
6.5 Emails with interested parties re attendance; call with C.
Rittenhouse of F&P America re double wire received and
proposed resolution; review draft weekly payroll and emails
with K. Vaillancourt; review emails re Magna Closures
tooling, Nagase goods recovery; call with RBC Express to
confirm debit authorization required for open wire recall;
prepare USD deposit and wire receipt summary to date and
balance to receiver accounting; review E. Babin letter re Clek
with SC and call with J. Nemers, S. Mitra; further email with
interested parties re attendance - CRG, C3; review
remaining Clek inventory listing; review Magna Closures
release, forward executed copy and review various emails re
payment.
3.1 Emails re call today. Emails to/from Clek re meeting. Emails
re Magna mold. Review of final Clek invoices. Call with J.
Asma re update on Clek and other issues. Email from TGF
re HSBC lease. Respond. Update on SRED claim.
Conference call with Hogan/AB/RBC re Clek and response.
Call from RBC re Dentons waiver. Review of email from
Babin. Respond to ab. Email to Sleegers.
0.5 General banking and file administration issues.
8
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Staff
Flett, D

Date
02/27/2020

Cherniak, S

02/28/2020

Finnegan, M
Flett, D

02/28/2020
02/28/2020

Staff
Cherniak, S
Finnegan, M
Flett, D

Office
London
London
London

Time______________________ Narrative_____________________
6 Review and analyze Aisin and Inoac termination payments re
receiver accounting HST collected, post receivership sales
split; calls with J. Asma re wires received, Clek, staffing;
review banking and email with C. Rittenhouse re F & P
America payments; conference call with AB, T. Hogan re
Clek meeting, pre/post A/R and other considerations; review
Clek payments to date and email with J. Asma re #164841
deductions; several emails re F&P, Vuteq Mexico wires
received, F&P repayment, review invoices and posting
instructions for MF; updated and expanded Clek A/R
summary and build-out versus plan analysis; Circulate A/R
summary to AB, Bank; summary of supplier payments for
Clek production.
3.4 Emails re Magna deal. Prep for Clek meeting. Meet with
Clek. Calls with RBC, AB and HP re same. Review of draft
release. Review of emails re same. Calls with J. Asma re
Clek meeting and various. Review of HP edits to agreement.
2 General banking and file administration.
4.5 Prepare documents for and attend meeting with SC, Clek
representative at BDO K/W office; subsequent review of
issues with SC and calls with T. Hogan, J. Asma; review
draft agreement with Clek prepared by AB and comments;
review emails re Magna Closures; email with various asset
interested parties; prepare F&P receipt back-up and posting
for MF; review F&P America wire transfer issues with MF
and email with C. Rittenhouse; prepare excel version of
asset listing for offerors and forward to B. Walsh of
______ Meadoworks._______________________________________
191.4 Total Time

Position
Sr. Vice President
Administration
Vice President

Hourly Rate
$525
$175
$410

Time
55.6
32.7
103.1
191.4
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flBDO
Invoice # 04/02/2020
Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
HST Reg# 101518124RT0001

Ontario Superior Court of Justice
80 Dundas Street
London, ON N6A6A3
April 2, 2020

Re:

Sie-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc.,

For professional services rendered for the period March 1, 2020 through March 31, 2020 as per
the attached detail:

Our Fee

$72,000.00

Disbursements - mileage

95.58

Sub Total

72,095.58

HST

9,372.42

Total

$81,468.00

REMITTANCE ADVICE
Cheque Payments to:
BDO Canada Limited
100-633 Colborne Street
London, ON N6B 2V3

Invoice #

04/02/2020

Amount

$81,468.00
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For professional services rendered

Staff
Flett, D

Date
03/01/2020

Flett, D

03/02/2020

6

Finnegan, M

03/02/2020

1.5

Cherniak, S

03/02/2020

3.9

Flett, D

03/03/2020

4.5

Finnegan, M

03/03/2020

2.5

Cherniak, S

03/03/2020

3.2

Time__________________________ Narrative________________________
1.2 Prepare analysis of Receiver cash balances and estimated
realizations and disbursements for updated security position; review
S. Cherniak, J. Nemers, E. Babin emails re Clek.
Emails and call with K. Vaillancourt re payroll processing, Clek
retention payment, WEPPA; calls and email with J. Asma re Vuteq,
pre HST, staffing; review preliminary security position approach, pre
receivership HST with S. Cherniak; prepare security position with
update A/R, inventory and priority estimates; prepare summary of
source deduction arrears; prepare schedules for posting of USD
$838K payment from Clek; review several emails from Aird Berlis, S.
Cherniak re Clek agreement, payment; emails and call with several
asset interested parties including Precision, Maynards and update
interested party summary list; review updated security position with S.
Cherniak and finalize; prepare posting for M. Finnegan for post
receivership sales in Aisin, Inoac termination payments; review funds
transferred, receiver bank account activity; review March 6 draft
payroll; review Clek issues, pre-receivership shipment from offshore
status with S, Cherniak.
General banking, bill payments and WEPPA follow-up with
employees.
Various emails over the weekend re Clek agreement status and
emails from Clek re covers inventory. Review of email from Babin with
changes. Email from T. Hogan re Babin edits. Respond. Email from
Aird Berlis re agreement, Execute. Review executions from Clek and
RBC. Emails from Clek re funds received. Email re funds received and
shipping to commence. Review of updated security position.
Discussion re same. Approve bills. Emails and call from Asma re Clek
deal. Calls and emails from interested parties. Discussion and emails
re bonus payment. Email from Hoekstra. Respond. Update on SRED
claim. Review of scheduled visits from auctioneers. Emails re Magna.
Review finalized agreement.
Review Hoekstra agreement with S. Cherniak and emails from Aird
Berlis; review and approve bills and expenses for payment; review
journal entry for Aisin, Inoac with MF; review G. Smith queries re
security position with S. Cherniak; email with asset interested parties;
calls and email with J. Asma re Conair equipment, showings, payment
approvals, cheques to be deposited, HSBC; review cheques received,
update USD schedule and posting instructions to MF.
General banking, February 2020 bank account reconciliation and bill
payments.
Send security position to RBC. Emails and call with RBC re same.
Emails from Hoekstra re bonus. Review of Hoekstra agreement. Email
to Aird Berlis. Review response. Call with Asma re reviewing Hoekstra
emails re China inventory. Send Clek summaries of raw material
inventory. Call with Asma re same. Email to Asma re HSBC
equipment. Review of email to RBC re interest calculation. Update on
cheques received. Pay bills. Review of emails re interested party.
Review of updated attendee list.

1
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Staff
Flett, D

Date
03/04/2020

Finnegan, M

03/04/2020

Cherniak, S

03/04/2020

Flett, D

03/05/2020

2.2

Finnegan, M

03/05/2020

0.5

Cherniak, S

03/05/2020

2.4

Flett, D

03/06/2020

4.8

Cherniak, S

03/06/2020

2.3

Flett, D

03/09/2020

4

Time__________________________ Narrative _______________________
4.5 Update payroll summary and email with K. Vaillancourt re upload
March 6 payroll and summary of remaining employees for post March
6 payrolls; email with K. Vaillancourt re T4A's for terminated Receiver
employees and review detail reports to March 6 for Receiver payroll;
compile post-receivership invoices paid from Sle-Co account and
instructions to MF re posting for HST paid; review HSBC robotics
leases and forward summary of payments to S. Cherniak; review Clek
inventory and summary of Receiver purchases with S. Cherniak;
prepare template for manual, post February 28/20 Receiver payrolls;
review and summarize Integrus bills and payments; reconcile
Receiver accounting for USD deposits and HST collected.
2.5 General banking and file administration. Receipt of confirmations of
WEPPA claim payments.
2.9 Call from Asma re plant visits. Cali from HSBC re plant visit. Review
email and respond. Email from Sleegers re SRED. Update on payroll
issues. Emails from Clek re offer from inventory. Respond. Calls from
Asma re update on plant visits.
Review Clek inventory and sale arrangements with S. Cherniak; email
to G. Barrill re employees on long term disability, March/20 benefit
premiums; February, 2020 payroll summary for WSIB remittance;
review asset sale attendance list; email with J. Asma re Clek
components.
General administration and employee assistance with WEPPA claim
process.
Email from realtor re property. Send info. Emails to/from Clek re
negotiating a deal on inventory. Discussion and review of email re
employee on disability. Review of Aird Berlis legal bill. Email to Aird
Berlis re more info. Call with Asma re various issues. Review of
interested party list.
Email with interested parties - Hilco, CBRE and forward offer
document; review Clek bins, with S. Cherniak; emails and calls with J.
Asma re Clek bins and totes, t4's, HST, enquiries on Engel 2200
leased from HSBC; review Dell, Cisco leases with SC; viewing
banking re Clek inventory sale and posting instructions for MF;
employee enquiry re T4; weekly update by email to Marsh Canada;
call with Infinity re questions; call with J. Asma re expense reports,
close down issues, Clek, T4's.
Email from Clek re payment. Respond. Review and execute PO.
Respond to further emails from Lumley. Call from Asma re employee
vehicle damaged. Update on Clek inventory from China. Call from two
interested parties re HSBC machine. Email to parties and to Thornton
Grout Finnigan re machine. Review of emails to insurer. Discuss Flett
call with Infinity. Email from Fisher re offer. Discuss response. Review
of email re disclosing further info on equipment. Update on Aird Berlis
account.
Update Receiver payroll summary for post Feb 28 payrolls and
confirm direct deposit information; emails with asset interested
parties - AZ Mould, Bayshore; call, text message with J. Asma
on Clek move out and other issues; review need for updated
real estate appraisal with SC and subsequent emails with J.
Carter of Metrix; sign cheques and approve electronic
payments; review T4's with MF; review records, back-up and
other issues with SC; review Dell, Cisco leases and email to J.
Nemers of Aird Berlis re review of security; review T4 status,
2
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Staff

Date

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

03/09/2020
03/09/2020

Flett, D

03/10/2020

Cherniak, S

03/10/2020

Flett, D

03/11/2020

Cherniak, S

03/11/2020

Flett, D

03/12/2020

Time

Narrative
CRA enquiry, K. Vaillancourt email with MF; email to J. Asma re
T4 transmittal.
1.5 General banking, bill payments.
2.3 Sign Hoekstra cheque. Email re same. Discuss recent Asma meeting
with Flett. Call with CRA re T4's and HST returns. Review emails re
T4's, call from security company. Emails with J. Carter re real property
appraisal. Calls and emails from interested parties. Email from Magna.
Send executed doc. Review of emails to Aird Berlis re leased assets.
Discuss retention and shredding with D. Flett. Call from Service
Canada.
4.5 Review statement of values from Marsh Canada and reply to T.
Saubolle re business interruption, sale process and timing,
revision to coverages; email and text with J. Asma re Metrix
attendance, Laing Blvd location; review T4 issue with SC; call
with J. Asma on several issue incl HST, T4's, staffing, back-up;
call and email with N. Hooevenars of Alarm Tech re ongoing
security monitoring; email with K. Kopylec of RBC re F&P
America wire issue; emails and call with CRA, J. Asma re T4
transmittal; letter to Barrill and Associates to terminate group
benefits.
2.6 Email from Aird Berlis re leases. Emails and discussions re T4. Call
with Asma re various matters. Numerous emails and discussion re
insurance. Review of email to appraiser. Email and discussion re
alarm system. Emails from RBC re wire transfer. Respond. Calls from
employees re T4's, ROE's. Review emails re employee benefits. Sign
cancellation letter.
6 Meeting and tour at Sle-Co with J. Asma and remaining
management re IT, T4s, HST, interested parties, alarms and
security, rented lift trucks and other issues; email with T.
Saubolle of Marsh re First insurance funding; email with J.
Heather of SPH and brief meeting onsite; review ROE's in pdf
format and review employee ROE enquiries with MF; calls and
email with asset interested parties; summary of onsite meeting
with SC and review financial statements, HST returns, HSBC
equipment and other issues; emails with J. Mcleod of Lift Depot,
N. Hossko re equipment pick up; review employee hours for
week ended March 6; call with J. Asma re hours, employee
group benefit issue, T4's, systems, Clek inventory; call with M.
Patel and arrange for asset viewing.
2.3 Call from City of St. Thomas re backflow issue. Emails to Asma re
same. Email to City to update. Review of list of attendees today. Update
from D. Flett on site visit. Call with Gaffeny re HSBC equipment. Review
email re equipment on machine. Review of emails re insurance.
5.2 Emails with N. Hossko re Sle-Co clamps in Engel 2200 T;
arrangements for lift depot equipment pick up; voice mail with
CRA re 2019 T4's submitted; email with Maynards; prepare
March 13 payroll hours, amounts and summary for SC
approval; emails with D. Brace on voice, IT matters; email to G.
Barill re reinstatement of GWL benefits terminated in error;
email to A. Ashfaque of First insurance Funding re appointment
of Receiver, premium payments; email to T. Saubolle Marsh re
deletion of inventory coverage, adjustments to building and
3
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Staff

Date

Cherniak, S

03/12/2020

Finnegan, M

03/12/2020

Flett, D

03/13/2020

Cherniak, S

03/13/2020

Flett, D

03/16/2020

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

03/16/2020
03/16/2020

Flett, D

03/17/2020

Finnegan, M

03/17/2020

Time__________________________ Narrative________________________
equipment; review GWL benefits report for March 2020 with MF
to review for active employees terminated in error and email to
G. Barrill re additional employee to be reinstated; review March
13 payroll with MF and approve ACH payments; emails with D.
Brace re T4s, HST; amend WEPPA calculation for P. Tong;
compile telecommunications account information to determine
accounts required or closed; confirm F&P America wires and
balance refund of double payment received.
2.3 Deal with HSBC equipment. Review of release. Send to Aird Berlis.
Calls and emails with T. Hogan. Review of emails re insurance. Email
from M. McIntosh re environmental report. Respond. Review of email
re equipment in the HSBC machine. Review of emails re benefits
provider. Approve payroll. Email from E. Hoeksrta. Emails re CRA and
T4's email from Clek supplier and offer for equipment. Respond.
1.5 General banking, bill payments and payroll, update WEPPA and deal
with ex employee requests for information.
3.6 Email with Terri of Barill and Co re reinstatement of GWL benefits for
2 employees; email with N. Hossko, K. Schad re Engel 2200; email to
D. Outhwaite of RBC re close out and transfer of company USD
account; calls with asset interested parties - Tiger, Bayshore; email
with D. Brace re IT and security; emails with N. Hooevenars of
Alarmtech re monitoring, new contacts, fire detection system and
monitoring; call with L. Hahn of CRA re T4 submission.
2.4 Emails re benefits. Emails and discussion re interest in HSBC
machine. Review of edits to Thornton Grout Finnigan agreement.
Emails to Aird Berlis. Send to Thornton Grout Finnigan. Email to and
updates on interested parties. Email re RBC US funds. Deal with
alarm company and cancelling security. Email from Grigg re J.
Okersse.
2.7 Emails with D. Brace, N. Hossko re staffing, timetable, review WSIB
correspondence and remittance form and review with S. Cherniak;
prepare WSIB for approval and payment; email with RBC, J. Carter of
Metrix, N. Hossko re environmental reports; review phone and utility
bills and review hydro rates and billing change with MF; email with Q.
Flannigan of Bayshore; preliminary review of environmental
assessments and correspondence obtained from bank.
0.5 General banking. Update WEPPA confirmations on claims paid.
1.3 Emails over the weekend re Sle-Co staffing for Monday. Respond to
emails. Review of emails re propane. Review of waste removal
quotes. Email to Asma. Call with Asma re staffing and quarantine
upon his return. Email from Carter re environmental. Emails to RBC re
environmental reports, Review response. Email from auctioneer.
Review response.
4.5 Brief review and organize environmental reports, email with J. Asma;
call with L. Hahn of CRA re T4s, HST; emails with N. Hossko on
various building matters; emails with D. Brace re Bell accounts,
internet accounts to be retained, T4's; memo to staff re closure for
balance of week, machine 55 and other items; review and compile
payroll for week ended March 14; email with Q. Flannigan of
Bayshore; call with D. Ryckman and forward asset package.
0.5

Bill payments.

4
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Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
03/17/2020

Time
2.3

Cherniak, S

03/18/2020

1.7

Flett, D

03/18/2020

2.5

Email with D. Brace re IT matters, T4's, leases; email with J. Nemers
of Aird Berlis re Cisco, Dell leases; review Supplementary Phase 2
ESA and call, email with S. Aziz re cost estimate of soil removal work,
EXP fees; email with N. Hossko, S. Cherniak re Branford enquiry on
Toshiba machine; review offer deadline with S. Cherniak.

Finnegan, M

03/19/2020

0.5

Cherniak, S

03/19/2020

1.7

Issues with employee WEPPA claim emails back and forth and
resubmit due to incorrect SIN provided by company.
Email re environmental update. Review of appraisal. Review of email
from interested party. Respond. Update on another interested party.
Review of email re lawn care. Review of Aird Berlis lease opinions.
Deal with WEPPA claims.

Flett, D

03/19/2020

2.2

Flett, D

03/20/2020

3.8

Finnegan, M

03/20/2020

0.2

Cherniak, S

03/20/2020

2.6

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

03/23/2020
03/23/2020

0.5
2.3

Narrative
Deal with v/m re alarm. Emails and discussion re staffing. Review of
environmental reports and emails with RBC re same. Emails re
backflow preventer. Emails from interested parties re questions.
Update on CRA and T4's. Review of email re phone and internet.
Discussion re estimate of environmental cost and reaching out to
provider for quote.
Email from Thornton Grout Finnigan re PPSA notice. Send to Aird
Berlis. Respond. Emails re deadline to RBC. Review of emails re
environmental quote. Review of emails re phone lines. Call from
Asma. Emails re leased equipment. Update on 2020 T4's, Review of
email update on questions from interested party.

Calls with J. Coehlo of Tiger Group re asset sale process and email to
S. Cherniak to summarize; email with D. Brace re IT matters; email
with Q. Flannigan of Bayshore; call with S. Cherniak re wind-down,
head count, leases, IT matters, cost estimate of soil removal; email to
S. Aziz to authorized to proceed with cost estimate; email from E.
Hoekstra and email with MF re WEPPA enquiries.
Review Metrix appraisal and Avision Young opinion of value for 400
South Edgeware and call with S, Cherniak to review; review D, Brace
email re phone lines, internet; further emails with D. Brace re HST
returns Bell, internet reduction etc; call with D. Brace re HST,
Entegrus account and internet back-up, staffing; review emails from V.
Barber re assets not identified, review asset listing and previous
appraisal; call with S. Cherniak re asset list, arrangements for
adjustment if any assets not located, pro-ax mobile robots, internet
service, staffing other issues. Email to D. Orth of Entegrus re
continuation of internet services and back up.
Call from El for clarification on WEPPA and employee claiming El.
Review of email response to Aird Berlis re leases. Review of realtor
proposal. Discuss Metrix appraisal with D. Flett. Update on phones,
internet and staffing for next week. Update on HST returns. Emails
and call from Perfection re potential missing equipment. Call with D.
Flett re same.
Various banking issues including bill payments.
Review of email re leasing out plant. Call with RBC re same. Call with
J. Sugar re sales process. Call with B. Lyle re same. Email from A.
Moskowitcz re same. Email from T. Hogan re Sleegers. Respond. Call
from Alarmtech. Email re internet being down. Long call with D. Flett
re update on meeting at plant and dealing with staff re Ontario
government parameters. Email from Fisher re process.

5
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Staff
Fiett, D

Date
03/23/2020

Finnegan, M

03/24/2020

Fiett, D

03/24/2020

7.5

Email memo to Hossko, Dowson, Brace re non-essential shut down,
payroll arrangements; emails with Hossko and approve expense
report; email to Dowson, Brace re daily inspections of plant during
shut down; email to Barill re GWL benefit termination; reply to M.
Harris re asset enquiry; review S. Cherniak, G. Smith email re real
estate appraisal, security position; email with N. Hossko re resin and
review list; add notes to asset list re additional assets not viewed by
interested parties; emails with N. Hossko re old lighting; review
Precision offer and call with S. Cherniak; call with J. Asma re status,
bin rental and disposal; review 8 offers received for assets and
prepare summary of offer terms.

Cherniak, S

03/24/2020

2.2

Review of emails re staffing. Send appraisal to RBC. Review of emails
re appraisal and offers from RBC. Review of offers. Call from
interested party.

Finnegan, M
Fiett, D

03/25/2020
03/25/2020

0.8
6.5

Cherniak, S

03/25/2020

2.8

Finnegan, M

03/26/2020

0.4

Process weekly payroll. Arrange for security services at plant.
Several calls and email with W. Dowson, D. Brace, Alarmtech, St
Thomas Police re overnight break-in and copper wire disconnection
and theft, repairs and security monitoring issues; review USD PPC
offer and revise, update offer summary; email with H. Louis re asset
notice; emails with Q. Flannigan of Bayshore; finalize payroll, email
with MF and approve in RBC Express; finalize summary of offers and
forward to S. Cherniak, G. Smith; call with S. Cherniak, G Smith, P
O'Gorman of RBC re offers received, foreign exchange, plant break
in; call with Dell re IT storage device; email with J. O'Reilly of First
Insurance Funding re invoice payment and future credits; email to N.
White of BDO re HST returns and remittance for USD activity; review
RBC account transfer approvals.
Calls with D. Fiett re break-in at plant. Various emails re same. Deal
with organizing security at plant. Call with Asma. Call with G. Smith re
update on break-in and offers. Call from Lyle (not returned). Review
pictures of damage at plant. Review of offer schedule. Call with D.
Fiett to revise schedule. Revised offer from sugar. Conference call
with RBC re offers. Call with Perfection re NMG and revised offer.
Contact certain utility service providers and cancel services.

Time__________________________ Narrative________________________
5.5 Attend at Sle-Co and meet with remaining employees, tour plant and
review clean-up issues, outside machines and debris; machine 55
removal issues, pro-ax mobile robots etc; call with S. Cherniak to
review Sle-Co issues and shut down arrangements re Ontario
government directive; review asset lists re items noted in plant visit
and add notes, update schedule for serial numbers on HSBC leased
robots; email to Bell to cancel services and with MF re bill to be paid;
email to J. Asma re bins; email with R. Fisher re offer deadline.
0.5 Deal with WEPPA claims, call from El re adjusting ROE, explained
that staff employed by BDO were independent contractors and not
employees hence no ROE for that time.

6
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Staff
Flett, D

Date
03/26/2020

Time
5.5

Cherniak, S

03/26/2020

3.4

Flett, D

03/27/2020

4.5

Cherniak, S

03/27/2020

2.8

Finnegan, M

03/30/2020

0.6

Flett, D

03/30/2020

3.5

Cherniak, S

03/30/2020

3.7

________________________Narrative________________________
Calls, text message with D. Brace, W. Dowson re electrical damage at
plant from break-in, repairs; email with MF re suppliers; review USD
conversion with S. Cherniak and process in RBC express; review
insurance coverage schedule from Marsh and review coverage
reductions with S, Cherniak; review Precision email re net minimum
guarantee; prepare update comparison of offers detail analysis of
Precision and Infinity offers under different scenarios and exchange
rates; call with S. Cherniak to review asset sale offer analysis,
currency risk and other considerations; email with D. Brace re electric
repairs; call from party interested in real estate; review; email from G.
Smith.
Deal with exchange transfer. Discussion and review of insurance
coverages. Review of emails re HST. Calls from auctioneers. Call with
G. Smith re Perfection offer. Call with P. Shoniker re NMG. Discuss
with D. Flett various scenarios. Review scenarios and further
discussion with D. Flett. Email to RBC. Review of call from interested
party.
Call with RBC and S. Cherniak re Precision offer, currency risk,
market conditions and other issues; email unsuccessful offerors to
advise; email with C. Larosa of C3; start summary tracking of
insurance coverage changes and email with First Insurance funding;
voice mail and email from G. Barill, review benefit continuation
information sheet and email reply; all with D. Brace and W. Dowson re
A&J assessment, start of electrical work, sensor and siren to be
added, equipment required, refuse bins and other issues; email with
G. Smith to update on building electrical status; prepare email to T.
Saubolle of Marsh re reduction in building and equipment coverages.
Conference call re decision on perfection offer. Call with P. Shoniker.
Update RBC. Emails from auctioneers wanting update. Respond to
Maynards. Discuss and review email to unsuccessful auctioneers.
Further call with P. Shoniker. Update bank. Email from bank re
currency issue. Respond. Emails re update on building repair. Emails
re court availability issue. Update bank. Discussion and review of
emails re benefits for employees. Email from Thornton Grout Finnigan
re new lawyer on file. Email from bank re property taxes.
Call from employee re WEPPA claim - explained the application to
him, and resent his docs by email. Pay various bills and banking.
Call with D. Brace, W. Dowson re electrical repairs, hours; review
insured value schedule from Marsh, email to T. Saubolle to adjust
coverages by asset category and summarize; review S. Cherniak,
Shoniker emails and call with S. Cherniak to review revised Perfection
offer, irrevocable date and other offers received; call with S. Cherniak
to review Infinity offer, occupancy considerations; review leased
equipment summary and email to D. Brace re identify Fanuc 6 axis
robots; email to K Kopylec re interest posting to USD account, interest
arrangement on CAD.
Call with RBC re Perfection offer. Email Perfection re acceptance.
Review of email from Perfection revising offer. Call with RBC. Call to
perfection. Email to Perfection re terms and consequences of
reneging. Further email from Perfection reneging completely. Call
with RBC re Infinity. 2 calls with Infinity re offer. Followed by email.
Call with RBC re same. Update on hydro. Review of emails re interest
on account. Response from Infinity.

7
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Staff_______ Date
Finnegan, M 03/31/2020
Flett, D

Staff
Cherniak, S
Finnegan, M
Flett, D

03/31/2020

Office
London
London
London

Time__________________________ Narrative________________________
0.6 Deposit funds re asset sale. Receipt of WEPPA payments
confirmations. Payroll payment.
5.5__Call with D. Brace, W. Dowson re electrical repairs; email to A&J
Electric to authorize work; Call with S. Cherniak to review electrical;
email from T. Saubolle re insurance coverage changes; prepared
updated security position with revised machinery, real estate and
carrying costs for RBC and review by phone with S. Cherniak; email
from sale process offerors; prepare payroll for March 25-29 and
approve in RBC express; emails with K. Kopylec re add interest
arrangement to receiver CAD account; email with S. Cherniak re
Infinity arrangements, HSBC leased assets; call and email with S.
Kingswood of City St Thomas re property tax statement; call with MF
to review HST returns; review emails re Ricoh leased equipment to be
returned and owned HP server; review email from De Lage Landen,
______ Cisco lease documents and email with S. Cherniak._______________
169.2 Total Time

Position
Sr. Vice President
Administration
Vice President

Hourly Rate
$525
$175
$410

Time
53.4
15.1
100.7
169.2

8
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fBDO
Invoice # 05/07/2020
Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
HST Reg # 101518124RT0001

Ontario Superior Court of Justice
80 Dundas Street
London, ON NBA 6A3
May 7, 2020

Re:

Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc.,

For professional services rendered for the period April 1, 2020 through April 30, 2020 as per the
attached detail:

Our Fee

$59,500.00

0.00

Disbursements
Sub Total

59,239.00

HST

7,735.00

Total

$67,235.00

REMITTANCE ADVICE
Cheque Payments to:

Invoice #

05/07/2020

Amount

567,235.00

EDO Canada Limited
100-633 Colborne Street
London, ON N6B2V3
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May 7, 2020
For professional services rendered

Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
04/01/2020

Finnegan, M

04/01/2020

Flett, D

04/01/2020

Cherniak, S

04/01/2020

Flett, D

04/02/2020

6

Finnegan, M

04/02/2020

1

Time ______________________ Narrative_____________________
2.8 Email from RBC re security position. Discuss with D. Flett and
RBC. Review and send to RBC. Emails to/from auctioneers re
successful bidder. Emails to/from Infinity re terms. Review of
email re Cisco. Emails re wire deposit. Emails re insurance.
Further response to Infinity re occupancy. Discussion re
electrical issues. Review of email re same. Emails re interest
to bank account.
2.5 Call from WEPPA re claimant question. Call from ex employee
requesting copy of ROE, as well his situation with having two
SIN #'s and CRA issues resulting in Sleco not updating his
SIN. Contact recycling and garbage container companies re
status of containers at the plant and services ongoing re same.
Misc bill payments.
4.5 Revisions to security position re USD leases and emails with
G. Smith re security position, property taxes; review waste
bins, 24 Laing removal and ongoing services with MF; review
Messenger Freight invoice and forward to SC; review email
from D. Brace on HSBC leased Fanuc Robots and update
asset and lease summary schedules; call with Ricoh Canada
re leased multi function equipment and attempted call to Wells
Fargo; email with J. Nemers re PPSA registrations; further call
with MF and review emails, invoices re bin rentals, removal;
review photos of plant and equipment; email with D. Brace re
ABB Robots; call with Sue of Alarmtech; notes to file re
Alarmtech, train bay break-in.
0.8 Emails and review of final security position. Email from RBC re
length of receivership. Emails re leases. Email from realtor.
Update on electrical. Approve bill.
Review Infinity transition, ongoing building costs, labour,
clean-up, First Court Report and other issues with SC by
phone; review SPH Engineering report on open permit addition
work, review with SC and email to SPH; emails with D. Brace,
W. Dowson re ABB Robots, bins, other matters; call with D.
Brace re IT issues, leases equipment, alarm system;
Advantage Tool invoice; call with W. Dowson and A. Douglas
re electrical repairs and review permit; calls with MF re bin
disposal arrangements and pre payment; review list from
Infinity of equipment not viewed and email to B. Lyle with
photos of Proax Robots, plan to identify; email with K. Vierrsen
of De Lage Landen re Cisco leased equipment and recovery;
review photos of Taylor diesel forklift and email to D. Brace
with list of equipment to be located and photographed.
Further emails and calls re garbage bins and locations. Made
payment to MCQ re bins and removal of same. Call and email
from supplier re o/s invoice.
1
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Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
04/02/2020

Flett, D

04/03/2020

Finnegan, M

04/03/2020

0.7

Cherniak, S

04/03/2020

1.1

Flett, D

04/06/2020

3

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

04/06/2020
04/06/2020

0.5
1.2

Finnegan, M

04/07/2020

1

Flett, D

04/07/2020

4

Cherniak, S

04/07/2020

1.7

Time________________________Narrative_____________________
2.1 Email from RBC re Receiver reports. Respond. Call re supplier
invoice. Review emails re same. Emails from Lyle re assets
not seen. Review email with D. Flett and review response.
Emails from realtor re building. Respond. Review of Kettle
Creek invoice. Review of report from consultant and response
from City. Discuss with D. Flett. Discussion of staffing on a go
forward basis. Review of ESA permit application. Review of
email to consultant. Discussion and review of email to lease
company.
5 Email to D. Brace re assets to be located; email and call with
MF re bin empty, 40 yard bin not located; call with W. Dowson,
D. Brace re bins, safety work to addition area, sale of
machinery to auctioneer, estimated timetable, clean-up status,
wages and other issues; review Infinity Agreement, SC email;
review letter from SPH re addition permit; review email from N.
White CRA guidelines on remitting HST collected in USD;
review Receiver accounting and prepare HST return schedule
for Jan, Feb, March 2020 for MF to file.
Deal with supplier bills. Update WEPPA payment
confirmations. Excel documents for HST filing.
Email re update on Consultant. Email to Aird Berlis re draft of
APS. Email re SRED.
Call with W. Dowson re electrical repairs, independent
contractor agreement, safety repairs to addition area; email
with J. Heather of SPH re plan to address safety issues;
review Receiver payroll summary to Feb 28 and prepare Apr 7
payroll schedule; email to A. Campbell of Dell Finance re
lease, delivery documents; review draft asset purchase
agreement prepared by Aird Berlis.
File administration. Discussion re HST for filing returns.
Discussion and review of HST returns. Review of email re
safety issues at plant re construction. Review of draft APS.
Email from McDougall re marketing plan.
March, 2020 bank reconciliations for Cdn and US accounts.
Prepare and pay payroll.
Review opinion of value for 400 S. Edgeware from K.
MacDougall of CBRE; call with SC and review electrical repair
status, contractor wages, edits/revisions to draft APS for
machinery; CBRE proposal; prepare previous week payroll,
forward and approve payment; email to J. Nemers of Aird
Berlis with summary of APS comments and suggested
revisions; call with W. Dowson re electric repairs status,
independent contractor arrangement; email and schedules
from T. Saubolle of Marsh re coverage adjustments, credits;
review insurance policies and prepare summary schedule of
policies, premiums, coverages and premium retention.
Call with D. Flett re edits to APS. Review of email to Aird Berlis
re same. Review and discussion of CBRE proposal. Email to
K. MacDougall re same. Discussion with D. Flett re HST
returns and staffing. Update on electrical. Review of insurance
adjustments.
2
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Staff
Finnegan, M
Flett, D

Date
04/08/2020
04/08/2020

Cherniak, S

04/08/2020

Flett, D

04/09/2020

3.8

Finnegan, M

04/09/2020

0.4

Cherniak, S

04/09/2020

2.6

Flett, D

04/13/2020

4

Time_______________________ Narrative_____________________
0.5 File HST returns
4 Call with SC re Infinity APS, building issues; review SC, B.
Lyle emails re APS, sale; email with J. Nemers of Aird Berlis re
APS; call, email with MF on waste bins, HST remittance;
further summary of insurance policy terms and premiums and
reconcile to First Insurance Funding contract; review
endorsements and credits from machinery policy and email to
T. Saubolle of Marsh with query re premiums, possible
deletion of product liability; call with W. Dowson, D. Brace re
electrical repairs, security system and other building
maintenance and clean-up issues; email to A&J re electrical
billing.
1.2 Review of email from Alrd Berlis re APS. Discuss with D. Flett.
Review edits. Send to Infinity. Update on electricity. Call with
MacDougall re listing. Emails re HST. Emails re insurance.
Review emails from B. Lyle and revisions to APS; call with SC
re building matters, APS revisions, Infinity site inspection;
review SC and J. Nemers emails re APS and Nemers'
comments, suggested revisions; call with SC to review J.
Nemers comments, hazardous materials on site, machine oils,
etc; call with PFS group of RBC Express for access, call with
MF and set-up MF for online CRA payments; review of further
J. Nemers revisions to APS and forward comment to SC; email
to Sleco staff re weekend plant coverage, cleaning
arrangements; call with St. Thomas police re patrols,
availability of report; call with SC re revisions to APS, Infinity
site inspection, hazardous materials onsite; email with T.
Saubolle of Marsh re insurance changes, queries.
Call to RBC Express to set up payment authorization for HST
payment.
Review of Infinity changes to APS. Discuss with D. Flett and
send to Aird Berlis. Review of Aird Berlis edits. Discuss with D.
Flett and J. Nemers. Call with B. Lyle to discuss changes.
Review of email from Infinity. Update on building issues.
Discuss date for Infinity attendance. Review email from
insurer. Email to MacDougall. Email to/from Fisher.
Review A&J electric repair invoice, quote for additional
security and fencing and email to J. Douglas, review with SC;
email from W. Dowson re plant matters, clean-up; lengthy call
with W. Dowson, D. Brace re further repairs, clean-up,
compaction bins, Cisco equipment, assets not located, stand
alone network for short term use and other issues; call with MF
re bin rental, disposal; review email and photos from D. Brace,
download and organize and prepare detailed memo to B. Lyle
on status of assets not located by Infinity and Taylor forklift
omitted from appraisal; add notes and comments to master
asset list; update payroll summary schedule and add March,
2020 WSIB calculation, additional shortterm contractor;
review USD bank statements Feb 1 - March 31,

3
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Staff
Finnegan, M

Date
04/13/2020

Time
0.4

Cherniak, S

04/13/2020

1.2

Finnegan, M

04/14/2020

1

Flett, D

04/14/2020

3.7

Cherniak, S

04/14/2020

1.2

Flett, D

04/15/2020

4.5

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

04/15/2020
04/15/2020

1.2
1.5

Flett, D

04/16/2020

2.2

Finnegan, M

04/16/2020

0.5

Narrative
Check on banking re tax payment and discussion re garbage
bins and billing.
Discussion and review of electrical invoice and quote for
security system. Review of email to Sieco staff. Review of
email to B. Lyle re locating equipment. Email from creditor.
Payroll payment and general banking, receipt of bills, email
from interested party on property.
Review Infinity APS and emails from B. Lyle, J. Nemers of Aird
Berlis; prepare prior week payroll, forward to SC for approval
and approve in RBC Express; email to K. Kopylec re USD
interest; review asset list, HSBC leases and add notes and
comments; email with SC re crane inclusion in Infinity APS;
email with MF re WSIB and forward schedule for March
remittance; email with D. Brace re cranes and review pictures;
review HSBC lease documents re machine 55 hopper and
memo to SC.
Review security bill. Email from interested party. Respond.
Email from B. Lyle. Email from Aird Berlis. Review and
approve payroll. Discuss cranes, Review of email re hopper.
Respond. Review of email from realtor.
Review RBC leases, emails with D. Brace and review of
photos re leased Crown lift trucks and 2 pallet movers not
located; review HSBC lease documents and email with K.
Schad of Engel, with photos re loader attached to Engel 2200
T; additional notes to equipment schedule; review email from
K. MacDougall of CBRE re real estate listing, sale mechanism,
information requested and call with SC to review; review
approach to loader, HSBC lease Fanuc robots with SC; email
with J. Donsberger of Marsh re liability coverage; prepare
detailed reply to K. MacDougall of CBRE enquiry including
information on building, explanation of sales process, vesting
order and use of Receiver's Schedule to OREA 500.
Bill payments.
Call with D. Flett re Engel and attachment and how to deal
with. Email from Maynards re winning bid. Respond. Review of
email re insurance coverage. Review realtor email with D. Flett
for responses. Pay bills.
Email with W. Dowson, SC re electrical service specifications
for real estate listing; email with D. Brace re locate building
plans, surveys; review W. Dowson expense report re electrical
and forward; several emails with W. Dowson re motion sensor/
siren project, P. Lynch, backflow preventer work for City, Kettle
Creek Landscaping; emails with B. Lyle re asset inspection;
call with SC re Infinity APS, site visit; emails from R. Fisher of
CBRE.
General banking and bill payments.

4
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Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
04/16/2020

Finnegan, M

04/17/2020

Flett, D

04/17/2020

Cherniak, S

04/17/2020

Fiett, D

04/20/2020

6.5

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

04/20/2020
04/20/2020

0.5
3.5

Time_______________________ Narrative_____________________
1.7 Review of answers to realtor email. Send to realtor. Review of
emails from Infinity. Respond. Review of emails re landscaper.
Discuss attendance at plant with D. Flett. Review of emails re
backflow. Call with RBC re realtor. Email from Fisher,
Respond. Review of email re additional info for realtor. Review
of staff expenses re power outage.
0.5 Receipt of WEPPA payment confirmations. General banking
and bill payments.
4.5 Review EXP prepared soil remediation report, discuss with SC
and review, forward invoice for payment; email with W.
Dowson, D. Brace re auctioneer inspection visit, weekend walk
through; email from and call with K. Schad of Engel re 2200
duo sale status, carve out from Receivership; review Engel
2200, HSBC sale status and options with SC; review EXP
Environmental invoice, forward for payment and online
approval; email with S. Schweighoefer email re SRED claims
and email with SC re 2017; email to A. Driedger of Thornton
Grout Finnigan re status of HSBC sale of Engel 2200; email
with N. Hooevar of Alarmtech; updates to master asset list for
M 54-58 robotics detail.
2.2 Emails re staff attendance at plant. Call with D. Flett re HSBC
machine and report from enviro company. Call with RBC re
Sleegers. Send email to SRED company. Review responses.
Emails re contacting CRA re 2017. Review of enviro co report.
Review of email re HSBC equip.
Format and print asset list and working copy for Infinity
inspection; email with K. Cyrus of First Insurance re April 22
payment, credits to be processed; call with W. Dowson, email
with D. Brace on plant matters; call with SC re plant, Infinity
inspection; attend at plant with representatives of Infinity and
review asset list and other issues; review clean-up status and
ongoing with W. Dowson; call with MF to review T4A issues,
First Insurance funding payments; review T. Saubolle email
and Allied World endorsements for revisions to property
coverage; prepare revised machinery list from Infinity offer
schedule A for inclusion with APS; add dates and additional
information to APS; further revisions and finalize schedule B to
APS and forward to SC, Infinity; email with A. Driedger of
Thornton Grout Finnigan re Engel 2200.
General banking, file admin and discussions re T4As.
Call from D. Flett re attendance at plant. Email from interested
party. Email to RBC re remediation cost estimate and electrical
repair. Review of email re a/r insurance. Respond. Attendance
at plant to meet with Infinity and W. Dowson. Email from RBC
re recommendation to do remediation work. Respond and
review Harrison Pensa response. Discuss APS and HSBC
with D. Flett. Review emails to Thornton Grout Finnigan.
Review of revised Schedule A and send to Infinity.

5
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Staff
Flett, D

Date
04/21/2020

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

04/21/2020
04/21/2020

Flett, D

04/22/2020

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

04/22/2020
04/22/2020

Flett, D

04/23/2020

Finnegan, M

04/23/2020

Time_______________________ Narrative____________________
4.5 Review final version of APS, inclusion of Schedule B with MF;
call with W. Dowson re alarm call, Mill Creek plumbing work;
emails with N. Hooevenar and S. Holloway of Alarm Tech;
prepare prior weekly payroll, forward for approval; review
revised premium statement from First Insurance and forward
to MF for payment with instructions; email with J. Heather of
SPH; lengthy call with A. Brintnell of Troy re fire monitoring
and suppression, ongoing inspection and monitoring.
1 Banking, payroll and bill payments.
2.3 Finalize APS. Send to Infinity, RBC, Harrison Pensa and Aird
Berlis. Review comments. Numerous emails with creditor.
Emails re alarm call. Emails to Infinity and interested party re
equipment. Email from insurer. Review of email to engineer re
fencing. Email from Fisher. Review response from
MacDougall.
4.5 Review Allied World endorsement for coverage revision
credits; email to T. Saubolle of Marsh re deletion of inventory
effective March 12; expand and update insurance policy
summary for credits issued and reconcile to First Insurance
Funding contract payments; email with K. Calbeck, creditor
interested in assets and view Infinity web site; email with C.
Paternite re outstanding EDI invoices; review resin inventory
schedules prepared by N. Hossko and forward to B. Winning
of Infinity; call with SC re court report, Great Lakes Trim, Troy
Fire Safety and building system status, CBRE showings and
other issues; review real estate listing agreement with CBRE;
review SC email exchange with Great Lakes Trim and memo
to SC re intercompany due to/from at April 30, 2019.
1 Various bill payments.
2.2 Emails from Mitra and Nemers and call with Mitra re Great
Lakes issue. Update from D. Flett on fire suppression system
monitoring. Emails re auction. Review Infinity website for
auction details. Review of email to Infinity re inventory. Review
of listing agreement. Discuss with D. Flett. Update D. Flett on
issues with Great Lakes and inclusion in report.
3.5 SC email re listing agreement; email with SC re court report,
Great Lakes Trim; email with First Insurance Funding and
review Apr 22 payment status with MF; review CBRE listing
agreement; email with D. Brace; email with T. Saubolle of
Marsh; review and approve utility bill payments; call with W.
Dowson re additional labour, weekend coverage, City of St
Thomas, other plant issues; review email re CBRE listing,
receiver schedule to be prepared by Aird Berlis; Aird Berlis
emails re listing agreement; start first report to court of
receiver.
1 Bill payments.
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Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc.,
1142024 Ontario Inc.

Staff
Cherniak, S

Date
04/23/2020

Flett, D

04/24/2020

Cherniak, S

04/24/2020

Flett, D

04/27/2020

5

Finnegan, M

04/27/2020

1

Cherniak, S

04/27/2020

1.3

Flett, D

04/28/2020

4.8

Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S

04/28/2020
04/28/2020

0.5
1.2

Flett, D

04/29/2020

5.2

Time__
Narrative
2.2 Email from D. Swift re courts. Send to Aird Berlis. Email to
RBC re listing agreement. Email to CBRE re same. Call with K.
MacDougall. Review of email re staff. Review of email re
invoice. Review of revised listing agreement. Send to Aird
Berlis. Update on showing properties. Update on insurance.
D. Flett question re Great Lakes. Respond.
2.7 Call with A. Brintnell of Troy re fire system inspections,
monitoring, costs and compliance; brief memo to SC re fire
system; continue with First Report of Receiver - background
and Receiver activities; email with A. Grattan of First Insurance
re payment; call with W. Dowson re plant matters, labour, bins.
0.5 Email from Aird Berlis re listing agreement. Send email to
CBRE. Review response and advise Aird Berlis. Update on fire
suppression system.
Calls and emails with A. Brintnell of Troy Fire Safety re
inspections, ULC monitoring and review fees, agreements to
be signed; email with SC re summary of Troy agreements and
documents to be executed; arrangements with MF for bin and
compactor empty and approve pre payments to MCQ; call with
S. Wells of Apex re disposal and recycle of hazardous
materials; emails with W. Dowson, D. Brace re plant; review
Aird Berlis revisions to listing agreement and Receiver's
schedule; Continue with First Report of Receiver - Receiver
activities.
Contact supplier to arrange containers to be serviced/emptied.
Prepare prepayment for service.
Review and execution of fire inspection contract and
schedules. Email from Infinity re environmental. Review D.
Flett response. Review of edits to listing agreement and
Receiver's schedule. Respond. Review email from D. Flett.
Call with SC re listing agreement, Receiver's Schedule, court
report re Clek and forward template Receiver Schedule;
prepare weekly payroll summary and forward to SC with
comments, approve in RBC Express; call with S. Wells of Apex
and arrangements re attend at plant to sample and quote
environmental removal; forward executed agreements to A.
Brintnell of Troy with updated key holder list; email with
Alarmtech; call with SC to review status of listing agreement
revisions and approach to Receiver's Schedule; continue with
First Report of Receiver - Receiver activities, Clek, customers
etc.
Pay payroll.
Scan and send fire monitoring documents. Update on
environmental visit. Discuss report with D. Flett. Emails from
Aird Berlis re listing agreement and Schedule. Discuss with D.
Flett. Send Confidence as a template. Call with J. Nemers to
discuss edits to listing agreement.
Review March 2020 HST return schedule, Receiver
accounting and email with MF; continue with First Report to
Court - Receiver activities, Clek, other customers, CRA; call
with W. Dowson re Apex, train bay, other plant matters.
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Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties Inc.,
1142024 Ontario Inc.

Staff
Finnegan, M
Cherniak, S
Flett, D

Date
04/29/2020
04/29/2020
04/30/2020

Time
0.5
0.2
6

Finnegan, M

04/30/2020

1

Cherniak, S

04/30/2020

0.8

144.1

Staff
Cherniak, S
Finnegan, M
Flett, D

Office
London
London
London

Narrative
Review GL ready to file March HST return.
Review of misc. Emails.
Arrangements for Apex to access building re environmental
disposal; call with W, Dowson; call with D. Brace re domain
name, Cisco, IT matters, building plans; access data room
from sale process; email with P. O'Gorman of RBC; brief
review of Aird Berlis revisions to real estate listing and
Schedule B to offers prepared by Aird Berlis and download,
call with SC re real property documents; review Insight
account, related emails and call with SC re license payment
status, email accounts; continue with First Report to Court receiver activities - CRA, Great Lakes Trim, lessors, sale of
assets.
File HST return and pay HST owing online. Call from ex
employee re ROE problem he is having with El.
Email updates on various issues. Review of Aird Berlis edits to
listing documents. Discuss with D. Flett. Discuss requirement
for continuation of office 365. Call from employee.
Total Time

Position
Sr. Vice President
Administration
Vice President

Hourly Rate
$525
$175
$410

Time
35.5
16.7
91.9
144.1
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Court File No. 35-2220172T
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY
BETWEEN:
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Applicant
- and SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC.,
and 1142024 ONTARIO INC.
Respondent

AFFIDAVIT OF KYLE PLUNKETT
(sworn June 1, 2020)
I, KYLE PLUNKETT, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE
OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS:
1.

I am a partner at Aird & Berlis LLP and, as such, I have knowledge of the matters to
which I hereinafter depose. Aird & Berlis LLP is acting as counsel for BDO Canada
Limited, in its capacity as receiver (in such capacity, the “Receiver”), without security,
of certain assets, undertakings and properties of Sle-Co Plastics Inc., Sle-Co Properties
Inc., and 1142024 Ontario Inc. (collectively, the “Debtors”) acquired for, or used in
relation to a business carried on by the Debtors.

2.

Aird & Berlis LLP has prepared statements of account in connection with its mandate as
counsel to the Receiver, detailing its services rendered and disbursements incurred,
namely:
(a)

an account dated February 28, 2020 in the amount of $17,832.62 in respect of the
period from January 8, 2020 to January 31, 2020;
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(b)

an account dated March 31, 2020 in the amount of $23,821.06 in respect of the
period from February 1,2020 to February 29, 2020;

(c)

an account dated April 20, 2020 in the amount of $3,504.70 in respect of the
period from March 1,2020 to March 31,2020; and

(d)

an account dated May 29, 2020 in the amount of $7,776.78 in respect of the
period from April 1, 2020 to April 30, 2020,

(the “Statements of Account”). Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “A” to this
Affidavit are copies of the Statements of Account. The average hourly rate of Aird &
Berlis LLP is $503.75.
3.

Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit “B” to this Affidavit is a chart detailing the
lawyers, law clerks and articling students who have worked on this matter.

4.

This Affidavit is made in support of a motion to, inter alia, approve the attached accounts
of Aird & Berlis LLP and the fees and disbursements detailed therein, and for no
improper purpose whatsoever.

SWORN before me at the City of )
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario )
this 1st day of June, 2020
)

A commissioner, etc.
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Attached is Exhibit “A”
Referred to in the
AFFIDAVIT OF KYLE PLUNKETT
Sworn before me
this 1st day of June, 2020

Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc
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IN ACCOUNT WITH:

AIRD BERLIS
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5J 2T9
T 416.863.1500 F 416.863,1515
airdberlis.com

BDO Canada Limited
100 - 633 Colborne Street
London, ON
N6B 2V3
Attention: Mr. Stephen N. Cherniak

Account No.: 661194
PLEASE WRITE ACCOUNT NUMBERS
ON THE BACK OF ALL CHEQUES
File No.: 13137/150905

February 28, 2020

Re: Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on your behalf throughout the period ended January 31,
2020

LAWYER

DATE

TIME

VALUE

SPM

08/01/20

0.40

$270.00

Email exchange with T. Hogan; Email
exchange with client

SPM

09/01/20

0.80

$540.00

Telephone call S. Cherniak; Telephone call T.
Hogan

SPM

10/01/20

0.40

$270.00

Review emails from opposing counsel and T.
Hogan

JTN

10/01/20

0.80

$348.00

Discussion with S. Mitra re broad strokes of
file; Email exchanges with S. Cherniak and T.
Hogan; Engaged with high-level review of draft
report

JTN

11/01/20

1.30

$565.50

Engaged with review of body of affidavit of G.
Smith sworn January 9, 2020; Consider same;
Engaged with revisions to and further drafting
of draft report; Email to S. Mitra re same

SPM

12/01/20

0.80

$540.00

[A104] Review/Analyze - review and provide
comments on revised pre-filing report

JTN

12/01/20

0.60

$261.00

Receipt and review of email from S. Mitra re
further comments re draft report; Engaged with
revisions re same; Email to S. Cherniak re
same; Email to T. Hogan re filing-related
matters

SPM

13/01/20

0.60

$405.00

DESCRIPTION

Review motion record and affidavit of RBC
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LAWYER

DATE

JTN

13/01/20

0.30

$130.50

Email exchanges with S. Cherniak and T.
Hogan; Arrange for finalization, service and
filing of responding record

SPM

14/01/20

1.30

$877.50

Review draft time and task agreement and
telephone calls T. Hogan and client; Email to
client; Review HSBC leases and email
exchange between client and HSBC; Email
exchange with counsel to HSBC and
telephone call counsel

JTN

14/01/20

2.00

$870.00

Engaged with drafting of term and task
agreement; Engaged with review of draft
Order; Discussions with S. Mitra re same;
Receipt and review of emails from S. Cherniak
re HSBC; Engaged with high-level security
review re three pieces of equipment re HSBC

SPM

15/01/20

1.70

$1,147.50

Review materials from HSBC and email
exchange with T. Hogan and client re
arrangements with HSBC and Inoac;
Telephone call's client and counsel for HSBC

JTN

15/01/20

1.50

$652.50

Engaged with review of emails and draft
proposals re HSBC-related matters; Consider
same; Discussions with S. Mitra re same;
Receipt and review of revisions to draft
receivership order; Engaged with mark-up of
same; Email exchanges with T. Hogan and S.
Cherniak re same; Discussion with S. Mitra re
same; Telephone call with O. Gaffney re
equipment; Telephone call with S. Mitra re
same; Emails with working group re same;
Attend to related tasks as needed

SRM

16/01/20

0.30

$115.50

Conduct prelims and obtain, review and report
on Limited Partnership Report and corporate
profile

JTN

16/01/20

2.90

$1,261.50

Attend on conference call with T. Hogan, S.
Cherniak and S. Mitra re HSBC and Inoac;
Engaged with drafting of and revisions to
indemnity agreement; Discussion with S. Mitra
re same; Email to S. Cherniak re same;
Receipt and review of emails with O. Gaffney
re related matters; Receipt and review of email
from S. Cherniak; Discussion with S. Mitra re
same; Follow-up emails with S. Cherniak, T.
Hogan and O. Gaffney re same and related
matters re tomorrow's hearing

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION
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LAWYER

DATE

MGM

17/01/20

0.30

$127.50

Prepare and register court order appointing
BDO Canada Limited as receiver

SPM

17/01/20

0.50

$337.50

Review appointment order and arrange for
registration of appointment order on title to real
property

JTN

17/01/20

0.30

$130.50

Receipt and review of issued Order; Email
exchanges with client and S. Mitra re same;
Instruct M. McDonald re registration of Order
on title; Telephone call with M. McDonald re
same; Attend to related matters as needed

SPM

20/01/20

0.60

$405.00

Email exchange with client re garnishments;
Review email from Perfection Industrial Sales
and email co client

SPM

20/01/20

0.30

$202.50

Email exchange with client

JTN

20/01/20

0.80

$348.00

Email exchanges with D. Flett and S. Mitra re
garnishment and sale process-related issues;
Engaged with drafting of notice of motion
skeleton for next court attendance

DL

21/01/20

1.50

$442.50

Draft key employee retention agreement for
Eric Hoekstra; send email to S. Mitra re same

SPM

21/01/20

0.90

$607.50

Telephone call client re KERP and
Accommodation Agreement; Arrange for
KERP; Review and revise KERP and email
client

JTN

21/01/20

0.40

$174.00

Email exchange and meeting with S. Mitra re
receipt of instructions re KERP and
accommodation agreement; Receipt and
review of draft KERP

SPM

22/01/20

0.10

$67.50

JTN

22/01/20

2.60

$1,131.00

SPM

23/01/20

0.50

$337.50

SRM

23/01/20

0.20

$77.00

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION

Review - review email from M. Sassi and email
exchange with client re adding of Triangle
Logistics to service list
Engaged with drafting of accommodation
agreement; Email to S. Mitra re same; Attend
to related matters as needed
Arrange for security review
Conduct prelim; Order, review and report on
corporate profiles; Order certified PPSA
search for Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
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LAWYER

DATE

JTN

23/01/20

2.20

$957.00

Receipt and review of emails from M. Sassi
and S. Cherniak; Engaged with drafting and
consideration of security opinion to trustee;
Discussion with S. Mitra re same; Email
exchange with S. Morris re ordering of
searches and related matters

SRM

24/01/20

1.00

$385.00

Review PPSA search and prepare search
summary

SRM

25/01/20

0.40

$154.00

Review and revise search summary and report
on same

JTN

25/01/20

0.10

$43.50

JTN

29/01/20

0.30

$130.50

Engaged with review of draft security opinion
for finalization; Email to S. Mitra re same;
Email exchange with S. Cherniak and J.
Forrest re Art Blake Refrigeration Limited

SRM

30/01/20

0.40

$270.00

Review - review se4curity opinion on Plastics
and email to client

JTN

30/01/20

0.10

$43.50

Email exchange with S. Mitra re security
opinion

JTN

31/01/20

0.20

$87.00

Engaged with finalization of security opinion
and email to S. Cherniak re same and related
matters

JTN

31/01/20

0.10

$43.50

Email exchange with S. Cherniak re business
terms re accommodation agreement

29.50

$14,756.50

TOTAL:

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION

Email exchange with S. Morris re security
opinion
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OUR FEE
HST at 13%

$14,756.50
$1,918.35

DISBURSEMENTS
COST INCURRED ON YOUR BEHALF AS AN AGENT
Teranet
Search Under P.P.S.A.

$65.05
$16.00

Total Agency Costs

$81.05

Subject to HST
Photocopies/Scanning
Binding and Tabs
Deliveries
Name Search
Corporate Search
Service Fee Teranet
Service Provider Fee

$486.75
$49.50
$254.75
$23.00
$111.00
$10.85
$17.00

Total Disbursements
HST at 13%
AMOUNT NOW DUE

$952.85
$123.87
$17,832.62

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN
Aird & Berlis LLP

Sanjeev P. Mitra
E.&O.E.
PAYMENT OF THIS ACCOUNT IS DUE ON RECEIPT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SOLICITORS ACT, ONTARIO, INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED AT THE RATE OF 2,0% PER ANNUM ON
UNPAID AMOUNTS CALCULATED FROM A DATE THAT IS ONE MONTH AFTER THIS ACCOUNT IS DELIVERED.
GST / HST Registration # 12184 6539 RT0001

NOTE: This account may be paid by wire transfer in Canadian funds to our account at The Toronto-Dominion Bank, TD Centre, 55 King Street West, Toronto,
Ontario, IVI5K 1A2. Account number 5221521, Transit number 10202, Swift Code TDOMCATTTOR. Please include the account number as reference.

38889251.1
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IN ACCOUNT WITH:

AIRD BERLIS

1

Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5J 2T9
T416.863.1500 F 416.863.1515
airdberlis.com

BDO Canada Limited
100 - 633 Colborne Street
London, ON N6B 2V3
Attention: Mr. Stephen N. Cherniak

Account No.: 664277
PLEASE WRITE ACCOUNT NUMBERS
ON THE BACK OF ALL CHEQUES
File No.: 13137/150905

March 31, 2020
Re: Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on your behalf throughout the period ended February 29,
2020

LAWYER

DATE

JTN

01/02/20

1.80

$783.00

Engaged with further drafting of
accommodation agreement to reflect business
terms provided by client; Email to S. Mitra re
same

SPM

02/02/20

1.00

$675.00

Review and revise draft accommodation
agreement and email J. Nemers

JTN

02/02/20

0.10

$43.50

Email exchange with S. Mitra re
accommodation agreement

JEM

03/02/20

0.10

$24.00

Order, review and report on profile

JTN

03/02/20

1.00

$435.00

Engaged with review of comments re
accommodation agreement; Engaged with
revisions re same; Discussion with S. Mitra re
same; Email to client re same; Receipt and
review of corporate search results re Clek Inc.

SPM

04/02/20

0.40

$270.00

Email exchange with client and provide
comments on draft accommodation agreement

JTN

04/02/20

2.60

$1,131.00

Receipt and review of motion record re
Rassaun action; Consider same; Prepare draft
responding letter to R. Kennaley and J. Winter
re same; Email exchanges with client re same;
Finalize and issue letter to R. Kennaley and J.
Winter; Receipt and review of client comments
re accommodation agreement; Engaged with
revisions re same; Email to client re same;

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION
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LAWYER

DATE

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION
Receipt and review of reply email from J.
O'Hearn and attachment thereto; Consider
same; Email exchange with client re same;
Follow-up email to J. O'Hearn; Attend to
related tasks as needed

JIN

07/02/20

0.20

$87.00

Receipt and review of email from J. O'Hearn
enclosing proof of claim re Rassaun and
consider same

SPM

11/02/20

0.50

$337.50

Review email from client and telephone call
client re issues to be addressed; Meet with J.
Nemers

JTN

11/02/20

0.40

$174.00

Email exchange with client re ORA; Discussion
with S. Mitra re same and related matters;
Email to client re Rassaun proof of claim

JIN

12/02/20

0.10

$43.50

Receipt and review of email from S. Cherniak
re Rassaun

SPM

13/02/20

0.50

$337.50

Review and provide comments on draft sales
purchase

JTN

13/02/20

1.40

$609.00

Engaged with review of, revisions to and
further drafting of invitation for offers, asset
summary description and terms and conditions
of sale

SPM

14/02/20

0.20

$135.00

[A104] Review/Analyze - review email from
client and leave message for K. Kraft

JTN

14/02/20

1.40

$609.00

Engaged with further review of, revisions to
and drafting of asset summary, invitation for
offers, terms and conditions and form of offer;
Email exchange with client re same; Email
exchange with client re Clek and related
matters; Discussion with S. Mitra re same

JTN

15/02/20

0.10

$43.50

SPM

18/02/20

0.40

$270.00

Review letter from counsel for Sle-co and
email client

SPM

18/02/20

0.80

$540.00

Telephone call client re strategy and response

JTN

18/02/20

4.10

$1,783.50

Receipt and review of letter from K. Kraft;
Engaged with high-level review of amended
and restated manufacturing and supply
agreement; Consider same; Discussion with S.
Mitra re same;

Email to D. Flett re terms and conditions re
sale process
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LAWYER

DATE

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION
Engaged with review of, revisions to and
further drafting of draft release re Magna;
Email to client re same; Attend on conference
call with client re letter from K. Kraft and next
steps re same; Receipt, review and
consideration of emails from client re same;
Engaged with drafting of letter to K. Kraft;
Email to S. Mitra re same

SPM

19/02/20

1.00

$675.00

Review letter from opposing counsel and
revise draft response; Email exchange with
opposing counsel

SPM

19/02/20

0.80

$540.00

Email exchange with K. Kraft and telephone
call K. Kraft

JIN

19/02/20

1.70

$739.50

Email exchanges with client and discussion
with S. Mitra; Engaged with revisions to and
issuance of letter to K. Kraft; Receipt and
review of comments to Closures release;
Email thoughts to client re same; Attend on
conference call with K. Kraft; Discussion with
S. Mitra re same

SPM

20/02/20

0.30

$202.50

Email exchange with client re discussion with
K. Kraft

JTN

20/02/20

0.70

$304.50

Email exchange with client re status update;
Discussion with S. Mitra re next steps re Clek;
Email exchange with K. Kraft re same;
Telephone call with J. Asma re Magna; Email
to client re same; Discussion with S. Mitra re
same

SLG

21/02/20

0.20

$170.00

Discussion with S. Mitra and review of emails

SPM

21/02/20

0.40

$270.00

Telephone call T. Hogan and email to client

JTN

21/02/20

0.70

$304.50

Email exchange with client re Clek; Voicemail
exchange with D. Forster; Telephone call with
D. Forster; Receipt and review of email and
further email from D. Forster; Consider same;
Email to client re same

JTN

22/02/20

0.60

$261.00

Engaged with further revisions to draft
agreement with Magna; Email to D. Forester re
same; Email to S. Mitra re Clek

JTN

23/02/20

0.10

$43.50

SLG

24/02/20

0.20

$170.00

Email exchange with S. Mitra re Clek
Review emails with S. Mitra, T. Hogan and S.
Cherniak
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LAWYER

DATE

SPM

24/02/20

0.50

$337.50

Review letter from E. Babin and report to client

SPM

24/02/20

0.60

$405.00

Telephone call client; Telephone call E. Babin

JTN

24/02/20

0.70

$304.50

Receipt and review of lengthy letter from E.
Babin re Clek; Consider same; Receipt and
review of draft Schedule A for agreement with
Magna; Email to client re same; Discussion
with S. Mitra re same; Receipt and review of
lengthy email from client re same; Consider
same; Discussion with S. Mitra re same

SLG

25/02/20

0.30

$255.00

Review emails re proposal and Balim
response

SPM

25/02/20

0.60

$405.00

Telephone call's E. Baba

SPM

25/02/20

0.60

$405.00

Telephone call with client and RBC re
settlement strategy

SPM

25/02/20

0.20

$135.00

[A108] Communicate/Other External - email
exchange with E. Babin

JTN

25/02/20

3.40

$1,479.00

JEM

26/02/20

0.10

$24.00

SPM

26/02/20

0.80

$540.00

Review letter from counsel to Jak and email to
client; Telephone call client re strategy

JTN

26/02/20

1.90

$826.50

Email exchanges with client and D. Forster;
Receipt and review of further mark-up to
Magna agreement; Consider same; Receipt
and review of letter from E. Babin; Consider
same; Meeting with S. Mitra to discuss same
and next steps; Attend on conference call with
client re same; Email exchange with client and
T. Hogan re court dates

SLG

27/02/20

0.50

$425.00

Conference call with S. Mitra, J. Nemers and
BDO and reps (along with RBC reps); review
emails

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION

Attend on conference call with client, RBC and
RBC's counsel; Attend on call with E. Babin;
Prepare draft letter to E. Babin; Discussion
with S. Mitra re same; Email exchange with
client re same; Email to E. Babin; Email
exchange with client re Magna; Email
exchanges with D. Forster re same; Receipt
and review of further mark-up to Magna
agreement
Order, review and report on PPSA search
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LAWYER

DATE

SPM

27/02/20

0.30

$202.50

Telephone call T. Hogan

SPM

27/02/20

0.50

$337.50

Review email from E. Babin and consider
response

SPM

27/02/20

0.20

$135.00

Email to T. Hogan

JTN

27/02/20

1.90

$826.50

Receipt and review of final Magna agreement
and schedule thereto for execution; Email
exchanges re same with working group; Attend
on conference call with working group re Clek;
Discussions with S. Mitra re strategy; Receipt
and review of emails from E. Babin; Consider
same; Email exchange with client and
discussion with S. Mitra re same

SLG

28/02/20

0.20

$170.00

Review emails and draft settlement agreement

SPM

28/02/20

0.50

$337.50

Telephone call client and arrange for
settlement agreement

JTN

28/02/20

2.90

$1,261.50

SLG

29/02/20

0.20

$170.00

JTN

29/02/20

0.10

$43.50

40.80

$21,037.00

TOTAL:

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION

Receipt and review of fully-executed
agreement re Magna; Email exchange with
working group re receipt of payment and
related matters; Receipt and review of email
from S. Mitra re terms of proposed settlement
with Clek; Engaged with drafting of agreement
re same; Email to client re same; Telephone
call with T. Hogan re same; Engaged with
revisions re same; Email to working group re
same; Attend to related tasks as needed
Review emails re final document and
amendments
Email to client re status re Clek
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OUR FEE
HST at 13%

$21,037.00
$2,734.81

DISBURSEMENTS
COST INCURRED ON YOUR BEHALF AS AN AGENT
Search Under P.P.S.A.

$8.00

Subject to HST
Corporate Search
Photocopies/Scanning
Service Provider Fee

$18.00
$14.00
$4.50

Total Disbursements
HST at 13%
AMOUNT NOW DUE

$36.50
$4.75
$23,821.06

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN
Aird & Berlis LLP

Sanjeev P. Mitra
E.&O.E.
PAYMENT OF THIS ACCOUNT IS DUE ON RECEIPT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SOLICITORS ACT, ONTARIO, INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED AT THE RATE OF 2.0% PER ANNUM ON
UNPAID AMOUNTS CALCULATED FROM A DATE THAT IS ONE MONTH AFTER THIS ACCOUNT IS DELIVERED.
GST / HST Registration # 12184 6539 RT0001

NOTE: This account may be paid by wire transfer in Canadian funds to our account at The Toronto-Dominion Bank, TD Centre, 55 King Street West, Toronto,
Ontario, M5K 1A2. Account number 5221521, Transit number 10202, Swift Code TDOMCATTTOR. Please include the account number as reference.

39296971.1
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IN ACCOUNT WITH:

AIRD BERLIS I
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5J 2T9
T 416.863.1500 F 416,863.1515
alrdberlis.com

BDO Canada Limited
100 - 633 Colborne Street
London, ON
N6B 2V3
Attention: Mr. Stephen N. Cherniak

Account No.: 667850
PLEASE WRITE ACCOUNT NUMBERS
ON THE BACK OF ALL CHEQUES
File No.: 13137/150905

April 20, 2020
Re: Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on your behalf throughout the period ended March 31,
2020.

LAWYER

DATE

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION

JTN

01/03/20

0.40

$174.00

SLG

02/03/20

0.10

$85.00

SPM

02/03/20

0.30

$202.50

Email exchange to conclude settlement

JTN

02/03/20

0.80

$348.00

Email exchanges with working group re
agreement re Clek; Engaged with revisions to
same; Attend to related tasks as needed;
Follow-up email to D. Forster re residual
matters re Magna

SPM

03/03/20

0.30

$202.50

Email exchange with client re KERP
agreement

JTN

03/03/20

0.30

$130.50

Email exchanges with client and S. Mitra re
KERP; Review and consider same

JTN

09/03/20

0.20

$87.00

Email exchange with D. Forster and S.
Cherniak re Magna agreement; Email
exchange with D. Flett re Dell and Cisco
leases

JTN

10/03/20

1.00

$435.00

Engaged with security review re Dell and
Cisco; Engaged with drafting of security
opinions re same

Email exchanges with E. Babin and client re
comments to agreement re Clek; Receipt and
review of comments; Consider same
Emails re execution of agreement
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LAWYER

DATE

SPM

12/03/20

0.30

$202.50

Review emails and message from T. Hogan
and client and arrange for amendments to
Lessor documents

JTN

12/03/20

0.10

$43.50

Receipt and review of emails from T. Hogan
and S. Cherniak re HSBC

JTN

13/03/20

1.30

$565.50

Engaged with review of, revisions to and
further drafting of agreement re disposal of
certain equipment re HSBC; Email exchanges
with client re same; Attend to related tasks as
needed

JTN

18/03/20

0.10

$43.50

Receipt and review of email from S. Cherniak,
enclosing email from O. Gaffney and PPSA
notice

JTN

18/03/20

1.20

$522.00

JTN

20/03/20

0.10

$43.50

6.50

$3,085.00

TIME

TOTAL:

VALUE

DESCRIPTION

Engaged with review of and revisions to
security opinions re Dell and Cisco; Email to
client re same and next steps; Attend to
related matters as needed
Email exchange with client re Dell

OUR FEE
HST at 13%

$3,085.00
$3,085.00
$401.05

DISBURSEMENTS
Subject to HST
Photocopies/Scanning
Total Disbursements
HST at 13%
AMOUNT NOW DUE
THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN
Aird & Berlis LLP

Sanjeev P. Mitra
E.&O.E.

$16.50
$16.50
$2.15
$3,504.70
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PAYMENT OF THIS ACCOUNT IS DUE ON RECEIPT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SOLICITORS ACT, ONTARIO, INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED AT THE RATE OF 2.0% PER ANNUM ON
UNPAID AMOUNTS CALCULATED FROM A DATE THAT IS ONE MONTH AFTER THIS ACCOUNT IS DELIVERED.
GST/ HST Registration # 12184 6539 RT0001

NOTE: This account may be paid by wire transfer in Canadian funds to our account at The Toronto-Dominion Bank, TD Centre, 55 King Street West, Toronto,
Ontario, M5K 1A2. Account number 5221521, Transit number 10202, Swift Code TDOMCATTTOR. Please include the account number as reference.

39682390.1
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IN ACCOUNT WITH:

AIRD BERLIs]
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5J 2T9
T 416.863.1500 F 416.863.1515
airdberlis.com

BDO Canada Limited
100 - 633 Colborne Street
London, ON
N6B 2V3
Attention: Mr. Stephen N. Cherniak

Account No.: 670215
PLEASE WRITE ACCOUNT NUMBERS
ON THE BACK OF ALL CHEQUES
File No.: 13137/150905

May 29, 2020

Re: Sle-Co Plastics Inc.
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on your behalf throughout the period ended April 30, 2020
LAWYER

DATE

JTN

TIME

VALUE

DESCRIPTION

01/04/20

0.20

$87.00

Email exchange with client re PPSA
registrations and attend to related tasks

JTN

03/04/20

1.60

$696.00

Email exchange with client; Receipt and
review of offer from purchaser; Engaged with
drafting of asset purchase agreement; Attend
to related tasks

JTN

05/04/20

0.80

$348.00

Engaged with further drafting of agreement of
purchase and sale re machinery and
equipment; Email to S. Mitra re same

SPM

06/04/20

0.90

$607.50

Review and provide comments on draft sale
agreement

JTN

06/04/20

0.40

$174.00

Email exchange with S. Mitra; Engaged with
revisions to draft APS; Email to client re same

SPM

07/04/20

0.40

$270.00

Review comments from client and arrange for
amended agreement

JTN

07/04/20

0.10

$43.50

JTN

08/04/20

0.40

$174.00

Email exchange with client re draft APS
Engaged with revisions to draft APS; Email
exchange with client re same
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of

Account No. 670215

LAWYER

DATE

TIME

VALUE

JTN

09/04/20

1.20

$522.00

JTN

13/04/20

0.10

$43.50

JTN

21/04/20

0.30

$130.50

Email exchanges with client re APS and
related matters; Discussion with S. Mitra re
same

SPM

22/04/20

1.10

$742.50

Email exchange with client and telephone call
client; Telephone call T. Hogan

JTN

22/04/20

0.10

$43.50

SPM

23/04/20

0.40

$270.00

Email exchange with client and arrange for
review of listing agreement

JTN

23/04/20

0.80

$348.00

Email exchanges with client re listing
agreement and related matters; Engaged with
drafting of receiver's template offer form

JTN

24/04/20

1.20

$522.00

Engaged with review of, revisions to and
further drafting of listing agreement and
schedules thereto; Email exchanges with client
and S. Mitra re same

SPM

27/04/20

0.40

$270.00

Review and provide comments on draft listing
agreement

JTN

27/04/20

0.20

$87.00

JTN

28/04/20

0.60

$261.00

Email exchanges and telephone call with
client; Attend to related matters

MGM

29/04/20

0.20

$85.00

Pull updated PINs for South Edgeware, St
Thomas properties

JTN

29/04/20

1.60

$696.00

Engaged with review of, revisions to and
further drafting of revised Schedule B to draft
offer form

JTN

30/04/20

0.90

$391.50

Instruct E. Baltkois re further changes to draft
listing agreement; Engaged with review of and
further matters re same; Email exchange with
client re same and Schedule B thereto

13.90

$6,812.50

TOTAL:

DESCRIPTION
Engaged with review and consideration of
purchaser's proposed changes to draft APS;
Email to and telephone call with client re
suggestions re same; Engaged with revisions
to draft APS to reflect same; Email to client re
same
Email to S. Cherniak re draft APS

Email exchanges with client

Email exchange with client
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OUR FEE
HST at 13%

$6,812.50
$885.63

DISBURSEMENTS
Subject to HST
Teraview Search

$69.60

HST at 13%

$9.05

AMOUNT NOW DUE

$7,776.78

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN
Aird & Berlis LLP

Sanjeev P. Mitra
E.&O.E.
PAYMENT OF THIS ACCOUNT IS DUE ON RECEIPT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SOLICITORS ACT, ONTARIO, INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED AT THE RATE OF 2.0% PER ANNUM ON
UNPAID AMOUNTS CALCULATED FROM A DATE THAT IS ONE MONTH AFTER THIS ACCOUNT IS DELIVERED.
GST / HST Registration # 12184 6539 RT0001

NOTE: This account may be paid by wire transfer in Canadian funds to our account at The Toronto-Dominion Bank, TD Centre, 55 King Street West, Toronto,
Ontario, M5K 1A2. Account number 5221521, Transit number 10202, Swift Code TDOMCATTTOR. Please include the account number as reference.

39927065.1
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Attached is Exhibit “B”
Referred to in the
AFFIDAVIT OF KYLE PLUNKETT
Sworn before me
this 1st day of June, 2020

Commissioner for taking Affidavits, etc
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUALS
Aird & Berlis LLP’s professionalfees herein are made with respect to the following individuals

Lawyer

Call to Bar

Hrly Rate

Steve Graff

1991

$850.00

1.7

$1,445.00

Sanj Mitra

1996

$675.00

24.5

$16,537.50

Jeremy Nemers

2014

$435.00

60.4

$26,274.00

Michael McDonald

2016

$425.00

0.5

$212.50

Clerk/Student

Call to Bar

Hrly Rate

Shannon Morris

N/A

$385.00

1.9

$731.50

Jenaya McLean

N/A

$240.00

0.2

$48.00

Damian Lu

N/A

$295.00

1.5

$442.50

Total Time

Total Time

Value

Value

*Standard hourly rates listed. However, in certain circumstances adjustments to the account were
made.
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ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Applicant

-and-

SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., et al.
Respondent
Court File No. 35-2220172T

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY
Proceedings commenced at London, Ontario

AFFIDAVIT OF KYLE PLUNKETT

AIRD & BERLIS LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
Brookfield Place
181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9

Sanjeev P.R. Mitra (LSO # 37934U)
Tel:
(416) 865-3085
Fax:
(416) 863-1515
Email: smitra@airdberlis.com
Jeremy Nemers (LSO # 66410Q)
Tel:
(416) 865-7724
Fax:
(416) 863-1515
Email: jnemers@airdberlis.com
Lawyers for the Receiver
39992663.1
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TAB 6
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CONFIDENTIAL – APPENDIX “6”
(Subject to a request for a sealing order)
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TAB 7
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SERVICE LIST
TO:

ADVOCATES LLP
255 Queens Avenue, Suite 1620
London, ON N6A 5R8
Angelo D’Ascanio
Tel:
(519) 858-8220 x 232
Fax: (519) 858-0687
Email: a.dascanio@advocatesllp.com
Eric Grigg
Tel:
(519) 858-8220 x234
Fax: (519) 858-0687
Email: e.grigg@advocatesllp.com
Lawyers for the Defendants

AND
TO:

BDO CANADA LIMITED
633 Colborne St Unit 100
London, Ontario N6B 2V3
Stephen N. Cherniak
Tel:
(519) 660-6540
Fax: (519) 439-4351
Email: scherniak@bdo.ca
David Flett
Tel:
(519) 660-6540
Fax: (519) 439-4351
Email: dflett@bdo.ca
Receiver

AND
TO:

CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
Suite 2100, Scotia Plaza
40 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5H 3C2
Monique Sassi
Tel:
(416) 860-6886
Email: msassi@cassels.com
Lawyers for Triangle Logistics Solutions Inc.
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AND
TO:

AIRD & BERLIS LLP
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9
Sanj Mitra
Tel:
(416) 865-3085
Fax: (416) 863-1515
Email: smitra@airdberlis.com
Jeremy Nemers
Tel:
(416) 865-7724
Fax: (416) 863-1515
Email: jnemers@airdberlis.com
Lawyers for the Receiver

AND
TO:

THORNTON GROUT FINNEGAN LLP
100 Wellington St W Suite 3200
Toronto, ON M5K 1K7
D.J. Miller
Tel:
(416) 304-0559
Email: djmiller@tgf.ca
Adam Driedger
Tel:
(416) 304-1152
Email: adriedger@tgf.ca
Lawyers for the HSBC Bank Canada

AND
TO:

KENNALEY CONSTRUCTION LAW
58 Peel Street
Simcoe, ON N3Y 1S2
Robert J. Kennaley
Tel:
(519) 426-2577
Fax: (519) 426-3777
Email: rjk@kennaley.ca
Lawyers for Rassaun Services Inc.
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AND
TO:

KIRWIN FRYDAY MEDCALF LAWYERS
100-140 Fullarton Street
London, ON N6A 5P2
Kevin J.F. Fryday
Tel:
(519) 679-8800 x103
Fax: (519) 518-2362
Email: kfryday@lawhouse.ca
Lawyers for Jay Okkerse Contracting Ltd.

AND
TO:

CANADA REVENUE AGENCY
c/o Department of Justice
Ontario Regional Office
120 Adelaide St. W., Suite 400
Toronto, ON M5H 1T1
Attention: Rakhee Bhandari
Tel:
(416) 952-8563
Email: rakhee.bhandari@justice.gc.ca

AND
TO:

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF ONTARIO
as represented by Ministry of Finance
Legal Services Branch
33 King Street West, 6th Floor
Oshawa, ON L1H 8E9
Attention: Kevin O’Hara
Senior Counsel, Ministry of Finance
Tel:
(905) 433-6934
Fax: (905) 436-4510
Email: kevin.ohara@fin.gov.on.ca

AND
TO:

HARRISON PENSA LLP
450 Talbot St.
London, Ontario N6A 5J6
Tim Hogan
Tel
(519) 661-6743
Fax: (519) 667-3362
Email: thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Lawyers for the Plaintiff
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AND
TO :

BROWN BEATTIE O’DONOVAN LLP
1600-380 Wellington Street
London, ON N6A 5B5
Jeremy A. Forrest
Tel : 519.679.0400
Fax : 519.679.6350
Email : jforrest@bbo.on.ca
Lawyers for Art Blake Refrigeration Limited

AND
TO :

TRIANGLE LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS INC.
Alfred Emdon
Email : aemdon@trianglelogistics.ca

AND
TO:

SLE-CO PLASTICS INC.
400 South Edgeware Road
St. Thomas, ON N5P 3Z5
Defendant

AND
TO:

SLE-CO PROPERTIES INC.
400 South Edgeware Road
St. Thomas, ON N5P 3Z5
Defendant

AND
TO:

1142024 ONTARIO INC.
3831 Elgin Road
Mossley, ON N0L 1V0
Defendant

AND
TO:

JEFFREY SLEEGERS
3831 Elgin Road
Mossley, ON N0L 1V0
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AND
TO:

AND
TO:

AND
TO:

AND
TO:

AND
TO:

AND
TO:

AND
TO:

CISCO SYSTEMS CAPITAL CANADA CO.
3450 Superior Court, Unit 1
Oakville, ON L6L 0C4

TOYOTA MOTOR MANUFACTURING CANADA INC.
1055 Fountain Street North
Cambridge, ON N3H 5K2

DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES CANADA LIMITED
155 Gordon Baker Rd, Suite 501
North York, ON M2H 3N5

INOAC INTERIOR SYSTEMS LP
575 James Street South, P.O. Box 1600
St. Marys, ON N4X 1B9

JAY OKKERSE CONTRACTING LTD.
45 Yarmouth Road
St Thomas, Ontario, N5P 3Z8

NORTH SHORE FARMING COMPANY LIMITED
43502 Sparta Line
RR#4
St Thomas, ON N5P 3S8, Canada

GUNN & ASSOCIATES
108 Centre Street
St. Thomas, ON N5R 2Z7
Frederick E. Leitch, QC
Tel:
(519) 631-0700
Fax: (519) 631-1468
Lawyers for North Shore Farming Company Limited
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AND
TO:

BABIN BESSNER SPRY LLP
185 Frederick Street, Suite 101
Toronto, ON M5A 4L4
Edward Babin
Email: ebabin@babinbessnerspry.com
Lawyers for Clek Inc.

AND
TO:

GREAT LAKES TRIM
6183 S. Railway Commons
Williamsburg, MI 49690
Tel:

(231) 267-3000 office
(248) 508-8145
Email: Alan@gltrim.com
AND
TO:

INFINITY ASSET SOLUTIONS INC.
63 Maplecrete Road
Concord, ON L4K 1A5
Attention: blyle@infinityassets.com

Service by email:
a.dascanio@advocatesllp.com; e.grigg@advocatesllp.com; scherniak@bdo.ca; dflett@bdo.ca;
msassi@cassels.com; smitra@airdberlis.com; jnemers@airdberlis.com; djmiller@tgf.ca;
adriedger@tgf.ca; rjk@kennaley.ca; kfryday@lawhouse.ca; rakhee.bhandari@justice.gc.ca;
kevin.ohara@fin.gov.on.ca; thogan@harrisonpensa.com; jforrest@bbo.on.ca;
aemdon@trianglelogistics.ca; ebabin@babinbessnerspry.com; alan@gltrim.com;
blyle@infinityassets.com

38510583.2

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Applicant

-and-

SLE-CO PLASTICS INC., et al.
Respondents
Court File No. 35-2220172T

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
IN BANKRUPTCY and INSOLVENCY
Proceedings commenced at London

MOTION RECORD
(Returnable June 15, 2020)

AIRD & BERLIS LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
Brookfield Place
181 Bay Street, Suite 1800
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9
Sanjeev P.R. Mitra (LSO # 37934U)
Tel:
(416) 865-3085
Fax:
(416) 863-1515
Email: smitra@airdberlis.com

Jeremy Nemers (LSO # 66410Q)
Tel:
(416) 865-7724
Fax:
(416) 863-1515
Email: jnemers@airdberlis.com
Lawyers for the Receiver
40159326.1

